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Pre-Thesis: Mis-Words'

Not strictly part of the thesis, this is a

preliminary look at many of the problems i:

explores.

Reading it will serve to orient

the reader to those problems, although my

views have changed in certain ways as they
have developed.

The problem that vexes me in this paper was elegantly stated
by William James in 1890. What kind of a "mental fact", he asks,
is the intention of saying a thing before it is said?

'As the

words that replace the anticipatory intention arrive, it welcomes
them successively and calls them right if they agree with it,

rejects them and calls them wrong if they do not.

it

It has

therefore a nature cE its own of the most positive sort, and yet

what can we say about it without using words that belong co the
later mental facts that replace it? The intention

co-say-so-and-so is the only name it can receive" ( p. 253).

Despite the popularity of this quotation with workers in the
ﬁeld, and despite much useful and interesting research,

no-one

seems to have tackled the James problem head on. Mechanisms for

getting from intentions to formulations nave been proposed, and
assumptions made about the nature of those intentions: my aim
here is to question some of those assumptions, and by doing So

to

shec some light on that problem, and on the nature of mind. It

iS widely accepted that the capacity §0 account for errors is the

best test of theories of speech production, and that is what i
look at below.

A veri widespread assumption is that, to set from a
pre- verbal intention to an utterance, the speaker must nave
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access to a "mental lexicon" in which the meanings of the words
of his language are deﬁned. The supposition is that the orderly
display of word meanings and their interrelationships which the
linguist attempts has
equivalent.

must nave

a mental or even neurological

Most research in this area has assumed the necessity

of such a mental lexicon, and some has even supposed that james's

mysterious "intention to say so-and-so" can be replicated by
deﬁnitions of the words to be said. The assumption a of a mental
dictionary rests in turn on a crisp distinction between knowledge
of the meanings of words and knowledge of the world. As we

from the difference between dictionaries and encyclopaedias it is
often practical to make such a distinction, but there are

contexts in which it looks arbitrary.
On the face of it, slips of the tongue involving proper
names are no different from other slips, and a mental search for

the right proper name is just a special case of a search for the
right word. But there are important differences, arising from
the fact that proper names refer to individuals rather than

like, say, bachelor sorts of thing. No matter how well
organized a mental lexicon might be, it will not contain entries.

which deﬁne the meaning of proper names without recourse to
descriptions of che world. To demonstrate that I know what

"Cleopatra's Needle" means, I can either point to it, or tell you
what L know about that object. "It's a tall, carved, monolith;

stands on the Embankment near Temple Station; was brought there 2

Long time ago", and so on, with progressive vagueness.

The word

"bachelor" is exhaustively deﬁned b y "unmarried man", that is

its dictionary meaning and anything further about bachelors will
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count as information about the world. But there is no

justiﬁcation with a proper name for saying, now it is deﬁned,
anything more is extra to its meaning.

In a sense, proper names

are not part of the Language like other words

one looks them u p

in encyclopedias, if a i all, not in dictionaries. And yet,

although proper names may not strictly be part of The Language,

they are part of speech

and sometimes we get them wrong, or

have to search for them, just as we do with other words.
Let

us look a t some examples of getting proper names wrong.

At one time two publishers were putting a lot of work my way, one

called Pat, the other Julia. Both were extremely thoughtful and
kind to me personally, going cut of their way to be helpful;

unfortunately, I didn't like Pat at all. To my irritation, I
kept thinking - and sometimes even speaking - of Pat as Julia,

At ﬁrst I was at a loss to explain this mistake, but then
noticed that it only occurred in certain contexts.

When

Nas

thinking 5 f ?at as the helpful publisher who would go out of her
Way to make my life easier, I thought of her as Julia; when I

thought of ner as that unlikeable, boring person, I thought of
her by her right name.

myself that

I clearly did not wish to acknowledge to

was taking advantage of the kindness of someone

with whom I Dels no personal sympathy. Or take another case.

4

and 3 are discussing the relations between a mutual friend,
Hilda, and her ﬂat-mate, Alice. A tells

cow Hilda suffers

from the constant comparison with Alice: Alice is a success at

everything, she sails through exams, walks into jobs, attracts
sne most attractive men, and so on.

B guessed who A was talking

about, despite the fact that A referred to Alice as "Annie"

throughout. Annie

a colleague of A's, and a friend - also

it now appeared, an envied rival.

sort of proper name slip which must be familiar to most
people is sibling confusion. Or, closely parallel, the black
maid servant may be thought of as Viola because that's what th
former black maid was called. As well as cases of substitutio

of proper names, I have also collected some blends: a
4-year-old's "Little Red Muffet"; a grown man's "Das Kampf"; m:
own

" Anger Under the Elms" and "Desire and After" (transpose t!

ﬁrst words for the correct titles). What all these cases have
had in common, is that it is possible - with the relevant
knowledse

to construe a uniting category for the target and

error words, or for the blended phrases.

They differ from strictly semantic errors in that the

relevant knowledge is not language-community wide, the uniting

category not encoded in the language. Slips of this kind are
conﬁned to proper names.

friend o? mine with 5 children and

cats explained the fact that my cats were snifﬁng the hem of c.

skirt by saying that it had "brushed against the children's
feeding bowls"

when she meant, of course, to say "the cats'".

Cases like these suggest that the difference between

dictionary and encyclopaedia does not derive from a dictionary'
being restricted to 'linguistic meaning', but rather from its

including only what we all

know, if we know the meaning of the

word at all. Only stable categories which hold good from any
point

ef view get encoded in the language.
Thus,

En the contexts in which I thought of her as Julia,

Che relevant distinguishing characteristics of Pat were the san
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as those of Julia; that is, they were both female editors who
gave me work and treated me inordinately well. Or again, in the
context of that conversation, Alice and Annie were both
successful, envied, rival female friends, and so on.

So, what does all this mean for the assumption that speakers
must have access to

'mental lexicon'? That assumption is

predicated on a conviction that, in order to ﬁnd the words which
mean what we want Co say,
mean

in order in fact, to know what they

we must have deﬁnitions of them in our minds.

good

example of a semantic slip which ﬁts this view, is shrinkled, a
blend of shrivelled and wrinkled.

"Shrivel" and "wrinkle" have

obviously related meanings, with "shrivelled" entailing

"wrinkled", and a lexicon would display that relationship. It
seems a natural step to explain the error by the adjacency of the
two words

in a mental lexicon.

Perhaps we can explain the proper

name slips in the same way, by being more liberal about what can
get into a dictionary.

Let us look more closely at the Pat-Julia case.

Say they

were both entered in my mental lexicon, marked as Work-giving,
Female Kind Editor, plus some distinguishing characteristics
each. When

L thought of Pat as "Julia", I wasn't thinking that

she was Julia. The wrong one was being mis-named oy

me;

L did

not have the wrong one in mind. Clearly, one has a hold of the
thought-about object independent of the linguistic representation

provided by its name. Is that hold on the object conferred cy
its deﬁnition? The problem is that for a proper name we must

have a ﬂexicle open- ended deﬁnition, which cannot exhaust the

meaning of the name, and can never, therefore, be an adequate
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substitute for it .

Also, being ﬂexible and people being what they are,
everything about the "deﬁnition" can change, even the sex
marking, and even its heading, the name itself.

What gives the

"deﬁnition" its identity through time is its being about the

same object, which in turn depends on the thinker/speaker knowing
what object it is that has these shifting attributes,
independently of any particular description of it.
therefore possible to know what some words mean

It is
co speak and

understand and think with them - without access to a deﬁnition
of them.

And we must explain some blends of similar meanings,

and some cases of meaning-likeness between target and error word,

without postulating a mental lexicon.

All this goes to show not only that proper names cannot be
usefully accommodated in a mentai lexicon, but also that a mental

lexicon cannot be necessary for speech production.

For, as I

have remarked, proper names are parts of speech. A theorist who
wishes to maintain a mental a lexicon to explain meaning-related
blends

target-error words, and the "tip-of-the-tongue

phenomenon" (in which the searcher often comes up with

semantically similar terms), must ﬁnd a different explanation a
for the parallel phenomena with proper names.

semantically related blends, etc.,

The existence of

looks like very shaky grounds

for believing in a mental lexicon. Indeed, the widely known fact
.that

blend sentences with similar meanings

which we don't,

of course ﬁnd ready-made also requires an explanation which

doesn't rely on prior adjacency and should already have cast
doubt on the idea that semantic word blends, etc., constitute
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evidence that we possess the mental equivalent of a dictionary.
All the same, none of this goes to show that we don't have a

mental lexicon, only that there are grounds for supposing Ni e
don't always need one.

Although nothing I have said has proved that we do not
possess a mental lexicon in which most of the words of our
language are explicitly deﬁned, there are still further reasons

for doubting its existence. As we shall see in more detail
later, the idiosyncratic category relations we have found are

conﬁned to proper names

the cats/children case is not a freak.

Also, at least in the case of speech production, it is not clear

what the explanatory value of a mental lexicon is supposed to be.

If in the ordinary life situation of looking for the right word
there is a ﬂoating deﬁnition waiting to home in
juste,

the mot

then the mystery is simply displaced. For it must be just

the right deﬁnition for the word we want to say,

and the

cuestion now is, how do we ﬁnd that, and recognize it as right?

Deﬁnitions of deﬁnitions would lead at once to an inﬁnite

regress. If a speaker's intention is sufﬁciently focused to
pick out the right deﬁnition, why isn't it good enough to pick
out the right word?

As far as speech production goes a layer of

semantic representations of word-meanings seems otiose.

Cases like those E have discussed, in which there is a
discernible meaning-relatedness which is not strictly semantic,
Am. as a am 2
are usualLy referred in the literature as "Freudian"."
The fact
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that there are no satisfactory criteria for distinguishing
category of Freudian errors has been seen by some researchers as
a difﬁculty in the way of studying them (see, e.g., Ellis).
But, (a) it is just as much a difﬁculty in the way of studying
semantic errors that there is no neat cut-off point between them
and Freudian ones, and (b) uncertainty about how to categorize

data does not prevent it from being data. As far as I know,

Baars et al are the ﬁrst and only researchers in the ﬁeld to
attempt to demonstrate the existence of Freudian errors
experimentally.

With Motley, Baars devised a method of inducing speech
errors in the laboratory. Their ﬁrst experiments were with

phonological errors: "The subject saw these word-pairs, one at a
time,

for 1-2 seconds each, GOOD BOY GO BACK GIVE BOOK BAD GOOF."

Subjects produced the target error

GAD BOOF - signiﬁcantly

frequently with this phonological bias. They went on to use a
semantic bias, such as preceding GAD BOOF with TERRIBLE ERROR,
and again found a signiﬁcant increase in spoonerisms - subjects
were inclined to say " bad goof" in these circumstances. Next

they attacked Freudian slips. They prepared lists of word pairs

in which half the target spoonerisms were electric shock related,
such as SHAD BOCK/BAD SHOCK, while the other half were related to

the sexually attractive properties of females, such as LICE
NEGS/NICE LEGS.

All the subjects were male,

and they were

divided into three groups: "one group was told that it might

receive electric shock during the experiment while another group

cad 2 very attractive female experimenter, provocatively dressed,
enc a

control group received neither treatment" (p. 24). The
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results were very satisfactory, with the appropriate groups
doubling the relevant error rate.
The explanation Baars offers for the brilliant success of

his experiments he calls "the competing plans hypothesis".

Thus,

in the semantic case, reading the words terrible error primes an
intention to express that idea, which competes with the plan to

speak the target words. The plan to express the idea of a

frightful mistake is not a complete or closed plan, or BAD GOOF
wouldn't do.

A plan, Baars says, is "a representation of a

reasonably complex action, existing prior to that action, and

feeding into some set of programs and sub-goals which can carry
out the action in detail" (p. 7). The function of a plan, then,
is to set some programs going with the purpose of carrying out an

action; the details are speciﬁed in the programs, not in the
plan.

The idea that slips of the tongue are caused by competing
plans, is a stronger version of Fred's own hypothesis that they

are caused by "simultaneous excitations". Although many slips
can be explained by the competing plans hypothesis, it seems to

me that there are reasons for preferring a weaker formulation.

When Mrs. Thatcher (allegedly) said, "Yes, yes, we'll discard the
matter in committee", her plan to do just that inappropriately
triumphed over her plan to claim "the matter" as a topic to be
pursued.

And "What a 5000 colour these trousers were" is a

result of competition between "what a good buy they vere"
"what a 3000 colour they are".

But there are

and

number of cases

in which, though the notion of competition is explanatory, it

does not seem to de competing plans which cause the slip.
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Reading a children's tale out loud, I spoke of the pirates

returning to their ship after an all-night party

as 'rolling to

the ship", when it should have been "rowing". A thought about
the drunken pirates had intruded, but I certainly had no plan
either to say or do anything about them. Or when someone wrote

"regular week-end gatherings of foster parents and their children
will be helled", it was surely because a thought about what those

weekends would be like had intervened, rather than any kind of
plan.

Even Baas's own experimentally induced Freudian slips don't
seem to me well explained by his hypothesis. Baars likens the

way a plan sets programs going to the way a general commands his
subordinates, leaving the details of execution up to them. But

in this case, what is the general telling them to do?

Presumably

he is commanding them to do something about the threatened shock
or the attractive lady.

A plan is usually a serious intention to

carry out a speciﬁc action, achieve a particular end.

We have

no reason to suppose that the subjects had such serious
intentions, though

it

is evident that they were thinking about

the electric shocks or the luscious experimenter. Under the

circumstances, they had no chance to do anything constructive -

such as ﬂee the lab or make a pass - but the word-pairs offer 2
chance to do what they can to express their thought. The moral
seems to be, those that can, do; those that can't, talk.
Sc,

the picture we have so far is of competing thoughts

about this and that: choughts which are struggling to be
expressed (either in action or in words). Baars says that "the

competing plans hypothesis leads to a conception of normal
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error-free speech as inherently involving a consideration of
alternative

plans for production which are reviewed and edited

prior to speaking" (abstract). The competing thoughts hypothesis
leads to no such conception. On my view it is only when it is
what to say that we are thinking about, that we need to "consider

alternative plans for production". Otherwise, which thoughts
achieve expression when, depends on how pressing are the
interests which give rise to them. It is the will rather than

the faculty of reﬂection which determines which thoughts triumph

o y being expressed.
Although the idea of competition is helpful in explaining

blends, spoonerisms, anticipations, perseverations, etc., there
is a class of slips to which it seems irrelevant: those in which

there is no serious sign of a competing alternative. Such cases
include pounds for inches, number for letter, misprint for slip
of the tongue. Here the speaker has produced the wrong member of

the right category, and there is no evidence that the right
member was considered and rejected. These cases are more or less

strictly "semantic", Then we also have cassette for transistor

(racio,, zoo for fair, motivation for compensation, in which the
connection is less obviously semantic, has more, perhaps, to do
with the lives the speakers lead. And at the idiosyncratic
extreme there are the proper name cases discussed above, and
slips like chidren's feeding bowls.

The Freudian idea of repressec element struggling to make

it sei ? known may apply in one or two of these cases, but is

obviously not generally explanatory. To look for a good general
explanacion, one should ﬁrst ﬁnd a good general description of

4
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what is to be explained. I have spoken of "connecting
categories": what is a category? As I have been using it, it
could be anything from a natural kind - which holds universally •

to the -objects-on-this-table - which form a coherent lot only
here and now in chis room for these people.

In fact, none of my cases is at either extreme, but they lie
along the continuum between.

I have described the middle set of

errors above as "having to do with the lives people lead".

The

speaker looking for his transistor radio while announcing a

search for his "cassette", used both these objects to provide
portable, electrical, entertainment - which was what he wanted

the radio for. Che speaker who spoke of the fair as "the ZOo"

would use either as a place to take the children and have a good
In the last set of cases, the relation between the error

sime.

and the lives of individuals is even more obvious. Perhaps
rather than "uniting categories", we should be talking about

#roles played in life". But what of the language-encoded
categories at the semantic extreme? Should they, also, be

described this way? Whether they should be or not, they
certainly could be.

Che difference between them and the

"pragmatic" cases being that in the case of, say, pounds and

Laches they both play the role of unit of measurement in anyone's
life (when they play a role a t ali;.

So, I am suggesting that each of these cases of misnaming

can be partly explained by the fact that the objects represented
by the confused words at the time on speaking play the same

though not in all respects the identical) role in the speaker's
Life.

What remains to be expiained Es why there should pe

errors
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The speaker is not actually thinking of the wrong

at all.
object,

or it would not be the wrong object; So how does the name

of a wrong object

one not thought of

come to mind? Let us

lock again at the Pat/Julia case. Recall that it was only in
certain contexts that I thought of Pat as "Julia", namely those

contexts when the common role both played in my life were what
mattered.

Now, concerns, matters, interests, are the active

ingredients of the mind: they are what account
intentions or thoughts. It is,

for particular

propose, this active nature of

concern which must explain the fact that the wrong name gets
"activated".

He now have a basis for incegrating the explanations of

slips arising from "competing thoughts", and those I have just
been discussing. In the ﬁrst place, meaning-related blends like
shrinkled, chittering up, slogging himself, husculine blend
alternative expressions of the same concern (the wrinkles, the

mess, the effort, che butch ma_2!: and the same is true of

sentence blends like wha: a g : colour these trousers were, and

it's handy living on a North/South access.
cases in which a different

And then there are

reveals itself, such

2 S Mrs. Thatcher's (alleged! discarc

tter in committee, and

baers's Freudian result.

The picture of the mine which emerges 13 one of seething
activity, arising from

many interests or concerns of the

thinker/person. These concer..3 03 y be immediate and ﬂeeting or
Persistent and inexhaustible, trivial or weignty, weak or strong.

Anas they are like depends on 1.4 re: ations between their cojects

a20 She peraco concerned: wa: C.ay cave Ir. common is that they
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give rise CO particular thoughts or actions about those objects.

Nie count as chinking or talking about something if we make a
predication of it; whether we are content with one neagre

predication depends on how interested we are. Even in the near
mechanica: case of reading a familiar tale out loud, the reader
was for n moment interested enough to think beyond the given

words so what the pirates and their party were like. Anything

relevant to a concern may De activated by any other relevant

thing (word, sentence. object, concern).›

In the light of

concern, i.e. from the point of view conferred o y it, differences
between things may be, or seem to be, irrelevant.
Given chis picture of the mind, what does James's "intention

to say something before i: is said " look like?

I see an

intention as a particular product 30 some interest: interests are

fulﬁlled, intentions expressed, in deeds as weil as words. An

to say something before it is said is exactly a s

MY 35901:8 a3 an intention 80 co something before it is done
(verv), and we can no more say anything WiS0Ou D words about the
049 Shan we can

the other. The peculiarity on the

intension-co-say cases arises from their end, not from their
initiation. Chore is a further peculiarity in

where doub

9/1323 800.7 W08: :c cay or dc, for when the doubt is about what
La be De bald then what 10 3a7 itsel: becomes an object of
concern. I: may seem Pron Caede remarts Enar a m identifying
mind wiSh wiL., and making Canguage

s.3ve 13 thought; these

Saferances are conoraiic:e: 04 my torch89m:0 g tresis.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Writing this book has not been a matter of displaying a
pre-ordained structure, of following a route clearly mapped out
in advance. Only its aim has been clear from the start: I have

wished to understand as well as possible the relation between
language and thought.

Pursuing this aim has involved taking as

little as possible for granted, and having to count on clues,
hunches, luck.

A recurring theme of the thesis is that thinking

i. 3 not a matter of ﬁnding truths and trying them out.

An

interplay between certainty and uncertainty, between what may and

what may not be taken for granted, is a central characteristic of
serious thought which necessitates a reliance on guesswork.

The

thesis itself illustrates this theme.

Vy central assumption, obviously enough, has been that there

L3 a relation between Language and thought. That I have not
questioned. Like most people who've thought about it at all,

I've felt sure that some such relation must obtain. Yet
cannot be more than a hunch while we cannot say what the relation
is. Tne eason it's so hard to say what it is, is that it's so

hard to separate language from thought, so hard even to discern
where the boundaries lie. No direct attack seems possible, SO

alternative approaches must be sought by anyone trying to tackle

the problem. My own approach may appear perversely circuitous
al: the same, and requires some explanation.

Both psychologists and philosophers may feel I've plunged
heedlessly through their territory, with no regard for the local
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customs, without bothering to learn the language, and even

failing to pay tribute
suited

it was due, noticing only what

Unfortunately there is a good deal of truth in the

accusation. My general defence is that, because of the aim I wa

pursuing, I have had to pass through so many areas with differen

customs and languages, that learning them all would have been an
impossible task for

anyone - certainly it would have been for me

And where I've failed to pay tribute it's because I haven't

realised it was due. Had I paused to become expert in any of

those areas (e.t. psycholinguistics, memory theory, learning
theory, "cognitive science", imagery, "inner speech", theory of

mind, theory of meaning...), I could have stayed there for the
rest of my Life. That said, I have in fact tried to learn a s
much as I could by dipping as judiciously as possible into the
relevant literature, counting on luck, friends, and good
guesswork to quide me.

In general, the reader should remember that my quite
eclectic and wide-ranging bibliography indicates extensive

dipping and not breadth of learning. It should be

created as a

guide to further relevant material rather than as evidence that

I've digested that material myself.

I stress this point because

anyone who forgets it is liable to think I'm attacking positions
Elva never come across and addressing issues I've never
discerned.

On the whole, I've found that the method of psychology

condemns it to dealing with very small issues, from che
perspective of the laboratory. But once I'd developed a general

vie: f my own based on observation oi human life a t

large, I
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looked for, and found, support in experimental psychology.

Philosophy cannot be used in the same way, since its substance is
debate.

Some of the issues

address below have been live since

Plato or before, and a full understanding of current comment
would entail a grasp of two thousand years of argument. Despite
my scant knowledge of that debate,

have presumed to argue with

two widely read and inﬂuential philosophical papers: rice's on
conversation (1975) and Putnam's on meaning (1975). In each

case, doing so involved formulating en initially inarticulate
dissatisfaction with what

chey had to say, and was extremely

helpful in clarifying m. y own thoughts.
Although I take issue with much of what Grice says in 'Logic

and Conversation', I wholly concur with two of the points he
makes.

One is that the maxims which guide conversation are

special case of those which guide all cooperation between people.

The other is that accounting for relevance in a conversation must
involve the interests and desires of the people concerned. That
ﬁrst point is a particular instance of what in retrospect

realise to have been a crucial strategy in my own endeavour:
namely, that of treating language as a special case of some more

general phenomenon wherever possible.

In this way, what is

peculiar to language, what distinguishes it, may become clear.

L

was careful, for example, when deﬁning relevance, to give it its
most general possible deﬁnition and not restrict it to a
linguistic application. Actions, pictures, tools, people, etc.

can all be relevant or irrelevant as well as utterances. Forging
3 deﬁnition for all these cases involved bringing in interest,

which 1S a crucial factor across The whole range. In the long
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run, what may have been for Grice a quite subsidiary point, has

been a dominating theme of the thesis: namely, that understanding
why something is relevant to a person will entail attributing an
interest or interests to that person.

As the last paragraph suggests, the question of relevance
has proved a central concern in this thesis.

But why?

Why

relevance, what has it got to do with the question of the

relation between language and thinking? Historically, the fact
is that

I didn't know where to begin in tackling the major

question. But I found the notion of relevance (and interest)
essential in my explanation of slips of the tongue, and all
rice's conversational maxims turned out to follow from the

obligation to be relevant. Furthermore, my own supervisor,

Deirdre Wilson, was treating relevance as at the core of the
pragmatic theory she was developing with Dan Sperber. But chere
is presumably a reason for this history, an explanation for why
relevance appears centrally in all these contexts. From the
perspective I have now, I can see that it must be because

coherence and intelligibility are prerequisites of both effective

talking and effective thinking. And the underlying principle of
both coherence and intelligibility is relevance.

Che coherence of any collection or sequence depends on

whether its parts are relevant 50 the same interest (s), and if
SC, how. And only what is coherent

can be understood. Since

'interest" must cover the range from a merest ﬂicker to a raging
cbsession, it follows that reason depends essentially on

unreason. It also follows from the interest- dependency of
intelligibility, that there must de an intimate relation between
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relevance, interest and meaning. In exploring that relationship
T once again adopted the strategy o£ considering the topic
meaning

in its broadest context before narrowing the analysis

to linguistic meaning.

Having considered some of the ramiﬁcations of

non-linguistic meaning, I turned to Putnam's views on meaning in
language, as expounded in 'The Meaning of "Meaning"'.

There I

found a great deal to agree with, in particular that linguistic
meaning is essentially social, and that identity is
interest-relative.

In my view, the defects of his position

derive principally from his tendency to treat society as
basically homogeneous, its constituents divided only by degree of
scientiﬁc expertise. Hence he fails to allow for there being

distinct communities of interest within a society, each with its

own expertise and its own capacity to establish linguistic

meaning. Furthermore, he seems to forget that societies are

ultimately composed of individuals, and claims that because
linguistic meanings are social, they are therefore "not in che
head".
In fact, the opposite conclusion surely follows, even

without bringing in considerations concerning meaning in general.
And my main ﬁnding about meaning in general was that it is
interest-dependent. Interest being a primarily psychological
characteristic, meaning is always at least partly # in the head".

What distinguisnes linguistic meanings is not that they are "not
in the head", but that they are in many heads, and therefore
beyond the control of the individual. It follows from this,

later alia, that the relation between language and thinking is in

part a relation between a society and the individuals

which
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compose

it.

Parallel to that distinction between language as primarily
social, and thinking as primarily individual, is the fact that

while speech is a public affair, thinking at least begins as a
private one. This makes thinking harder to investigate.
1

How

ﬁnd out about another person's private world, unless they

choose to disclose it to me?

And if they do, then the tool they

use to reveal their thoughts to me will of course be language.
It

has seemed to me that the only way out of this bind was to

have recourse to introspection.

A possible alternative strategy

would have been to scour the literature for references to

people's inner lives

examples abound. But that might have been

deemed just as dubious by anyone who disapproves of

non-experimental psychological inquiry, and it would have spoiled
my pleasure in a good book. As a psychological tool,
introspection has been out of favour for most of this century,

for the good reason that its data cannot be checked. But the
methods of the laboratory, although they yield results which

checked and double-checked, and turned into the most rigorous
statistics, seem incapable of yielding any but the most trivial
be

insights into the inner life of the mind. Anyway, experimental
results can only a provide a basis from which inferences about
inner processes can be made
such 2 basis,.

(just as everyday behaviour provides

However careful the experiments, there iS no

empirical guarantee of psychological conclusions drawn from them.
Even

given the drawbacks of experimenta: psychology, doesn't

the uncheckabiiity of introspection

completely disqualify it as

an alternative? Even supposing that I am a reliable witness to
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the contents of my mind, nothing follows about other people's
minds from my ﬁndings about my own.

Firstly, I would reply that

any theory of mind should be capable of accounting for mine as
well as for any other. Secondly, the ﬁndings of introspection
aren't as inaccessible to other people as all that anyone can
do it, i.e. introspect, with

little effort. Insofar as other

people's introspection yields results which parallel my own, then

my ﬁndings are supported. At the beginning of Chapter 5
describe the method I've used, and there and elsewhere 1 urge
certain easy mind-games on the reader in the interests of

providing empirical support for my claims.
Having sketched some cf the general peculiarities of my
approach, I shall outline the form of the thesis, chapter by

chapter. The ﬁrst chapter proper is the debate with Grice I
discussed above. In it

conclude that in the right

circumstances, the obligation to be informative follows from che
obligation to be relevant, while the obligations to be truthful,
orderly and succinct all follow from the obligation co

oe

informative. So, for understanding living speech, understanding
relevance would be essential. In the next chapter, I attempt to
analyse the notion of relevance.

I concluce that, to be

sufﬁciently general to cover all cases, relevance need not
entail informativeness, although it often does. The fundamental
prerequisite

of a relevant remark in

a conversation is that it

should contribute to 2 common interest or concern (clearly a
very general social rule). A remark may do
that by arousing, expressing or making a difference to the

Special case of a

outcome of

common interest or concern.

Providing information
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is

special case of making a difference to the outcome of an

interest. But relevance also has a non- social application, for
example, one train of thought may be relevant or irrelevant to

another. To generalise the account to these cases, private aS
well as common interests must enter the picture.

In the next chapter, I apply my ﬁndings about relevance to

some samples of actual conversation. I ﬁnd that the obligation
to be (relevantly) informative applies when there are perceived

gaps in the fabric of mutual certainty within a community of
interest. Such gaps arise from doubt and ignorance relative to
common interests, and appear as issues and questions in
discourse. At any given moment, the background of relevant

mutual knowledge for understanding an utterance will be

determined by what has made a difference to the current form of
the interest (s) in play. Contributing new information entails
changing that background by affecting the interests of the people

concorned. Mutatis mutandis, these conclusions apply to personal
as well as common knowledge.

My next move is from the external realm of public space to
the internal world of the mind. My ﬁrst aim was to ﬁnd out

what sort of psychological phenomenon an interest is.

I

concluded that as well as being a repository of information, ar.

interest is a productive force from which thoughts and images as

well as speech and actions, ﬂow. We ali have a great many

interests at varying degress of arousal.

The more Highly

arcused, the more likely an interest is to produce some activity

either in the external world or in what I've called 'cognitive

space'. Unless and until an interest is satisﬁed (a desire
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fulﬁlled, an issue resolved, etc.) then activities produced by
it serve to maintain its level of arcusal, by feeding back into
it.

The imagery we produce only feeds back reliably into

interests which give rise to it, though it may sometimes arouse
other interests, and thereby bring other information into play.
But our internal verbalisations inescapably activate interests

ceyond those which gave rise to them, because they connect with

the language system, which is independent of any individual's

interests. Certain further effects of verbalisation follow,
amongst the most salient are: ﬁrstly that it is possible to
exercise some control over the level of arousal of one's own

interests; secondly that minimum effort gives access to maxinum

information; thirdly that one can make judgements in a relatively
'cbiective' Fashion; fourthly one can fall prey to self-delusion;

ﬁfthly one can engage in lengthy internal debate.
Since meaning is clearly a central feature of Language,
which intertwines with questions about relevance, that is my next
topic.

06 the next two chapters, the ﬁrst is devoted to

non-linguistic

meaning, and the second to the debate with

Putnam's views mentioned above. Meaning
connected with

turns out to be not just

relevance but actually to be the capacity to be

relevant. The three aspects of meaning, what N means by X , what
X means SO M, and what X means, can all be stated in cerms of
what interest X expresses or anouses, or what difference X make
to it.

there X has a conventional meaning, then there is a ﬁxed
relation between what it

expresses and what it arouses; these
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will at least overlap. And linguistic meaning has the facility
not only of hitting a precise spot in a set of interests, but
through the sentential form, of specifying or requesting
precise modiﬁcation, i.e. of conveying or requesting exact
information. The chapter on Putnam narrows the focus to word
meanings.

In it I conclude that the extension of a term 'X' is

whatever we people call 1 X'.

Its intension is the current form

of the interest that bears that name, that is reliably aroused by

that name. Its deﬁnition is a description of the features that
distinguish that form, such that all those within some community
of interest who use that word will recognise those distinctions.

Psychologically, word meanings do not have an existence
independent of the whole set of a person's interests and
assmptions, but are a relatively ﬁxed and rigid subset of them.

In the next chapter I conclude that neither interests nor

cognitive space are uniquely human. A set of interests, in the
sense
have been using the term, is attributable to all higher
animals.

The outmoded psychological concept of 'drive' was a

crude attempt to capture the phenomenon of interest: it iS

interest that gets the hungry rat through the maze. Learning in
all creatures capable of it consists in the modiﬁcation of
interests. But, thanks to the stable and well-motivated
connections and distinctions given in any language, and the

potent and reliable cali on our interests exercised by words,

human beings acquire and have accessible a vastly greater range
cf information. The capacity to

project material into cognitive

space, to recall the pass and anticipate the future, is almost
certainly not exclusive co

the human race. But we alone can
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imagine ourselves speaking, and listen to what we say

" Language

is a tool for amplifying the imagination".‹ Through language we
can detach ourselves from our own private interests and assess
our possible actions and utterances from the point of view of

others' interests. Cognitive space is the playground of the
imagination, home of the absent mind, rehearsal room for the

drama of life, and courthouse of the 'superego'.
In my conclusions, I attempt to translate my ﬁndings into
the vocabulary of some contemporary cognitive theories.
'Propositional attitude' and 'interest' as I have used it, cover
the same range, with the important exception of 'beliefs' in the

sense of assumptions, which form the background of all our

attitudes. Far from assumptions being couched in a 'language of
thought' which is more objective and context -free than natural

language and subsisting independently of our interests, an
assumption 1 S just a difference which has been made to the
current form of an interest. The form of an interest, its

'schema', is constituted by a set of assumptions; its content is

the energy which activates it. So an assumption is an effect on

the future expenditure of energy. The system of richly

interconnected interests I envisage is roughly equivalent to the
network of schemas assumed in some current theories

though

interest is crucially more general than purpose. But, spreading

activation inescapably depends on what matters to the individual
as well as on the prior existence of connections, and

those

connections must include the ad noc and ad hominem as well as
chose Laid down in the language.
tc

Information acquired relative

One interest may affect other related interests directly, or
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it may do so via formulation and the quest for truth - which is

not automatic.
of 'mind' as consisting of two radically distinct

This

components, one

the network of interests

postulated

co

account for observable behaviour, but not itself observable, the
other

cognitive space and material therein

itself susceptible

to observation, has evident parallels with Freud's The
Unconscious and The Conscious.

But I hold that he delimits that

distinction wrongly. Despite the apparent centrality of desires
or drives

in psychoanalytic theory, as much as current cognitive

theory does it rests on the false premise that 'rational beliefs'

and desires inhabit different realms. In my view, the
unconscious network, through its capacity to be modiﬁed, is the
instrument

And

08

ail learning and the repository of all information.

i: has as an extensive subpart the self-consistent and

eli-motivated semantic system of an individual's language.

Insofar as an interest system constitutes

world view then

in being partly comprised of the semantic system of a language,
What language that

is will affect the individual's world view.

However, pace Sapir, language can exercise no 'tyrannical hold'
because it structures only part of an interest system. Meaning

aLways aces ceyond the strictly language-given. Furthermore, the
structure of che semantic system itself depends on common

interests, and each of us can affect those, and hereby affect
the available meanings within a community of interest,
'accieny'.

Speech iS 3

000- for manipulating interest systems.

-insuage is one of socienu's most effective ways of owning its
compare: bat my interests don't cease to be mine when society
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them.

Language serves thought by providing a vast reliable range
c/ information which is generally effortlessly cn call. Speech
serves thought by freeing it fron the interesta which give rise
to
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Chapter Two: Conversational Rules

The most inﬂuential work shat has apceared in the last

coupie of decades on conversation is chat of the philosopher,

H.?. Trice, in his paper called "Logic and Conversation"' 19751.

In 16, 2 makes the following general comments on conversation:

Our talk-exchanges do not normally consist or

succession of disconnected remarks, and would
ationa
C hey did. They are,

ot be

characteristically

some degree at least

cooperative effortl an each participant
recognizes in thom L some atan:, a common
purpose or sas Of purposes, or at Least a

mutually accepted direction

ach stage,

some possible moves would be excluded as
We might chen

conversational. ;

unsuitabie.

participants x.

, A expected (ceteris

Formulate 23 suns genera: principle which
paribus) to asserve

"Make tour conver33-

ciona: contriotion such as is requires,
atage at which
purpose

a 0 022

:ton
occurs,
by the accepted
F

which you are ::gized"
ne
the Cooperative Brin:pie.

-exchange in

might label ChiS

alchough conversations are maconal, tho ports of inforence
and implication participants constancy make z0 beyond w:.25 would

be strict y justiﬁed by 80: 10810 08 *635 gots said. Grice'2
max: r

Ar:1c. 18 505.--

50 3 Cooperative Principle, ana

2920, 13 explain now we darive "implicatuno.", thome impiications

*iSh :0 cas.3 in a pouch-coma::::m. Logic:-semantics 00 what :3
3:10 " : c 603 Strict sen32".
interp/osacion whica so

ün c:nar word3, p:ose 8399048 c:
2611;: Poor a com:ext-?poe

aram::::a: combine:: 90 : : vero: menin:..
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The maxims can be summed 43 35:

a) "Make your contribution as informative 36 is required
(for the current purposes or the exchange..
b) Co not make your contribution more informative chan
is required."

2

"Ery

3

# 32 relevant",

4

"Be perspicuous".

make your contribution one that is true".

These may sound more like advice on how to write an

examination than maxims whica ace normally Observed in discourse.

Grice himself says that he .23 state.i nis maxi:3 "as Ir tne
Cu/DOSe !of conversation) ware a max:maily effective exchange DE

information: chis speciﬁcation 13, 36 course, 100 parrow, 200
She achene neec3 to be meneral.cad * :

aLLOw Cor 3ach general

01/00523 as inﬁdencing co airecsing one actions of others".

e

3.30 989/05303 some part.cular passovations: ho chinks that (3:

" 6 a re: evans" my rancar 13; reductano: he wongers 81 12:
should:'s ca given a status 2.0:350a above the level 08 c 2 ORder
maxing: and me rinds che Question of re. evance nichly proctematic

35, ArGees, 15 12.

Saka the maxims one 3/ 000 DeLH, 30d 320

noN One; word i:: %:. e 242.7318

.

3

daL. COnV2/2&LL:..

*o be d2 :alec2: 2: 12 -3 C2221202 POr CRa

SOme. onon'3 304 124:0

San::

Denny.

Virginia Nade went to my secondary school.

2

3. This is tremendous.

3

A. Celebrities.

44 3.

3 can offer you Eleanor Bron, Esther Rantzen.

5

Eleanor 3ron?

A.

6

7

Yeah.

Where did you grow u:?

C.

To inform means to pass on knowledge, normally with the
presumption that others are ignorant or doubtful of that
knowiedge.

How much of this snatch of real discourse counts as

informative by those criteria? Only 1, 4, and c are relative. y
straigh:forwardly Informative 3 Y chis deﬁnition. At

1,

A

proposes that Wimbledon ha. 2 "Pair share of celebrities". and

goes on to offer instances : her proposition. As 4, B instances
celabrities from her milled, and at 5

309 removes Eleanor

Bran from the realm of uncertinty in which A 13 question has

lessonsibly' placed har: Yes, Eleanoe Bron 3 222 of the
celebrities E offered lin

On the face of 15, c922:10.3 are requests for information,
rather than themselves informative utterances. However, in most

context:, she standard Ques::on Sooma convoy "N wanto CO

know... " :0 the Listener, an: :.:ead, " :: xansa the addressed to
prov10e one answer if poss. bie".

The 21:023320 l3 theresy

in Conne:, cones LO kr.ow, that : wants to know... and that .. 1 3

hoping the addressee will apoly 008 answer.

90, with 5, A

convA/S 5 0 :: chat one :0.. - :2: 10 KAON hencer Eleanor Boon was
002 0:

P13 0x2.0:08.

An:, :4

1:4.3 3 260% 40a0 she wants

€ : knOW An ece 3 grex 42 :a:: were, -nag Pore, Eleanor 27 91 anc
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Esther Rantzen grew Gol.

That leaves only 2 anc 3 still lacking any obvious

informative content. Are A and C informed of anything by B's
"This is tremendous"?

It

seems from A's response that she

gathers from it that B takes an ironic view of celebrities/of
boasting about celebrities/ of Sandy Denny and Virginia Wade as
celebrities. A's "Celebrities" indicates (informs 3) chat she

acknowledges celebrities a topic for sardonic comment. In the
context of this analysis, it becomes clear that 4 will yield more

information than I attributed to it above. In producing her own
couple of celebrities, B is letting A know that she isn't So
contemptuous of boasting about celebrities as not to do it
herself.

In Grice's view, if an utterance violates one of the maxims

of conversation at the level of 'what is strictly said', the

hearer Nil 1 seek cO construe it as really fulﬁlling the maxin at
scrie other level. There is some doubt as to whether the

information iN wants to know, etc., imparted oy a question counts

as subsisting in what is strictly said.

be to say, Yes, if there is such a
4

would say No.

My own inclination would

level; but Grice,

think,

Assuming Crice E 3 right, questions join

usterances 2 and 3, in prompting a search for information
Amplicated but no t uttered.
Eleanor Bron, a

Esther

implicates that sce

and so on. OnLy

over

s to know where B and

n grew vos is implicated by 7 ;

a an ironic vies of ce-ecrities, etc.;

of examp

violate the maxim of

Thus,

presents a problem: it does no:

ormativeness, yet 15

carries information

And above what in strictly mays. In Grice's torms,

16
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implicates that 3 isn't that contemptuous of boasting about
celebrities. And that is clearly information appropriate to this

stage of the discourse, just as is the information imparted in

what was strictly said. It seems that we may look for
information "over and above" what is strictly said, whether or

not the maxim has been violated, ﬁcuted, or disregarded.

So far,

have been discussing information in itself, rather

than information for the current purposes of the discourse, as
required

oy

the maxim.

In order to see what those "current

purposes" may be in exampie :, some background must be ﬁlled in.

The parties to the discourse are three fellow students who know
each other only moderately welt. They have met in order to "pass

the time of day", to chat, co get to know each other better.
They have talked about travelling abroad, about moving away from

London, 5 and A have both said they've lived in London all their

lives; 3 has asked A whereabouts in London, and been told

Wimbledon: 3 (anowing that 8

10: 3

senior colleague . had gone to

the sane school! remarks that N 3437 al30 have grown up in

Wimbledon, and that is where exERCiA : begins.

So, what are "the current purposes" of this discourse? Its
general point is idle chat, gesting 55 Know each other.

of such

taik-oxchanges, rice says they nava "one second-Order purpose

cha: each party should, for the mime being, Loansify himsel? with

the transitory interests cn She other". Chat characterizes this

conversation nicely, exceo: 5035 here tho people talking also
1276

common interest, in ﬁnd:an 0:. 20040 each other, about

2ac/ caber's origins. history, opinions, hopes, et,C.
In .ine

A proffers acme in :ormation aco.: Wimbledon 2n0
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its celebrities. The parties to the discourse have just learned
that Wimbledon was where A grew 4P, So they can construe

as

information about A's background (why else would they

to

know about wimbledon?). In addition, since C has just reminded

them that their senior colleague, N, cones from there, too, it is
informative about her background also - in particular, it is
about the schocI !: as well as A went to. And, 15 may also be

taken co indicate that 4 regards N as a celebrity. And 3's
ironic comment

(2}

can be seen as reﬂecting her opinion of N's

status as ceLebrity.

Line 1, then, being about A13 background, is legitimized C1

t.ic general aim 0: ﬁnding out about each other, which we can
sake 60 58 cannont throughout this discourse. And it has the
added pen.3 of being about a mutual colleague

chas ﬁnding out about mutual acquaintances -

we may presume
goSSip

3

possible aim throughout such conversations, coo. Celebrities are

mutual "an jodiniances-Symlano", and in the coversation nad gone
on to POCAU O0 Shem, 80 become gossip about Cham, then

chink

that wou!! pico nave Palﬁlled 50e
AlthOUgh

was transparentLy about Wimbledon, in A had 10ne

cr. So ceil che others that Wimbledon cou.d be roached by British

Rati 3/ 4848/5/0460, 420 300790 0; :ce T-, 90, 35, and 39 cases,
Was 3008:2: By P:comone, Kingston, etc., chen 5087 cuia nave

neen hearina 3 good deal DOn'9 about Wimbledon than they had any
N3 52 10.

AT 6015 35828 in the ciscourse, this Information was

no: "re,. /9: Poo Sue carram: pur900.3 31 100 discourse".
vous: phenotore :a : 0 :: 0-2180 ,131

nave /ic.- -

6

And

*ouid 3: 80

80 :08 5.V2 mira infooracion than required.
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If one is as informative as required, one is thereby not giving

more information than recuired

maxins

1 e and b do not seem 60

be distinct in application.

Wimbledon is not a subiecs-matter that is likely to be
fruitful in this conversation, the parties are not interested in
beins informed about it. Subject-matters which 10 concern the

parties in this discourse happen 50 be, above all,

people.

A great deal of information about mutual acquaintances would

be accepted a3 "required" for current purposes. Being as

informative as required is clearly a matter of degree relative to
- a suppect-matter. Which surely

that it 'o a matter of

relevance: the information about public transport in wimbledon 13
unwanted because it is irrelevant

nobody wants to 50 there.

It Seems do me that poth parts of maxin
of"

are "taken care

CY che maxin "Be relevant". As an examcle of la being

violated, Grice tells the following story:

A 13 writing a testimonial about 3 pupil who is
3

candidate for

philosophy :00, Br. i his letter

reads as follons: Dear Sir, Mr X's command of
English is excellent, and his attendance at
tutorials has been regilar. Yours, etc.'
Gloss:

• • n cannot be unanie through ignorance,

to say more, since che m30 is his pupia; moreover
he knows that more information in wanted ...!.

Orine labelled Sals maxim :34 dolooma:.ve: "Cantity"

Sal9 exampio shows, : t is occ a mimpio matter :

but,

density.

The
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letter gives the wrong information for the purposes it is meant
to fulﬁll, it is qualitatively wrong. Had he gone on to add,

"furthermore, he is the most impressive philosopher I have ever
encountered," the beginning information would have looked still
odder.

On the other hand, if the whole letter nad consisted of,

"Dear Sir, Mr X is the most impressive philosopher

have ever

encountered, Yours, etc.", then it would nave been as informative
as required

what more could

referee saÿ in recommendation?

Vet it would have been less informative than rice's imagined
letter. The coint is, surely, that A has not put down what he
knows is wanted for the purposes of the letter -exchange. The

central question being now good a philosopher X is, what A has

said is irrelevant. If ny conclusions so far are right, we have
one major maxim less, and twice the weight placed on the
admittedly problematic maxim, 3e relevant.
Grice's next maxim (as 15 transpires, the ﬁrst) is "Try to

make your contribution one that is true". 4 e spells this out
further as, "Do not say what you believe to be false" and

"DO not

say tha: for which you lack adequate evidence". The information

conveyec by an utterance is to be genuine information, not
mis-information. The maxim therefore only has immediate
acciication to those utterances
informative":

4,

and 5.

described as "straightforwardly

There is nc reason so doubt that

those three utterances are true. At the Level of "what is
strictly said" none of the other utterances in example 1 is

assessible for truth. On the oSher rand, given that every
utterance chere turned cus to co informative 25 some level, they
car presumably be assessed as rue in terms of whether the
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informacion chey ¿mars is true.

Crice anticipates that conspicuous violation of chis maxin

will yield er ironic interpretation. Although 2, 'This is
tremendous" is formally a statement, the gloss is: 3 cannot

really mold that Sandy Denny, Virginia Wade, and N, make up a
"tremendous" list of celebrities; she therefore intends the
remark to be taken ironically, and not as a genuine opinion. Her
statement, though rot 3 true one, thus implicates her true
opinion

and A's response to it (which in itself is neither true

nor false) implicates that

1 S prepared to endorse that

opinion, and that implicature can be assessed for truth, or as

least sincerity.
Questions, as we nave sean, can be regarded as standarcly

impartins the information K wanta so know

C'3 question

line 7 expresses a genuine want of knowledge, but A's "Eleanor
Bron?" does not. A does not, as she seems to, want to check

whether one said lady was one of the celebrities mentioned oy 3,
she is in no doubt.

Eleanor Bron's name had been articulated

with perfect clarity and audibility, other parties to the

discourse therefore had grounds for deciding tnat

A'S question

Was spuricas, and thus for seeina some expianation other than

kncwledce-wanting. Immedi-pely after 3 has answered C'3 00835.0 n
"inera did you grow 4c?", A c/..mi:S 1: wish, "Someone cold M 0 :
Locked Aike Eleanor Boon sho ciner cay".

Tho point cf

the

question was 50 signai COaC 309 ' : -ike 30 expani on the theme De

Miss Bron las a way 90 say no acme-ning sop : cerselﬁ. The: is
what ane'a craly like 50 :0. :.38 41.0 1: 5 nAIRO.

Grine ﬁnds para. anis :: M.S conversationaL maxims in tae

way all social exchanges are organized. The general equivalent
of the maxim of truthfulness he puts as follows: 11 T expect

vour

contribution to be genuine and not spurious". The truth of a
question cannot be assessed as such.

What can be assessed iS

whether it is true or false that the asker wants to know... If

that 'information' is false then the question is not a genuine,

but a spurious, question. Similarly, 3'3 "This is tremendous"
was a spurious assertion, but genuinely ironical.

In applying

this maxim, then, talkers must judge whether the information that
seems to be imparted is true or false information, whatever level

of analysis yields the information in question. Ali chis raises

the question of whether "82 Cruthful" is itself distinct from " 32
informative". One is inclined to say chat if a statement iS
false it cannot be informative, but can on-y purport to be

informative. For one would deny that someone who had been misled

into believing p, where p is false, nad thereby come to know 9•
An. d 60 inform is to maze known: Rasher than navins a status
elevared above the others, this maxim sooms to be subsidiary to

the requirement of Informativeness. And, I have argued, 10 LtS

full form that maxim itself derives From the requirement of
relevance.

38 ne-evant is the next maxim; succinct as 1 t 13, Grice
gives Listie guidance as to what ne means 07 1 t.

Some clues are available, thoug0. In his list of acn-talk
analoutes 1.0

the conversational maxim, no gives the following

9Ar31:22 do relevance: " 1 expec: a partner's contribution to de

aDD/OC/i2,8 00 innesiata n nad 3 a each 3:2/5 00 the brancaction;
::*
an mixing ingredients fOr a cake, : do mo: expect 10 C a
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handed 2 good book, or even an oven cloth (though this might de
an appropriate contribution a c a later stage)".

So, in non-talk

transactions, the equivalent of relevance is appropriateness to a
need, ﬁtness for che immediate purpose. Now look at his

non-conversational analogy 5 o informativeness: "If you are
assisting me to mend a car

stage A need four screws,

A

::, for example, at

particular

expect you to hand me four, rather

than tho or six". In each case, what goes wrong is that the
supposed helpmate fails to provide just what is wanted at a given
moment.

The cifference between the analogies, namely that one

brings in quantity, has no appiication in balk -exchange (though
it does in exams you don't answer two or six questions if
you're means to answer fouri. The only way informativeness for

the current purposes cf She discourse can be measured is via
re evance.

And degree of relevance is not a simpie matter wRiCA

can be quantiﬁed like auto and boits.
Crice gives :s coree exampie3 on limaginaryl discourse to
illustrace this maxim.
:;

A : E am out of petrol.
B: There is a garage roans the corner. I0:05s: B would De

1n//125ing %20 maxin 'Be relevant' unleas ce thinks, or thinks ig

possiole, chat the garage 13 open, and 035 petrol to sell; so ne

implicates chat toe garage 15,
2

C: at .east may be open, etc.;

A: Smi:r doesn': seein CO 23/6 2 girlfriend these days.

4: Me 225 0221 paying & L0; 00 visi:3 co Maw York lately.

3

Exotica%as Chas Smith has, 30 may nove, dir:elend in New Yor?.
A

:-:A: -0 annecessary in via% :0 -nat given COn che previous

examp.÷:.
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In both examples, the speaker implicates that which he must

be assumed to believe in order to preserve the assumption that he
is observing the maxim of relevance.

He says of these examples that they violate no maxim, "or a c
least

it is not clear that any maxin is viclated", and they

are the only examples ne gives of (non-conventional) implicatures
arising when no maxim has been violated. Me remarks that cases

in which "an implicature is achieved by real, as distinct from
apparent violation of the maxim of Relation (relevance] are
perhaps rare". Here is the example he gives of such a violation:

3) At a genteel tea party, P. says Mrs K is an old bag. There is
a moment of appalled silence, and then 3 says The weather has

been quite delightful this summer, hasn't it? B has blatantly

refused tO make what HE says relevant

to A '3 preceding remark.

He thereby implicates chas A's remark should not be discussed
and, perhaps more speciﬁcally, that A has committed 3 socia.
ma:2.

The implicatures arising from violation of the maxim of
relevance are of quite a different order from those which arise

in '1) and (2) immediately above. There, the implicatures were 2
spelling out of the relation between one utterance 200 L LS
successor. Here the implicatures derive from the
such relation.

cf acy

3 rejects Mrs X is an old bag as something to ce

discussed, 33 a cossible topic.

The element of blatant refusal

present in this story is no: essential 50 cases of violation c:
one maxim. Cases in which a person mazes 3 remark which is no:

relevant no its prececessar abOUnC Er: normal conversation. In
÷ a CR Sac. 0132, che person whose remark :5 not immediacoiy
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relevant indicates a disinclination to pursue the topic of the
previous discourse.

Thus, in my

example 1, C's question,

"there did you grow up ? "2 lets her audience know that she does not
want to natter on about celebrities, but wants to change the

subject. The peculiarity of Grice's case is that "Mrs X is an
old bag" is a remark which invites comment

unlike, say, "Yes,

weli, I'm WiCh you there, T think we ail are lt or "mmmm".

AS

Crice puts it. the problem is, "how to allow for the fact that
subjects of conversation are legitimately changed".

A deﬁnition

cf relevance which makes this allowance is required. At the

moment I wish only to remark that calling the connections we make
to preserve relevance by the same name "implicatures" as the

inferences we draw to account for its absence, can only obscure
She issues.

Exampie 2
1.

A. What do you think of M, as people who don't know her
very weil?

2.

B. Do you want to burn that off?

Here,

though

3 has biatantly refused 50 answer the question

(yet), she has not really changed the subject.

When it is

understood that the "that" which B asks abous is the tape

recorder with which 1 was taping Che conversation, then it can be
seen as a relevant response

13 relevant because, a 5

but an indirectly relevant one. It

• e can work out, whether the machine iS

Off oP 00 may make a difference 00 8035 325s said in answer to
che initia: question.

3's response la directly about the

currently recording tape, and :5 re.evant to A '3 question via Che
machine's reLevance :0 its answer.
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Relevance is rarely a simple relation between consecutive
utterances: an utterance can be, and usually is, relevant to more
than its immediate predecessor. To return to example 1, analvsis

revealed that it was much more richly informative than it ﬁrst
seemed to be. By analysing it against a background cf relevant

information, Including the interests of the parties concerned their "current purposes" - it was found to yield much more

information than was given by the words in it. All but line 0 of

it was relevant to more than could be learned from what is said.

For example, "Wimbledon's got a fair share of celebrities" WaS

relevan: to A's background, N's background, A's opinion of , 23
well as (less interestingly in this context! to Wimbledon and
Further information was derived from knowledge cf

celebrities.

what the utterance was relevant to: in this case, a loosely
relate coilection of subjects.

nave been illustrating the complexity of relevance.

NOW

consider

Exancie 3

There wasn't anything with his secretary?

1

A.

2.

3. No, no. Driving too fast, and sotting up to look after
the sheep a t

3.

But

in the morning.

001n6 if you can't repair even coat pasic leveL

0 i activity
•

And F was using it as a weapo..

:

He:l. 7 wouldn't listen; I mean 1. 6 So lan't Bit down
and cack.

The diac:.r39
partie

: which this is cart na.: 2n Du:r-si. parpose. 510

SO I: have me% cogeter with the ai. p: ReAPIng 3 0930:. ÷
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decision on that question.

As well as being highly complex, the relations of relevance

in this snatch of discourse are also structured. The whole

discourse, in fact, is structured by the exigent question of
whether 5 should or should not go to Caster. That question has

two major sub-topics or -issues: what would it be like if she
went?; would i t be worth it? would it do any good? It is
relevant to these questions via How : and F's marriage is, and
whether T will listen to reason. For the answers to those

questions Nil i make a difference to what the visit would be like,

and whether it would do any 500 g (could she help repair their
marriaze?).

Just as the answers to those questions will make a

difference to the over-all issue.

(For a much more detailed

analysis, see Chapter Fur, celow.)
Ir this speciﬁcally purposeful conversation, we ﬁnd 2
hierarchy of issues/topics/questions, and sub-issues/topics/
questions, and possible sub-sub issues, etc., with no principled

limit on depth apparent. In this contex:, only remarks which
nave 3 caring all the way up the hierarchy are valued; any
others Here passed over, ignored, or dismissed.

In casual chat

much shallower levels 0 f relevance are permitted. But even then,
there must be some structure of relevance: whenever SWO

consecutive utterances are relevant to each other it is via some

subject-matter of greater generality than that of the individual
accerance.

At the level of "wha; is 34.0", acterance i may be

LOCUS 3 , while utterance : i2 about Y; but, if they are relevant
so caca othor, it must be because : and

are both about L..

his

is why "Be relevant" must apply at once 80 some level other than
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what is strictly said.

The discussion of how to apoly Grice's maxim of relevance
has vielded some clues as to what relevance is. I pursue those
clues through the next two chapters. Meanwhile, there is one
further maxin to consider, namely, Be Perspicuous. Grice's

ron-talk analogy to this is, "I expect a partner to make it clear
what contribution he is making, and to execute his performance
with reasonable dispatch".

En. order to be perspicuous in

conversation, one should "avoid ambiguity", "avoid obscurity of
expression", "be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity)", and "pe
orderly".

rice uses two well-known examples to illustrate deliberate

ambiguity (the ﬂouting 02 this maxin): "Never seek to beli thy
love,

Love that never told can be", and "?eccav." ( have

sinned/Sindl.

L chink the point he _3 making with chem is

chat,

if someone is being deliberately ambiguous, he intends the hearer
50 adopt either both possibie interpretations, or the less
"straighsforward" one alone.

Possible ambiguities are rareLy

noticed in conversation, because only one interpretation is
normally relevant; deliberate ambiguities will only take hold
where coch interpretations are relevan:. Coly chon wiLt the need
to decide arise, and that appiles boch co accidenta- and

deliberate ambiguity.3

To illustrate obscuricy, Grice projects a conversation
cotween two adults in front of a child. One is conspic:043-7

obscure, hoping the other addle, bat r.c t the child, Ni::

o.deratani. Calking Precoo, Fin Latin, criminaa cane, ebc..

are

astabilaned parallels co this sarategy, In which ou-simens are
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prevented from ﬁnding cut the "contents of the communication".
Deliberate obscurity is a peculiar case, and infrequently
encountered in conversations between adults; but accidental
obscurity is relatively common.
Example

A. Remembering how much you crammed into four days in
Holland

2

B.

DON'T! That bastard turning up a t 4 o'clock in the

morning. You can always have one as a baby -sitter and
let him sleep on the carpet you know.

There's two oE

them are quite nice
A. no?

In this example, 3 has been so obscure as to violate the maxim
irreparably.

Example 5
C. It was that quick.

It's 601

3e

Still,

presumably she's OK if she's home already. ~ just
don't know.

2 D. Presumably. The Royal Free isn't

well, never mind.

C. Meli, to be in and out SO quickiy

she only went in on

Saturday.

D. Ch,

can't be pad.

Though this example may ce coscure 10 -3, 50 C and C it was al 1
quite 25

clear as was needed for mutual understanding.

example 4 -

in

3'S mistake was to assume that her audience had

sufﬁcient background kncaladge So conStruE the relevance oi ner
remarks, and therefore to know who and anal she was talking

about. Whereas in example 5, coco partiao do have the relevanc
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common background. Having that enables D to discern that the
" i : 11

in C's ﬁrst sentence refers to N being taken to hospital,

while the second "it " refers to her illness; that the "quick" in

the ﬁrst line speaks of a time-span of a few hours, while the

"quickly" in line 3 is of a time- span of a few days; and so on.
Each knows what the other is talking about (what their utterances

are relevant toi, and once we know that, the passage
a obscure. Relevance plays a role in our perception of both

to 09

ambiguity and obscurity.

To illustrate deliberate prolixity, Grice contrived the
following ingenious example:
Compare the remarks:

a} Miss K sang "Home sweet home".

o} Miss X produced a series of sounds that corresponded closely
with the score p° nHome sweet home".

The author of (bi, Grice suggests, uses it rather than (a),"to
indicate some striking difference between Miss K'3 performance
those to which the word 'singing' is usually applied."

The

ingenuity of (b) lies in the fact that, although it is prolix,
does not stray from the point but rather makes a special point oy

means of Es prolixity. Prolixity in actual ciscourse
deliberate ch otherwise - is rare. y as clever as chis,

long- wincedness is usually boring.

1 t is boring because it

introduces material the audience does not N825, to hear, has
interest 1n.

I° there is

without the extra taik

point coins made, i- could ce made

which is extra because, in short, it is

irrelevant. Chat is why it 13 Seamen long-winded, prolix,

redundant. One judges prolixity by the span03r 33 of relevance.
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Grice does not expand on the theme of being orderly, but he
presumably means something more than observing the grammatical

rules which make individual utterances orderly. It is an orderly
succession of utterances that is required, or perhaps merely an
orderly succession of turns, in that each lets the other take the
ﬂoor.'

In the former case, within a succession of utterances by

one speaker, the requirements of ordering E suppose come from the
need

CO pus ﬁrst anything which is essential if the audience is

Co understand what comes after. If your hearer does not have the
relevant background for understanding S, then establish that

background at S-1, rather than a t

S+n.

In this light, Be orderly

is equivalent to, Avoid obscurity. But this species 05 good

order can only hold through successive utterances Of the same
speaker.

Since one party to a discourse 13 105 normally in

position to kncw what the other parties may be going to say,

successive remarks by different people cannot be orderly in this
sense. Good order between successive speakers consists, surely,

i: their making their remarks relevant to the current topics.

And oF course, that requirement also holds within passages from
one speaker.

*

*f

So, taking Grice's maxins of conversation one by one; I have

found that in one way or another each is bound ap with the notion
of reLevance. Grasping the information Chico any given utterance

: 8 ceant 63 impart depends or. grasping what 1 0 : 5 relevant 50.

And making are's own remarks as informative a3 required for
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current purposes entails making them relevant.
Being informative also entailed being truthful, since

misinformation is not information." Relevance, itselr, being a
relation between an utterance and something else, requires the
parties CO a discourse to no beyond what is strictly said.

And

so Judging informativeness and bruchfuiness also must involve
recourse $0 levels other Shan wha: 3 strictly said. Even the
last maxim, Be Perspicuous, which, 23 Grice remarks, differs from

the otners in applying to now what gets said is said, turned out
tc depend on judgements of relevance.

E? anj maxin should 32 elevated above the others, it should
not be Te.: Che truth, cut, 3:3 relevant.
what

kind 02

decueen.

this

It remains co be seer.

relation relevance 13, and what it is a relation

have barely touched on its structured complexity in
crapser.
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Chapter Three: Relevance

'Ne sax in the last chapter that considerations of relevance
dominate conversational practice. In this chapter we shall

pursue the question of what relevance 13.

A 3 a starting point,

we shall take it for granted that ic i3 3 relation, and ask what
it relates. So far, we have been discussing the relevance of

utterances: questions, statements, exclamations, etc.

But, as

Grice points out, conversational relevance is a speciai case of a
more general phenomenon.

As well as utterances, thoughts,

actions, illustrations, and people etc. can all be spoken of as

're. evan:' or 'irrelevant'. Ideally, I would want any deﬁnition
of 'pale ance' I *as WOrKING ::SC 10 emeraca that whole range.
However, since it is ﬁrstly for the analysis of conversation

than I wish to deﬁne it.

shall focus First on the verbal

cases.

Ascumina an utterance : 3 see ﬁrst torm in the relation, L

is reLevan: co Y, what sort of chine i3 the second term?

An

obvious candidate would be purpose, which would include explicit
Question-asking and question-answerinn, and decision- making.

Let

as Take a particularly purpose?a: stretch af discourse, such a3
exa:00.2 3 in Chapter TwO, in which the parties had got together
speciﬁcally so decide whether Or 00% : show.a 'go home'. Even
12 3:3/ezard that 1336.

: - .

,cG

issues which are of

:0400907 renain ¡ 3e e re: t 0620580 819 :04:115:.
:.38

7:93::00 Of, for exanci?,

But answering

manta. Renasn, NOU-E harday

cOunT 3: + purpose: i.12 04.31 8634 278070037 concerned WOULD b2
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interested in che answer.

' Purpose: is clearly too strong a

term, 'issue' or 'question' seem nearer the mark.

When there is something to be decided, or discovered,
resolved, - explicit or nct

or

utterance is relevant insofar as

it abets that decision, discovery, or resolution.

This

suggestion is very close to that proposet 04 Keenan and
Schieffelin in their paper 'Topic as a discourse notion'.

They

there treat utterances as responses to "questions of immediate
concern", with the "discourse topic" being "the proposition or
set of propositions that the question of immediate concern

presupposes." (: 976 : 344 )
A characteristic example of what they mean is, Question:

What's in here? presupposition, Something's in here. It's hard
to see in chis case - and all their cases are like this in cheir
essentials - what the presupposition adis.

'Something' simply

functions as a bLank place into NO. SC 31 object name is to be

sic.sed, ano chat E s precisely can function 00 cha question Nord
whAt'.

Tale restricted notion 38 'COpie' may be a result of che

simplicity 03 neir data, which are almost entirely child-adult
dialogues. In practice, 'something's in here' wilL De jast

a015 many assumptions re-evan: for interpreting the stretch cE
dE3CO./53 in Question (see caion and next chapter,. Are one/

right, though, in thinking Chas chi3 background of assumptions is

determines 57 R 'question of Inmaciaco concern'?

E/ 50, one. x2

nave INC candidates For : 53 PL.: 3 3 cajoco of pol. ovance:

cuassions ca Sao One nand, 400 3ace 90 a33089:903 00 the other.
Tr: e summes::on ena: -A-P2::P:: 4 02.97A009 In CiscourSe
encelas understanding 10

20254.420 Or :10.03 remarks are
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addressed, is borne out br :: examplec - nave xiven so Car. ::
that is correct in genera.. Chon any asserbaric doberance N. . . 3•
relevant only if it is addressed co answering some explic.:.

implicit question that concerns Che par:123 to the disorirse.
And it would follow from th.:

any conversation ...

speakers produced consecutive re-avan0 remarks, 1. e. 1:7 c3::.. p..: -

and intelligible conversa:ian. NO:. 3 be one in which intorma::.n
got exchanged. It is certain y true Chas when

3

question of immediate concern, anal remarke 225 301028522 30 A 5

will be irrelevant. And ::

. r: D wanna Do adarscend rei2:3800

from the point of view of rancor.n, 28 :::00028-1/30-0

decision-making, problem-so::.A. then :. 13 1aa Ontarairy
utterances co this stanian:

: auric roaMan:8 1035

: :

0 ::

interest.

However, it is cera:mi: n + :
invariably some prior 29231-.:

133•: ::a 6: r: ..:

Pica.- 8: : ::.0.:
37 :

may relevantly inform mom.::
charging ball, or even, in
In none of these caSe Gin taure
COW

being addressed; what makes
a

presumed prior intacem2

particular bears this
another adult about a 29/M. :

had been found, or e 30908:
some other way. 3u: SO 3
interest, quite as wonger:
It anems that 'interes*',

than 'agestion' to design:

b

1

10. . •
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are or are no t relevant.

Although not all the cases I have been discussing have
involved utterances being addressed to questions, they have all

had the characteristic cr immediacy. Rainbow, bull, cow, they
all to varying degrees demand attention now. But what about
carefree idle chac? It is no less coherent and intelligible

because it lacks immediacy. Ne taik abou: this and that, discuss

friends, recal! the past, and so on. Consecutive utterances
relevant to one interest wil. de succeeded Oy:

or sometimes

interrupted by, utterances relevan: to another. One interest
after another can become the current interest, 30 long as there
Es no more pressing concern. The

exigent an interest, the

more likely it is to have remarks addressed to it, and the more
Likely it is that remarks nos addressed to it will be treated 23
irrelevant. But it is also true that those remarks which were

regardes 45 Irrelevant becaus chev did not bear on the master in
hand, will atil: have been relevan: 80 She interest which
motivated .can.

So immediacy or exigency is not an invariable

condition of relevance, thousn it plays an important role in
wOrKIngS

33 cha conversational maxi, Da reinvant.

A remarked above chat, 33 *9: - 23 Questions, set3 of

assumptions were candidates for :.a pole o8 obiec.3 of relevance.

For any accerance, judging las colovance would involve
interpreting it again: a background, and scat background would
then function a3 the second corn in Che reLation M is relevant 10
Y. In effec:, this is one 39:7084/ 0008100 By Sperber and Wi.per
d

in their account of relevance.

3:37 -140 Po: granted a pool CE

2830201:223: 0:34 c2 Chen 0731.25.- a every speaker in any stren
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discourse, and treat relevance as 3 property that propositions
have in varying degree when combined with some subset of that

background pool. We shall return to their account af relevance

below. Meanwhile, the question of what sort of thing an object
of re:evance is, remains to 02 answered: should we say it is

interest, or should we say it is some limited set of assumptions?

: an object of relevance is 3 set of assumptions, then the
question immediately arises of what picks cut that set. An.

obvious possibility is that it is an interest which picks it out,
hence the dual candidature of interest and background. In fact,
it is clear that chat must be the case. For if we have been

pursuing our interest in X by talking about X, and ve chen StO
calking about X and start talking about Y, then what we know or
assume about K will stop being relevan:, whilst our assumptions

about Y will become relevant. At any given moment in a
discourse, sne relevant backaround will de determined Ov

interest which is in play.

chel

3c . interest must be regarded as the

primary cojece of relevance.
in

Let us assume for the moment, then, chat the relation X is

re.eva?t CO Y, X typically obtains between an utterance and an
interes:: and let 3 now ask ana: 3005 o2 relation It is. A
rOugh 2:085 stab would be tha: an sobarance is relevant co ar
interest :" it contributes to cr Partners trad intereot.

in

effect, Sparber and Wilson's weary D: relevatte 13 a precise
300::.06

at one version af *nab campestion. For they argue

chat. .n crier 53 be relevant, a6 %::a:a:ce M.31, o8 informative

re.%:72 .:3 some backgrour.i 2#2. 18 NO

33 * 1 e

345808188. 863: Che backgroun: an: in conormine: Of Che in"er833
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in play, then an u:serance wilL further that interest - and

thereby be relevant - by contributing new information to its
background.

They deﬁne relevance in terms of the non-trivial

implications which can be newly drawn by combining some
proposition with the propositions which constitute the background

a t a given moment. Degree of relevance is then treated as
resulting from a trade 220 between Informaciveness 210 processing
effort.

Relative accessibilicy will crucially inﬂuence

processing time. 50 that its combination with the most accessible

background assumptions will aLways partially determine an
utterance's relevance. And which assumptions are most accessicie
will ce course depend on. what interest is in play.

Is it the case, chen, chat in onder to be relevant a remark

must be informative? Sacula.': An reject This suggestion For

just the same reasons that we replaced question #ich interest as
object DE relevance? I/ oceanions vero indeed the invariabie
interes:: -o which astorance ape andressed, then, as 1 remarked

above, aLl conversation xou. d cons:31 in the exchange 36
information.

Cn the Face 58 it. counterexamples abound, the

greas culx of them beina non- asser-orio utterances such 23

questicas chemaeives, oxniama:one, and command:. In addition,
repetitions, 3 mmings 32, ant a:atements ci what everybody knows
Informativeness

everybody knows, would B1: 3:30 :: Fail toe

Sas*, and

althouzn any F those nay be acre. evant, none of ther 13

n308543/414 30. 402:00, m0 Sparbo0 anc wilcon 33.39 cat, 33

N2:4 83 S%PS:YIG: 18:SOMAS: G 8:0.. * c. 2
relevant.: in?orm each

123. 5::030.79.:.

30044073 03V

50 . Bor ample,

: A 3A3 C 1 Quest: on. She 1. in caL: t C coat c:2 83:4.3 2 1m
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to produce the answer, from which taco certain new con:..sin5

follow. Or when N and 0 stani betore the rainbow so:na
" Aaah! " and " LOoK at that!", etc., they are tellins ea: aror
how much they appreciate the natural wonder.

From Sperber and Wilson's point 0: view. 3:1.73:78

utterances of all sorts in serms CE Their an:arma.::no, R: . ...

uniform way of handling a :20: 3 Ni do pa: xa ::
Bus from my point of view, a: cuscure3 :.- Pa:: cha: - : : :

then a

example

N and 0's exclamations 25 8097

hor::.: :.

are about the rainbow, not abc.: their can 3pates 0: * : : :
Unlike, say, "Hello, nice t. sea you!", those romer..: 1:.:

secondarily relevant to the mus-a-palation::P::
parties; they are primarily co.27:05 de the mar.ra. win: *:.

the speakers are doing is expra...ng cüe.r :74. :0
rainbow. Similarly, when N a6%8

• :*

3

her interes:, and thereby lest... 0 (ox :: 3a: at 1::
arousing in 0 20 interest in anowering : , .

O

relevant to an interest 0/ chancing :9 By J pal in x

:: : 4

information to its background, 1. aSter:- C:: A

interest by expressing 18, 00 16 n- 0828 :1: 2::: , 3 !
arcusing it.

A relevant utterance, 7h9:. .:.
add information to an interant

conversational maxim, Be Re:evin.., 3

must be met. namely that it 32
utterance affects.

interest previous 81

HONeY 90
10:

C'S ioterest Er. X- 337, C 2120 :.. .:

.:: 1
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then X will ipso facto have become a common interest. Or if X

has been common interest between them previous to this

conversation, and still is, then either party can relevantly make
a remark addressed to that interest, whenever there is no more
pressing interest to be dealt with.
Having sketched an account of relevance for utterances I'd
like to see how it generalises to non-conversational contexts.
As Grice points out, the rules of conversation are a special case
of the rules that govern all cooperative practice. The

obligation to contribute to the common interest obviously applies
in some shape or form to all exchanzes with other people. How

well do the forms of relevance we have found in conversation
apply to exchanges of other sorts? For a start, if the same

interest is not aroused En every party co a cooperative exchange,
then the cooperation will fail, either because someone is not

participating or because someone is pursuing a different
interest. Arousal of a common interest is a prerequisite of

che

pursuit of a common interest, according-y, anything which aroused
it would presumably be relevant so : t.
We each nave

repertoire of gestures like smiling, weeping,

shrugsing and pointing which may be used to express 2 common
interest. When they are, then they are meant no o e understood,

and understanding them will entaii grasping wh.at they're about,

i.e. what interes: it is chac they express. is well as these

directly communicative expressions, any action which furthers 2n
interest could be viewed as an expression of chat interest 1 f

enacates From it and is a result of its arousal. Be that as is

may, those actions which further an interest ere clearly relevant
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to that interest in a way which parallels the third, strictest,

forn of relevance; which consisted, in a conversational context,
of the retailing of information.

Shall we say, then, that 1 n order to be relevant something
must arouse, express, or further a common interest?

Unfortunately, no. Consider Grice's example of two people

tinkering with a car engine, and imagine that 3 spanner 0 f a
particular size is missing, so that the much less convenient
monkey wrench has to be used instead. The absence of the spanner

in no way furthers their common interest, but it is certainly

relevan: to it. It is relevant because 1 t makes a difference to
the way in which the interess is pursued. Equally, negative

information which preventa an interest being pursued in
particu.ar direction, will be just as relevant to it as
information which furthers its pursuit. In fact, Sperber and
Wilson's

unt of relevance in a linguistic context allows in

all relevant information: what we need 13 3 generalized deﬁntion

which parallels this by capturing all effects, positive and
negative, on the form of an interest on che manner of its
pursuit, or its outcome.

Ac any given moment In the pursuit of an interest, it wili
be possible to speak of the catcome of o: la3: action, o8 the

next action, ecc., right up until the ﬁnal outcome, if any there
ce.

At each stage, 1:3 foom will be partly determinad oy the

form which preceded IE, and will partly determine the form which

succeeds 1% (for elaboracion of Shia pains, 300 Minsky, :975 ana

below!. Lot U5 say, shen. cha: 5:m-56.60 =07 he relevant 1 O 30

intere33 :0 it makes a difforgnce do Lie aalcome, where tho
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cutcome may be its own changed form. That seems to cover the
whole range of the strictly relevans, including the acquisition
of relevant information.

So, in order to comply with the maxi, Be Relevans, in
cooperative exchange, an

action, utterance or thing must arouse.

express, or make a difference to the paceome af a common

interest. 'Interest' must be 5229n te cover a range Prom ::.3
wonder to gristy purpose, caking in issues, questions, and
desires; and a possible 'ca:come' :: an interest ma 0::

L c3 %::

changed form. However, This is sill not a completely genera.

account of relevance, for it is 0:: 1 reia::00 Which

conﬁne:

to cooperative exchanges op par:: c:. a/ 00:231005. Sag:ances 0:

actionS or utcerances produced 0 u an Inciv:durl m37 22 380: 3./
reLevant to one another as they a.:!: ca in produce:

3Y

people. The maxim of relevance, a: 304.; 045 20072, ::

a

special case of the ver gener:. 3:::3: and aven 33:13-. P516
Contribute 80 she common inter?..t.

0 -/

comm: n

chat because individuals paper::, .: 1:; intere. 80 a PALMAS:!
individual and psychologica: phenomonca. So something nay be
relevant to an individual baca.30 8025 person 025

Interest, whether or 001 85 - F

22/411443:

.. 00m won *it o

Le: as deﬁne relevan:a, -nan. -0.: - Co ro.7.?:
066 48 20

arouse, express, - liah.
interest.

That il

cO78P 009. 2.8.1: a70 5/:71:2 113, : .

Ar. practice social relevance an:al.0 ..: :::e/o0: in
20ing a common
nade

3679818 N:: 0: A

An: ::

bA: B

dE: Perence * : U:::3

Cher chia deﬁnition 4.10

:: At-

GUn:: • P: 1:::
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any maceria: from the background. This is surely correct, since
informacion nave acquired before this moment informs my
thoughts and actions now, anc hence is relevant to them now. The

background so an interest is relevant to that interest because 1 c

is made up c/ what has affected that interes: in the past, and
thus makes i: what it is now.

Nox Let us take these three ways of being relevant

arousing, expressing, or changing an interest - and give a
provisional sketch of what tney amount to in practice. So, what

is it for an interest to be accused? What distinguishes an
interest which is arcused from ong that 13 not? The ﬁrst cHi:S
60 sa7 13 chat it's not as strain:forward as shas - arousa: is

master of degree. As

snow in subsequent chapters, it.i3 the

normal human condition to nave several Interests concurrently

active, and by presumption therefore 50 some cezree arouse. The
singleminded concentration we can bring co a demanding task or
engrossing sicuation is the exception rather than the rule.

When, a3 : 5 normal, many interests are active at the same Sine,
10% ei-

o° chon are active :: cha same degree: whist some are

leading to minnor actions am .sperancoe or to cognitive activity,
cthers

merely alert co She re-evan:.

1 n a conversation in

.ch a:: parties a00 addressing 33

common inter#3:, chen the 33:. 3 An59/987 *.. .
oi

& aroused 11 2080

En em.: a:rerances rel even: :0 : :. 02 9/0:.490, and

considers no re-evant tc

8--- 300.08 13

when 3 00:00
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interest doesn't impose too heavy a demand, then an utterance

produced by A as relevant to it. may arouse a different interest.

In which case, 3 may well use it as a link and aim o

in 3.

arouse this different interest in A, thus creating

new common

interest, and changing the subject. Indeed may have been
waiting for the chance throughout the conversation; a highly

aroused interest will seize on the relevant. So, arousal has to

do wish both attention, or receptivity, and production, or
creativity.

In what way does arousal affect the background of
assumptions?

I t makes the relevant background more accessible

for the interpretation of input: for guiding one's expectations,
and spotting what's out of place: for supporting or arguing

against a case, and coming to conclusions. Arcusal also makes
those assumptions available as a basis for informed action,

including speech; they guide the production of output as welL a3
the interpretation of input. Even ac interest so faint as 60 be

almost extinct may de rearousen 07 50:9 object or

phrase,

bringing with it at least some of the assumptions which once
informed

15.

So, now let a3 move on to expres3:06: what is it for an
10:4/est 00 32 'expressed'?

1:2 02323 of actions or utterances

one 133 incainad $ 0 Label 'expressive', are only that, hence *e
use that word

to cick chem out. That 13 dO say, an expressive

Act:00 Gr ascerance maj 2: 0:32 3 tide interest in a witness, but

will not make any difference
1009

: = Soon D0 phat interest. Bu:

folio% cha: an act: an : asser0:ce Na: co does affac:

the natcome of an interes:, and res. its Enor one arousal c/ that
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interest, cannot by that token be an expression of that interest.

In other words, it does not follow that something which is
reievant in the strictest sense, i.e. by changing the form of an
interes:, cannot also be relevant in a weaker sense. Doesn't the

baby express _ tS appetite at least as clearly by failing on the
tit

as by bawling for it? And don't I express mine just as

clearly 2 g getting up, getting myself something to eat, and
eating it, or by announcing that the smell of cooking is making

my mouth water,

as

do by saying "I'm hungry"?

So in general

I

think we should say that anything which springs from an interest

as a result cr its arousal will be an expression of that
interest.

NOW les us take the strictest sort of relevance, and sèe

what it is for the form of an interest to be changed.

Firstly, I

should explain that the noticn cf the form of an interest nas
beer introduced in arder to distinguish this species of relevance

from that of arousal. For arousa. clearly also brings about a
change in an interest, but it is a change in its state rather

than its form.

Making a difference to the outcome of an interest

is equivalent 50 changing its Form; 30 if something affects its
outcore, 20 1232 its form is changed. But what does this amount

to? Lee us cake a very simpie case. I want to drink some of the
coffee that is in a cup beside me; I reach my hand towards the
cap,

and thereby take a step cowards the ﬁnal outcome, i.e.

cowards satisfying my want. Now

have moved my hand towards che

cap, there is no longer Chas step to cake; it Is no longer the

First priorisy. The priority neN is to take hold of the cup,

next will be picking it up, etc.

At each stage, the immediate
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future 0? the interest depends on its immediate past, and so on

for the whole sequence rather than a random assemblage. 3 In what
way is the form affected when the ﬁnal outcome is reached, and J
have drunk some coffee?

1 suggest that it is affected by

closure: no more energy will be expended in this direction,
through this interest (unless and until it is rearoused and I
reach out for another gulp:.
This may be all very well for a simple physical task like
having a cup of coffee, but how does it apply to a complex

coordinated activity like conversation? For a start, I want to

suggest that it's reasonable to see the form of an interest as
the sat of assumptions which make it what it is at any given
moment.

The form of an interest, then, will be determined by its

relevant background; therefore, changing its form will entail
changing its background. An utterance which is relevant in the
strict sense, then, will ce one that has consequences within that
backaroun:.

And, or. 9 may presume, the more consequences it nas,

the more highly relevant it will

oe.

À. precise account of this

consequentiality, and of the notion of degrees of (strics)
relevance is to be found in Sperber ar.c Nia son.

: is no concern of mine in c.is thesis 50 give any detailed

account of strict relevance in a linguistie context.

Rather,

am concerned 6 O examine relevance at its most general, and see
what to.lows for one's picture of the mind, and of the role 01
Language.

1 F Che account of re-evance Chat E have just sketched

is rigo, sneA doing 30 is going To involve naving interest as an

absolutely contral concept. 3e E sna. bring this chapter
towards 3 F. . 039 by surveying wha% we can say mo far about what
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interests are.

As it is used in this thesis, 'interest' must be

taken to embrace a range rather wider than it does in normal use.

Needing a word that would take in (at least) plan, purpose,
issue, question, hope, fear, desire, wonder, love, and concern,
as well as

'mere interest', I chose 'interest' as at least

entailed oy that whole range; 5C , what do the members of that
They have in common at least chat they may

range have in common?

be objects of relevance, and as such are capable of arousal,
expression,

and change.

Interests are typically brought forward as explanations of
human activity of all sorts, and treated as motive forces or
springs of power: N did/said/thought such and such, because N

hoped, desired, wondered, anc so on. This aspect is brought out
in the notion of the expression of an interest.

Any activity

which in some sense 'springs from' an interest, and can therefore
be attributed to that interest, will count as expressing it. In
fact,

people typically invoke : '3 5211003 as well as N'3

interests when explaining N's actions, utterances, or thoughts.

On the view I am proposing, interests and belie?s are not
separate entities which have to be combined afresh for each

occasiOn, rather, they are invariably complementary. For the
form of an interest is determined 07 the information phat has
shaped Et.

This aspect of interest is brought out in the notion

thas an interest is suscepticie to C.ange.
As a receptor,

LOcus of coange, an interest is

2

repository of information which becomes accossible if and when
chad interact is rearoused. Memories are made of this.

AlL

incares:3 have duration; though some 0253 in a ﬂash, LeavinG 0.3
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ten ectable trace,
:03

others last a lifetime and affect one's conduct

m birth to death.
Most of our interests persist through interruptions and

dIv

e rsions, becoming rearoused from time to time through internal

3/2

S sure or external stimulus,

on both.

It is the same interest

::PO ugh time t and time t+1 just to the extent that the same
a: / ferences have shaped it, that it is informed by the same
sumptions, at time t and time t+1.

This allows for relations

n: complete or partial identicy, and of inclusion and exclusion,
CO hold between interests. Mutatis mutandis, the same relations

obtain between the interests of different individuals as well

:3

f

che same individual across time.

A3 well as being a locus of activity and of information, and

ML rs forn and curation, an interest is something that we feel

::: varying degree.

: or: G extreme

Interest can vary from weak, feeble, slight,

"a merest ﬂicker'

ardent, at tne other

:02 :

to intense, fervent,

13 passionate concern', ' a burning

†: ion'. This is presumably an aspect of the phenomenon of

Mr sal, which as I have pointed out varies in degree both over
and between different interests at any ziven time. The more

1 C l.: aroused an interest is, the more it belongs at the fervent

'to me,
1:

the more likely it is to lead to expression of one sort

h other.

Math of the rest cf chis chest. is devoted to examining and
11

DR the propositions set 04 in Colo chapter, in particular,
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tie proposition that to be relevant is to arouse, express, or
make ? difference to the outcome of an interest.
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Chapter Four: Issues and Questions

"Contribute to the common interest or concern", is clearly a

precept with very wide application.

I will show some of the ways

in which it applies in conversation, below. The precept

automatically allows for non-informative discourse: parties may
tell jokes, tall stories, whisper sweet nothings, share
recollections, etc., and still conform

that rule.' Here, I am

particularly concerned with those situations in which parties

contribute to the common interest by aiming to increase relevant

mutual knowledge. In my terms, an utterance 4 $ relevant if 15

arouses, expresses, or makes a difference to the outcome of a
common interest or concern. Amons these three, the third,
strictest, species of relevance will be the focus of this
chapter.

A07 change in relevant mutual knowledge is ipso facto a

difference in the outcome of a common interest.
Contributions + 0 the common interest are necessarily

relative to a community; defore any conversational rules can
apply, here must be at least CHo people prepared to converse

W150 each other. As Scheg! off pass 1:, "a person who seeks
en6388 in an activity that requires the co.-aborative work of two
parties mast ﬁrst establisn, 718 30ne interactional procedure,
chat another party is available co collaborate" 1966: 1089).
PeOpl 3343 embarking or
CHEE

rterest:

discourse anter 1049 an active

in co1c8 80 607 2:car.ane 50 contribute

T. ' the rommon interest. Ouch

may vary from a 03: r

Of transient strangers, at one matreme, 1 3 members of the same
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family, at the other. Two strangers are normally bound only by a
transient interest; once the interest ceases, their community

also ceases. These short-lived exchanges most often consist of

requests for information, "where the obligation to respond
constant

is

general" (Lacoy and Fanshel :977: 89). Requests to

be told the cime or the way are of this sort; Labov and Fanshel
(1977) quote Erving Coffman's term "free goods". Everyone has

the obligation to pass on available free goods to anyone who nas
expressed a want of them, once willingness to cooperate has been

signalled. One can dodge the obligation only by dodging the
inquiring stranger's gaze. It is, nowever, a strictly limited

range of interests which strangers are thus obliged to treat as
commor..

Faced with questions on any number of other interests, e

stranger will be entitled to deny community of interest: "TE'S

none of your business", "That's my concern", will be legitimate
retorts.

One has no right to ad a atranger questions one has every
right

40 ask, pay, a spouse. (Absolute intimacy would consist in

wholesale participation in each other's interests, and entail the

right co ask anything and the obligation co tell all.)

Most

communities of interest in which we are accive fall somewhere
between che SWO extreme:. Sach c2

belongs co a multitude of

distinct, overlapping or concentric communities of interest; some

last a lifetime, some an instant. I: is not m business mere to
catalogie their variety, nor •0 discaas mo% members can
mani pa:ate mendership 3:144:3.08 3 329, 8• 3•:

Go/SPA: :903, 197•:.

Partinkel 1907;

8aa: 13 ro:evan- 13 8631 a Community DE

interest lasts just 23 Lor.0 83 *here l a: least one common
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interest to bind it.

Fellow members are obliged to contribute

information relevant to any 'binding' interest, on request.

If B

has information which A has expressed a want of, B can only deny

it to A on the grounds that it is information privy to some
community of interest in which A is not included.

The obligacion to pass on relevant information may obtain
even when no question has been expressed. For example, except in
war, perceived danger imposes the duty to issue a warning to any

threatened other (ce. "free zoods"}. In closer, long-term,
communities of interest, non-physicad threats to one's fellows'

interest also impose that obligation. If 4 and 3 are friends,
partners, kin, etc., and

knows of 2 threat to A's interests,

failure to inform A of $5 .73 y justly de construed as a betrayal
of chair community of interest. Failure 50 warn may be

inexcusable; omitting to pass on other relevant information may
also merit reproach. Faced with such 3 reproach, one may either

offer an apology or, once again, deny community of interest.
I: all these cases, 3 perceived inequity in mutual relevant
knowledge creates an obligation 53 repair it, within a given
community of interest.

And, in all cases, collaboration between

members cf 3 community of interest depana3 en their having a

background of relevant autoaciv caliabie knowledge. what picks
0:5 Che cacaround in any given discourse is its relevance co a
current common concarn. Ca my terms, bre relevant background is
wCA", 033 136 an previcu3 moment: made 3 citference to whatever
the currant cOnacn

Or

she coco a Interes in che *473

Cocorns may be. Contributing to
nave con mascribins involves

increasing the 58004 of mar a-: re-.able knowledge.
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Supplying information is not the only way of contributing to
the common interest in such a way as CO increase the mutually

reliable relevant background. Obviously, the mutually reliable

will always include the certain, what is known for sure. In

practice, it will also include a good deal that, though taken for

granted in this community, might be treated as arguable by
outsiders. Something is arguable (an issue) just as long a s
there are alternative outcomes; and as long a s there are possible

alternatives, no one possibility can be relied upon. Hence it is
always in the common interest to exclude alternatives, resolve

issues, when they arise. Detailed analysis reveals that a
surprising amount on discourse is devoted to this end.

Assertions modiﬁed by "I think", "E would say", "it seems
to

me",

esc., are expressiy 246 forward as opinion, suggestion,

rather chan as 'hard fact'. As such, the proposition within the

intensional scope is explicitly open to argument.
course. speakers

But, of

not obliged 20 signal the disputability of

what they say, and may not even acknowledge it. For the analyst,
the 5436 evidence of disputability is subsequent argument, either

pro or con a given assertion.

E/ an assertion is evidently true

to a:: concerned, then it requires no supplementary support. If

:r, receives sucn support: that implies coat 570 cruta of the
assortion was not self-evidens;.as: as she provision of

counter-examples implies that.
Some i93ue3, such as whetao. or ha% & door l3 locked, can be
unamb.roussy resolved 3 0 once. 3:5 307 Can celer be resolved
absolutely, placec beyonn do:b: ice ::1 dinG: All 'value

Sudaenan:s' are of this sort. An: 2004 : 93998, sach as any
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suggestions about the future, can only be resolved after some

tine has passed, not in the here-and-now of a current discourse.
The point of argument is (or ought to be) to bring round, make of
one mind, agree.
be treated a 3

Then what is agreed, the common judgement, can

given in any further exchanges between members of

that community o f interest, even when it cannot be counted

in

other communities.

An issue may be voiced as a disputable assertion or
question, or it may never be explicitly expressed at all.

Evidence for the existence on such an unspoken issue will

be that

remarks are addressed to resolving it. For example, take the

Following imagined case. A husband comes nome, immediately
crushes crumbs off the table, empties all the ash-:rays, then

aces to the Fridge and says, "Ch, 7Ou didn't get me any beer".
The wife responds with, "I'm awfully sorry, E just couldn't
manage the extra load.

I dic was? all your undershirts, though".

The relevance of her respo.30 930 is internal coherence depend
or her havinn heard his remark as a criticism, not only of her

Failure cO get beer, but of her adequacy as a wife. Her remarks
are addressed to that issue, as she has taken his remark

(and

other action3: 10 be. Both parties are pasting into public Space

information relevant to the popcome of that issue, 50 what is (in

this sexist Little community 02 interesti the proper judgement of
her adequacy 23 wife: his contribution argues for one conclusion,
hers Po/ another.

Taccon tixe chat of the *ES:'

cace. c1'

-800/ ar. i Farmla.

adeQuacy are.

think, clear

• A "propericions".

These are

of.en, 0.: no: always, exp.. city sua-ed, SnaY Ace "persistent
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potential reference points in the interaction between speakers"
(1977: :222.!. Remarks will send to be taken as supporting or

not supporting "general propositions known to both (speakers)
though no: necesarily believed Dv both of them" (1977 :
This

122).

iS one of Labov and Fanshe…'s many insights into the nature

of actual discourse chat nave assisted my own conversational
analyses, below.

Example 1(a) "
1.

A : Hello

?.

:3 : Hello

That'l: be 29.31 pence
A: Sorry, i've no smal- change
5.

B: Not SO worry, nc croo:20

D.

A:

7.

1 3: silent acknowledgementi

+.

I

saw the article in the News & Echo

works 01

13 A regular customer at a supermarket in which

a till, at which the conversation takes place. Beyond their

occasiona. encounters in chis setting, they do not know each
cther a: all. In the normal course of events, Che converation
WOU.C nave cased with an axonanga of Farewells immediately after
5, during which their transaction is coming to a satisfactory
conclusion.

But this time,

" t r e article in the News

introduces 3 'row! concern

Echol

(6}

and secures uptake from her

interjon-tor. She thus chances che basis of their community of
Interes:: the dreary, predictic.? 6a2% 09 paying for the shopping

13 sacceede: Oy 2 concern of guile a .:ferent order.

Line 6 ton
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its surface. anyway) is a statement about an event in A's life.

As such, according to Labov and Fanshel, it "requires only an
acknowledgement of a minimal kind" (1977: 101). The sequence
from 6-7 bears out this informal rule.

Here is what follows it:

Example 1!6!
3.

A: cried all the way through

9. B: Yestemay a woman was angry with me.
10. A: ANGRY with you?
11. 3 :
1 2.

Because it made her cry

A: Angry with YOU? She seems to have it wrong; it's not YOU

she should be angry with

A has learned from the articie in che paper chat 5 came from

3 Large Hungarian Jewish family, on which she was the only

survivor; that she had been abused and humiliated not only by the
invading Nazis but oy eazer Hungarian anti-semites; that she had
spent years -n a concentration camp, and had stayed there for

2-1/2 years after the war, because she nad nowhere else to go.

So, in celiing

that she nas read One article she is telling her

that S7.9 anows those tragic act 3. By telling her that, by
intros¿cins a concern 3 50 walna Chose facts are background, m
obliges harseif co say more. Same comment is called for, and 3
aw81,5 10.

The comment A produces, "ariac ail the way Chrough" Ed/ is
meant co convey to B her opinion 50 *no contens of the article.

I8 one pecan Needs for anther, .. zunera.: maze the tears to

express sympathy, shard concern. Too the other's distress: A 13
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meaning to communicate sympathy to B by belling her she cried.
But,

as the ensuing dialogue reveals, the inference from such

tears to sympathy does not hold universally: it cannot be relied
on

in every context, and in particular cannot be relied on in

this one.

By disclosing that " a women was angry

because it

made her cry" (9 and 11), 3 makes the proper attitude towards the
article (and her life! an issue. Sympathy and anger should be
mutually exclusive attitudes so the same object. So, 9 and 11
providE

a counterexample to the generalization on which A nas

relied in 3.

On its own, line 9 is puzzling: How could anger be a
possibLe anti tude toward

0 n the basis of the article?

A

stresses "angry" in Line 10, siting it in a context of
contrasting possibilities, as the mo3t economical

827 of putting

the question L nave just given in Cull. After pausing to let A
express ner Interest, 3 goes on as though ahe know the question

was in The air already: ? ar.d

mace a perfectly coherent whole.

With :1, she *explains' 9, answers • C, and puss A's attitude in.

question. On the face of 11, 3'3 3 201 11 are just information
about an evens in her life. A3 such, they should invite only a

minimal response: but, as we have seen, chey also raise an issue.

A'3 "Angry with 703?" 1'2; anifta the focus cf the
synsaccica.ty identica. queation at 11 .

This tine cha

appropriatanass of anger 13 no: in question, rather, the 0529ct
at which. ..t ShoULd be directed : :
granted

:3342.

anger 3 taken for

given, prea:pocse::; 60: 2a23tic: now 13 cot, Why anger,

3'48, M.: BO. Wi:h the imel:ca::n Coal Share are rAl7204 conor3
ac whom pro a mer migno rict- C4 ;:ricted.

Che uncerscores
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that implication with her next remark - "she seems to have

wrong, it's not YOU she should be angry with"

it

at the same time

producing an evaluation of the woman's anger as wrong. A is
taking pains to make it quite clear that, if there

is a question

as to the right attitude towards that article, she is on the same
side as B.
bud;

She is ﬁrmly nipping the possible alternative in the

in terminating that possibility, A also terminates the issue

of her opinion, ﬁrst raised by line 6. Ceasing to be an issue,
its outcome passes into the background of relevant knowledge that

A and 3 can mutually rely upon. 3 can count on A's sympathy, and
A can count on her doing so.

Example 1 (c)
13.

3: And that was just the beginning
(A: silent queryi

1 5.

3 :

There was more, far core.

worse: I couldn't teli it, I

can't even think of 1 H
16.

A : I'm sure, I'm sure. Some things one can't, they're
too terrible

sighs) Well, thank Yo i foo your kind wordS

17.

B:

18.

(A: silent acknowledgement)

19. B: Well, oye-bye.
20. A: Bye-bye.

Mich line 13, 3 : 3 no: innica:.ng to A phat there is more Co
be

Learnad about she incacens o° She angry woman. Rather, she

6a tell A Chas chero are morm cramic Pacts co know than
†nose revealed in the artice. Though she has arcased A '5
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interest, put her into a state of felt ignorance, she has no

intention of supplying the want. A is to learn only that chere
was "worse". Although she is excluding A from any community of

interest which might be privy to

those terrible facts, she at the

same time excuses herself for doing so.
into it with her,

She would draw nobody

she herself is its sole, reluctant, member.

Many authors have remarked a that a negative seems to imply that
someone might have expected the opposite (see, e.g., Labov and
Fanshel 1977 : 104;; Bosley 1975: 6 ; and Civon 1978). In this
case,

3's "I couldn't tell it, I can't even think of it" might be

expanded as follows. "Given your sympathy, given our community
of interest (which

have just acknowledged} you might reasonaoly

expect to be told these relevant facts by me, but I can tell them
to no one, even myself".

Like (9) and (11), lines 13 and 15, though ostensibly about

speaker events, raise an issue, and A is invited to take sides.
Once again she sides with 3. (16) "I'm sure" makes it certain
between chem that B is absolved of the cbligation to tell,

"sone

things one can't" universalizes the absolution, and "they're Loo

terrible" speciﬁes its basis. Wish (:7) , 3 rewards A'S sympathy
with thanks for her "kind words", and initiates a "pre-closing 2
sequence" ! see Schegloff and Sacks 1973; and Sacks et al 1974}.

So, with no issues left unresolved, their discourse comes to
satisfactory conclusion.

*

Mos: accounts of conversation, l:ke this one, bring in sone
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such notion as mutual knowledge. "Mutual knowledge" is a
debatable designation, for some of the argument see Sperber and

Wilson. (1980), and Prince (1981). For more general discussion of
the topic

under various designations - see Schiffer (1972),

Lewis (1969), Clark and Marshall (1980), Tyler (1978), and
especially Rommetveit (1974). Whatever one chooses to cali it, it
is the essential background to all communication. In any given
discourse, the question arises of how parties 'have access' 50

the relevant background, of now they pick i t out from among their
sum total of mutual knowledge. In practice, talkers rarely have
difﬁculty in taking into account what others do or do not know.

How they succeed in this is problem for the analyst, not for
the participants.

I shail examine that question in the light of

example ! .

The relevant background knowledge to lines 1-5 is given oy
the nature of the transaction which is taking place. It can be

nicely handled by a 'frame' type analysis (see, e.., Minsky
:975). The analyst's problems begin with Line 6, "I saw the

artic.e in the News Ze Echo". There is no single News & Echo, it

is a weekly paper, and more than a week has elapsed since the
reLevant issue. And, of course, in 30ÿ ziver issue there are

many articies. Since they had had no previous discourse about

anything except shopping, there is no prior referent to account
for either Che in (6). Yet A's reference tc the article in the
News ? Echo secures uptake.

I t is justiFied, and successful,

simply Because CS referent concerns 3.

Tr. disclosing chat she has "see." che antic.?, A is Le::ing
3 kow Cha: sne has read it, na: ane ERONO 8030'5 1: 15. But
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can they now speak on the basis that all the information in the
article is now mutual knowledge between them?
that

I waS 'A',

Admitting at last

if had relied on my having effective access to

all the facts in that article, she would have been wrong.

We

assume selective recollection in each other, and we are right.
So 3 cannot rely on A being privy to all that information, only
some of it: what can she rely on as mutual knowledge on the basis
of (6)? Certain facts in the article will have struck anyone as

more salient than others, namely those retailed above. They
such

facts as to arouse the concern of any fellow human

being. Had there been any doubt in 3's mind about which facts

were responsible for A's interest, they would have been resolved

by (8) "cried all the way through". The concern which A is
putting into public space is a t least partly made up of distress.
It

is the distressing facts and events of 3's life that

prOViCE

the background of mutual knowledge.

A3 well as unambiguously circumscribing the relevant
background, A's line 8 is also meant to let 3 know of her
sympathy.
P.

But instead of immediately being taken for granted oy

until line 12 it is an issue.

Soth parties know this, and

each knows the other knows; so, for the time being, their mutua
relevant knowledge is of this issue against the background of

tragic facts already given. It is also true that e fact about
some woman was added to
and

their store of mutual knowledge with (9

11: ; bat the woman hersel? 13 of ne interest, she is a mere

counter example. B's next tine conﬁrms *nis interpretation,

"And that was just the beginning" 1'?. primary but not emphatic

streso or Cha) does not continue Prom the incident of the anary
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woman. It connects instead with the background in which A's
sympathy

now presupposed - is grounded; the knowledge imparted

in (9 and 111 ceases to be relevant. Although neither party has
voiced or directly referred co the distressing facts which

constitute the background, B's "And that..." is intelligible.
That is so because both parties know what they're talking about,
it is neither the woman nor the article that is "just the
beginning".

Rather,

it is what A has learned selectively from

the article, namely the horrors revealed therein.

No sooner has she told A that there is more to be known,
than B is telling her that she will never know it.

The rule,

that i? you put someone in a position of felt ignorance you will

o e expected to fulﬁl the want if possible, is a special case of
the obligation CO contribute 50

the common concern, discussed

above. That the rule is part of their mutual knowledge {even
children know it, breaking it is a favourite childhood tease) is

manifest in B's excusing herself for not fulﬁlling it, and A's
accepting the excuse. Although 319 Leaves A none the wiser as to
further particulars of - her life, A knows that 5 judges chem to be

"worse", untel table. In her next turn she lets 3 know that she

believes the judgement without further substantiation, and

accepts the excuse. And 3's pre-c.asing, "Heil, Shank you
Lets A know that her by now indisputabLy sympa:neric concern is

appreciated. As well as events, pre objec,3 of mutual knowledge

Er: clude conversational rules, interests and concerns, issues and
actitudes.

Throughout She conversation, 'access' to the relevant

background has depended on 26.031.8 one current mutual interes:.
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In the ﬁrst part that knowledge was given in the situation; the

transaction could have taken place in silence. But, from line 6,
understanding the common concern crucially depends on

understanding a common tongue. Parties can take mutual
intelizibility for granted only insofar as they can rely on

mutual knowledge of grammar and vocabulary. I wish to argue,
however, that mutual knowledge of vocabulary itself depends on a
background of common interests.

have already shown that

understanding phrases like "the article" (6) and "and that It (13)

requires a grasp of the interest that motivates them, in context.
It is not such context -determining interests that I cave in mind
here.

Rather, it is those interests (with their attendant

knowledge) that we can assume any fellow member of our language

community will have been engaged in at one time or another.
To support the claim that common vocabulary depends on

common interests, I now brieﬂy discuss lexical comprehension by
children of the conversation in example i.

examined chree

children, aged 6;5, 4;6, 2 ;8 on the intelligibility of the
vocabulary items in it.

The eldest child, who is numerate,

literate, and gets pocket money, had difﬁculty only with the

reference of News & Echo, whilst taxing it for granted that it
was a newspaper.
with

The middle while, though highly articulate,

vocabulary ﬁt to express his every interest, is neither

literate nor fuily numerate, nor practised at spending money.
His difﬁculties arose win lines 3, 4, and 6: €9.31 pence, smal

change, and the article In the Mews & sche.
Although he knows What money is, and knows what it is used
for (coins aca pürchase3 nave pot. engage. cis interest), the
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difference between one sum and another has never concerned him.
Until knowing about money affects his interests (becomes

relevant), he will remain ignorant cf just what 49.31 might amount
to. Small change presents parallel, though not identical,

case. Relative size being a recurrent concern in his life, small
is a problem cnly as a modiﬁer of change - wherein the real
difﬁculcy lies. He nas change in his vocabulary in the sense of

make or become different, as in "We'd better change your
trousers", or as a noun in "That makes a nice change".

But the

question of what small change means in its monetary sense had not
so far arisen in his life. Finally, article is a word which is
entirely absent from his vocabulary. The explanation for this
aosence 15, once again, the absence of any interest or concern
with Che thing in question.

The yeungest child had all those probiems, plus yesterday in
line 3. And he had not pursued interests which would yield the
knowledge relevant to understanding even that "09.31 pence"

stands for a

of money.

As for yesterday,

I: he understands

it at al., 1% is as a way of making clear that an event iS past

and cuer, rather than as a way of locating an event in past

time.

His concerns are predominantly with the now and its immediate

past and future; what difference dces L6 make to him whether

t

was yesterday, a weeK ago, or six months ago chat such and such a
memoracie event occurred?

Someone might want to arque that the differences in
vocabulary between the chree chiLdren are 3 result of exposure,
or experience.

It is easy So argue Sne case against exposure as

che determining factor. Take sma. change again. The middle
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child has been 'exposed' to both notes and coins, and is aware
chat both

money; and he has been 'exposed' to many

discussions which nave involved talk of "small change" in this
sense.

That is, he has been present at many exchanges like (and

including) that in example 1. 1-5; and he has frequently been
there when discussions of "whether there is enough small change

for his big brother's lunch or pocket money", have taken place.
The case against experience is nicely put by the philosopher
David Hamlyn: "It is certainly not enough

if a person is to

acquire a given concept, that he should be presented with a wide
range of relevant experiences unless he is in a position to see
them as relevant" (1978: 121).

The presence of the four-year-old

when small change is talked about has so far been as observer,
not participant. Whether or not there is "small change" has
never been his concern, even though whether or not there are

available small coins (for counting, for example) has sometimes
been of interest. Having never participated in a community of

interest in which small change is being used as an expression for

low value coins, he had never been concerned to understand or use
the phrase. Once he is taking part in transactions with money he

will be functioning as a member of a such a community.
Alternatively, he could himself create such a community by asking
what sne expression means. In face, my question brought

the

phrase CO his notice, arcused his interest, and he did ask me
what it meant. His prior interest in money as a physical object,

and in observing shopping transactions, gave him sufﬁcient
relevant knowledge to understand the answer.

FOr adult members of a language community, the meaning of
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its basic vocaculary is not in question, is taken for granted.
It

is mutual knowledge we rely on in conversations with any

fellow adult speaker of British-English.

Some long-term

communities of interest develop specialized vocabularies, such as

slangs and jargons, available only to their members, which
reﬂect their special interests and knowledge. Most proper names
also are availabie only within communities of interest narrower
than the language community. On hearing "News & Echo"

(especially in the context of line 6), most fellow members of our

Language community will take it to be a newspaper, but only
members of 2 much more restricted community of interest will know
which newspaper.

Just as,

days", only members of

if

say,

"Tony is a stage-hand these

highly restrictec community of interest

will know who !which Tony) I mean, though any English speaker
will take it that he's a male person. At the most intimate
extreme (e.g. loving couples), there is the most idiosyncratic

range of mutual knowledge, including always general knowledge

available in virtue of membership in broader communities. The
richer the background of mutual interests and knowledge, the

richer the "meaning potential" of a vocabulary.3
Identifying membership of a community of interest is a

prerequisite of mutual understanding

a prevailing concern 12

all conversations, and it is an efﬁcient way of identifying
realms of mutual knowledge.

The discussion 30 far nas ignored two complicating factors.
One in the possibility of a remar? being addressed to several

interests as once. The other _S the fact that information to

which al parties are privy may have been recognized as relevant
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only by one party. Both these factors play a role in the

following snatch of discourse.

Example 26
A: There wasn't anything with his secretary?
2

B: No,

no

3

Driving too fast

44

anc getting up at 5.30 in the morning to look after
the sheep.

Unlike example 1, this is not a complete discourse. It is a

fragment of a much longer conversation, in which three parties,

A, 3 and C (who know each other intimately) are taking part. I'm
sorry to frustrate the reader by not publishing the whole

discourse: it was so private and scurrilous a conversation that
the parties to it are understandably reluctant to have it ali 1 n
print

(partly because they agree with my analysis).

C, silent

here, is B's brother, T is their cousin, and A is married to C.
They have met with the express purpose of helping 3 decide

whether or not to make a trip co her and C'3 home town, where F
still

lives.

This issue dominates the whole conversation, and

example 1 is addressed to it too, via a number of other issues.
B's response tO A's cuestion is a skillful attempt to lay all
those

trip

issues to rest simultaneously, in such a way as to make the

100 k pointless. She is busy looking for reasons why sne

doesn't have $0 80 •
As guidance in the analysis trat follows,

give here a

sketch of the issues involved, illustrated by certain assertions
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that 3 has made earlier in the conversation.

Issue i: Should B make the 3 trip?
" 1 don't particularly want

CO spend any time to go home"

"Sounds like a fun weekend if I 80 home

Issue ii:

hmnn, shit"

Could B, by going, forestall the threatened

collapse of T's marriage?
IF 30, all parties agree, it would be worth her

going (-›i)

" 1 don't think it'll make any difference if I go"

Issue iii: Is F's marriage already beyond repair?

If so,

then repairing it (ii) can be no reason for making the
trip (-›i).

issue iv: Is it true that T and his wife have had no sex

for years?
repair

IF sO, then tne marriage is likely to ce beyond

-iii-ii-i), and either (a)

is likely to

be demented fron sexual frustration or (6) has sought a
sexual outlet elsewhere.

uNny

waS going out of his head is because as far as I can

see they hadn't slept together for over two years";
Issue y: Is it true that Tis demented, irrational?

IE So,

he la not susceptible to argument, therefore there is no

poi:: in 3 prying to argue with nim, therefore she lS
uniikely co ba able to help repair the marriage

-11 -i).

"E was going out of his head"
11 can't get through to :.
"You can': calk to him'

impossible"
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Issue vi: Es it true chat I has manifest irrational behaviour?
If so, it would provide evidence that he is suffering from
sexual frustration {iva), in which case it is likely that

the marriage has collapsed beyond repair -iva -ii1-÷
11-i)

A's question, "There wasn't anything with his secretary?"
(1, concerns the possibility that T has an alternative sexual
cutiet (iv5). When 3 said, "Why

because as far as I can

was going out of his head is

they hadn't slept together for over

two years", her uses of the past subtly suggested that T was
already "out of his head" and that no possibility remained of nis

having sex with his wife. Although she is attempting to treat

T'3 incipient nuttiness as a given, she knows that it is in fact

debatable, and that both A and C doubt it. If it is agreed that
sexual frustration is likely to lead to dementia (no one in this
discourse chooses co dispute it), then if 3 could show that Thad

had no sex life for years, it would Lend support to her clain.
Whereas, ii the contrary were the case, and T had in fact been

enjoying some sexuai activity, then her claim would be
undermined, Hence, A's question is relevant to I's mental health
we. l a3 to his sex life /vii
E: en

iF

has had no affair with his secretary, the

possibiLity iS still open that he has in fact had sex with his
wife no one in this discourse is in a position to have a

conﬁdent opinion on thisl.

3 follows ner denial that T has had

an affair with his secretary 12) with, "Driving too fast, and
getting up

a*

5.30 to look after the sheep". In doing so, she

13, in part, addressing the possibility that all is well, after
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sex life. Reckless driving is a notorious

all, with T's marito!

form of sexual suclimation; it is also irrational.

Given that T

is really a lawyer and the sheep just lose money, his pre-dawn

sheep-tending - though implausible as sublimation

is certainly

irrational. These are two instances of T's unreasonableness, and
as such lend support to all
i

and

V

B's contentions (vi-iva-iii

-9ii-»i). This is the background which confers

coherence on lines 2-4.

When B puts those cases of T's irrational behaviour into

public space, she is not telling A and C anything new. Knowing

T, they both know his habits: the sheep and the driving are
long-standing concerns.

What B is doing is making A and C aware

that these facts should make a difference to the outcome of the
issues current here. Several researchers have argued that
conversationalists display a preference for conveying new
information.'

But, as far as I know, only Sperber and Wilson

(MSb: Chs. 1-2) have attempted a fully explicit account of

newness, in particular of relevant new information. In their
terms,

an

atterance will provide

only if it combines with

relevant information if and

'background set of assumptions' to

yield implications given in neither the utterance nor che
background.

B y being relative to a restricted background, their

deﬁnition accommodates cases like this, in which information is

seen as newly relevant. In my terms, their relevant utterances
are those which make
interest.

difference to the outcome of a common

In order for some fact or event to make a difference

to a current interest, it cannot previcusly have been taken as

relevant to that interest,

or there would be no difference still

12 E*
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to make.

Issues and questions, because they require to be resolved or
answered, impose the particular obligation to make 2 new

difference to the outcome. Addressing a debatable issue involves
putting forward facts

or events which will support or count

against one outcome or another. An issue is only resolved when

every alternative but one has been ruled out, but it may de
settled by agreeing pro tem on a likeliest outcome. Once enough
has beer said to settle an issue, there is no more to say.

Similarly, once a question has been answered, it ceases to be a
question, hence ceases to be

current interest. Grice's " Be n0

more informative than required" ( 1975), Sacks and Schegloff's

"preference for minimizacion" (1979; see also Schegloff 1972),
and Sperber and Wilson's equivalent speciﬁcation (1980) all

follow from the nature of issues and questions.
A problem for any analysis of actual talk is, as Sperber and
Wilson put Lt, "how does the hearer know which background

assumptions, out of the enormous range which could in principle
be part of the intended context, are the ones the speaker
intended him to use?" (1980: 5). This is the same problem as
that of access tO relevant mutual knowledge, discussed above.

Identifying the relevant background is a prerequisite of
comprehension, both for participants and observers.

I have been

arguing that doing sc crucially depends on identifying the
interest or interests which are being addressed. A fact or event

may be relevantly stated as long as it has made or would make a
difference to the outcome of Current common interest. If the

only interest to which it was relevant is now dead, then it
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cannot be relevant to state that fact or event now.

But where there is felt ignorance or doubt, contributing to the
common interest will entail putting into public space any
information that will repair it.

As we have seen, much more of conversation is devoted to the

pursuit of issues than at ﬁrst appears. When that is the case,
both the preferences for the new and for minimization assume the
force cf rules. Doubt and ignorance are also responsible for
changes and increase in mutual knowledge. For the outcome of a

now dead issue or question will pass into the realm of the
reliable, where it may be relevant to any number of further
concerns.

have been using conversation to illustrate some of the
consequences of obeying the general social rule: Contribute to
the common concern. Being in a position to do so depends on
knowing the common concern, with its relevant background.

I t is

always in the common interest to have the same differences shape

the common concerns. The existence of a community of interest
depends on its members having at least one common interest.
because

But,

interest in fact resides in an individual, for perfect

community the same differences must be made to each member's
interests. Ino people's interests will be the same just to the

extent that they have made the same judgements.

Common knowledge

and common interest are interdependent characteristics of all
human discourse.
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Chapter Rive: Interests, Obsessions and Images

My central concern in this chapter will be to explore the

question of what an interest is, taking for granted that it is a
primarily psychological phenomenon. An active interest is liable
to give rise to actions and utterances; it is also liable to

'occupy the mind'. My procedure is to examine an extreme case of

this tendency, in the shape of obsession. I use the word
'obsession' in an informal, colloquial fashion which only partly
coincides with its technical and psychoanalytical uses.

ﬁnd

there is no criterial distinction between an interest and an

obsession, an obsession just being an interest which has got out

of hand. Using my ﬁndings about obsession, I
the role of

go on to examine

'imagery ' in occupying the mind. And in the next

chapter, : move on to those speciﬁcally verbal occupants of the
mind: 'thoughts'.

What I do in the following pages is use my imagination to

illustrate points and, in the end, support conclusions. Without

years of unfocused introspection, my imagination would have nad
ncthins to work with and it seems reasonable , 0 assume that other

people, Like me, from time to time notice what's going on in
their minds.

If nobody rejects the picture I present cf an

obsession, then Chat is as good empirical support as I can hope
for in making any claims about the internal character of an

obsession. And the same applies to the discussion of 'imagery'
503 t later ensues and to any attempo

introspective phenomena. What

5 C report or describe

i nave tried so do is describe

in at o d
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cases which anyone will recognise. (In the next chapter, I use
introspection in a different way, which I there describe.)

As

well as on introspection, I have also drawn on Roland Barthes'

perceptive disquisition on amorous passion, A Lover's Discourse.
In order to round u o as much empirical support as I could for the
account I give below, I

exposed the ﬁrst draft o€ this chapter

to as many pecple as possible. No one proposed any major change,
though some modiﬁcations have been made in response to comments.

To preserve that support (such as it is), I repeat most of the
examples in the ﬁrst draft, below.

The pursui of coznitive achievement is not all that

occupies my mind; I don't spend all my time thinking hard. Idle
recollections, daydreams, possible conversations, all sometimes
#111

y mini.

:° one offers cognitive space to useless memories

ones which make no contribution to other current interests

is presumably because it pleases one to do so. But some memories

are capacie of besieging one's cognitive space, ol occupying 1C,
being displaced, and returning again, and again. It is not a

matter of soliciting them, or of being reminded of them,

or even

of allowing the recollections to ﬂow, but of being unable to
sto: them.

Recollection in such cases has the character of

obsession rasher than indulgence. Horror, bereavement, and

passion linter aila) are all capable of giving memories this
Dower: they intrude between and even within the pursuit of other

interests. Maile it may be possible to avoid thinking about
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them, chinking Of them is inescapable.
But", someone might protest, 'the sort of case you've been

discussing can't be called thinking at all. This can

have

nothing to do with cognition - horror, passion and grief are

feelings, obsession is inherently irrational. Besides, of what
do these "recollections" consist? Can they not be mere images?

And can even having a succession of related images count
thinking?"

These are good questions, and there is clearly a lot

of truth in the view proposed: certainly feelings and images are

(part of) what we're talking about. But a picture in which
obsession

presented as a radically distinct 'non-cognitive'

phenomenon would be a misleading one. In the discussion so far,

obsession has been distinguished as untriggered, unwelcome,
unreasonable, purposeless, and image-laden. But need it be any
of those things?

Is any a of then a necessary condition for an

interest to count as an obsession?

It is the nature of obsessions that they assail one's mind

even when there is no external trigger. But it's also typical of
obsessed person that almost anything, a word, a song,

place,

will arouse the obsessing interest. The likelihood of arousal is
a function of the intensity of the interest; whether arousal can
be attributed to some cue or not is neither here nor chere in
distinguishing obsession 1n particular fron interest in general.

Equally irrelevant to distinguishing obsession from other
cogniTive accivities is whether what obsesses one is welcome.

Take, for example, amorous passion. Imagine someone deep in a

happy love affair. Recollections of her beloved's smile, look,

couch, pervade her mind, and indeed her body. Images of certain
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moments recur:

not only does she welcome them, she dwells on

them, lets them bring further recollections in their train.

Now,

suddenly, the affair ends. But the obsession doesn't pass: the
same moments return, the same images beckon - only now they just
make her miserable.

"From the start, greedy to play a role, scenes

take their position in memory

This theatre of

time is the very contrary of the search for lost
time; for

remember pathetically, punctually, and

not philosophically, discursively: I remember in
order to be unhappy/happy
understand."

not in order to

(Barthes, p. 217)

Passion is of course a paradigm of unreason. However, even

in the case of passionate love, what pervades

person is r.ot

chaos, is not random. The recollections, images, thoughts,
songs, that assail the lover are related to each other
coherent

are

because the passion they manifest relates them.

Although they arrive as the material of joy or grief, not in

order to abet the understanding, they can also be material to
understanding: they are information. As they contribute to the
hope or the despair, so they can contribute to the understanding,
50 'digesting' the truth. It would be wrong, therefore, to claim
that obsessions need be divorced from reason.

Futhermore, not all obsessions are as unreasonable as

passion, they may equally well be by their very nature rational.
It is perfectly possible, for example, to be obsessed by

problem,. the proof of that obsession ceing an assault not of

images out of relevant questions, possibilities, and
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considerations. Being a problem, it wants solving, and the
cognitive

frenzy is addressed to that purpose.

So, obsessions

need not be unreasonable, nor purposeless, nor image-laden, any

more than they need be unwelcome or untriggered. Perhaps,

however, some or all of them may turn out to .be sufﬁcient
conditions for an interest to count as an obsession.

Hope, despair, expectation, desire, any of these may be

unreasonable without being obsessive. In a sane person, the less

reasonable an interest is, the less likely it is to occupy and
reoccupy the mind (that lovers are mad is well known).

What

'reasonable' means will, I hope, appear in the course of the next
chapters.)

As for being image-laden, even writing a shopping

list can be that: as L write mine, I view successive shelves of

possible purchases in my mind's eye, to see if I want any of this
sort of thing or that.

Few activities can be more unlike

opsession. Likewise, the need to draw 40 a shopping list, and
indeed do the shopping, often strikes me as distinctly unwelcome,
whilst in no way functioning as an obsession. And if idle
recollection weren't purposeless it wouldn't be idle. The

capacity to occur to one or strike one without a trigger will
bear a more protracted discussion.

'trigger! is something outside an interest, which arouses
at

particular moment. So an 'untriggered! interest would be

one that

aroused without any apparent immediate external

prompt. But this is not as clear-cut a distinction as it seems ,
essentially because arousal is not an either-or phenomenon, but
one of degree.

An interest that was not aroused at all would

much less likely to be triggered than one which was already

oe
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highly aroused. Anyway, it is obviously not only obsessions that

enter one's consciousness without any reminder. Let us suppose I
am lying in bed waiting for sleep. The thought "Tomorrow's
Thursday" occurs to me. My eyes are shut, my mind nearly empty:

there is nothing one can point to that aroused my interest in its
being Thursday tomorrow. Only if this thought - or other
thoughts about it being Thursday - has been recurring all day,

striking me again and again, will I count as obsessed by it. But
what if I think that, or related thoughts, say, half a dozen
times in the course of the day?

It's surprisingly often, but

surely not obsessively... It becomes increasingly clear that
there

is nc hard and fast distinction between obsessions and

other interests. An obsession is just an interest at such a high
level of arousal that it's perpetually ready to occupy one's
mind, to recur.

Now, say I'm wondering what's on the television tonight.

Something distracts me and
then the question recurs.

fail to ﬁnd out for a few minutes,

I can't lay my hands on the paper,

and

the phone rings. The soup boils over, I clear up the mess. Then

I remember yet again that I want to know what's on, etc., etc.,
until my interest is satisﬁed, the information assimilated.
{It's

no good Just reading what

the paper says, if I haven't

taken it in, then I'll have to Look it up again
won't know what's on the telly.)

Once

because I still

know, then

obviously

encugh - 1 won't want to know; but until I know the answer the
question is liable to recur. Similar patterns obtain for wants

in general and their satisfaction, for plans and their execution,
issues and their resolution, problems and their solution.

a om
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The capacity of interests to recur is

function of their

strength and the rapidity of their satisfaction.

So, if I ' m mad

keen to have a banana, say, and there isn't one in the house, the
thought of eating a banana will occupy and reoccupy my mind until

I ﬁnally lay my hands on one. If, on the other hand, I only
quite want a banana and ﬁnd none in the house, if I'm sensible
I'll forget all about it - I'il lose interest in the idea of a
canana.

Unlike even the most extreme case of banana-wanting,

while 1 :

rages, passionate love is insatiable: its hunger can't

be quenched, only when the passion fades will the hunger 30.
Hence an obsession is much more likely to develop out of amorous

passion than out of wanting a banana. Equally, a painful

bereavement or loss cannot be assuaged, only fade, and is liable
to

assai: itS sufferer for years. And a really difﬁcult and

interesting problem - such as the relation between language and
thought

- may occupy and reoccupy a mind with great frequency for

years, as chis thesis testiﬁes. So, an obsession is an interest
which is both strong, and

for one reason or another - not

susceptibie to swift satisfaction.

Let

uS review the picture of 'the mind' SO far. What we

seem to have is a number of different interests of different

strengths and at different levels of arousal. Whenever an

interest 1$ 'occupying the mind', let us say it is at peak
arcusa..

Tne strength of an interest can ce regarded as

function 00 one frequency with which it reaches peak arousa-,
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E
itself presumably a function of the level(s) of arousal that it
maintains when it is not at peak.

At the opposite extreme from

obsession, a faint interest requires a potent summons to rouse it

from the borders of complete inertia, whilst a defunct interest
car bu deﬁnition not be aroused at all (if it's defunct, it's
extinct). The picture given is a dynamic one in at least this

respect: the interest at peak arousal at a given moment need not

be the strongest interest, but strong interests are by deﬁnition
bound to achieve peak arousal sometimes. Therefore, what is at
' the forefront of one's mind' is bound to shift.
what is it for an interest to be at 'peak arousal!? to

'occupy' or be 'at the forefront' of the mind? It is for images,
thoughts, utterances, or actions (including listening and

looking) relevant to that interest to occur. What it is for an
action or utterance to occur is perfectiy clear

chey can be

witnessed. 3:: an image that occurs to me is a scene only H can
se?,

thought an utterance only I can hear. That we 'see'

things in the 'mind's eye' is a commonplace - and in the ﬁrst

draft of this chapter I didn't query it beyond in one context

suggesting that 'in the mind's body' might be a better phrase.
And I was willing to accept the translation of 'picture' for
'image'. Subsequently, comments from people who read that draft,

plus further consideration of the cases 12 18, plus some

determined introspection 0 y myself, plus a little 'research' have
and: S+: a 2
all conspired co make me reject that transiation.Several

peepie commented that they hardly 'had' images at all, or even

that sne/ never gid; a 00 I now know that

wide variation between

individual reports of imagery has long dean recognised 1n
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psychology (see Bartlett, 1954). However, everyone seems to be

able to comply with a request to imagine that they're in some
spot familiar to them and then report on what direction this or
that may be in relation to them. This holds even for those most
resistant to
lives.

the idea that images play any role in their mental

(That was the 'research' just mentioned.)

When the imagination provides one with an image, it is more

a matter of having a scene before one, than of seeing a picture.
Sometimes one is just a witness to the scene - which may be quite

static, or not - and sometimes a participant; in either case,

much of the time, I believe, the images ﬂit by unnoticed.
Certainly in my

own case, until I started attending to the

contents of my mind, I believed that my mental life was almost
completely void of imagery. But now I've noticed it, I know that

imagery in the sense described is a background accompaniment to

great deal of the stream of mental chatter I've always known
about.

Unlike those internal verbalisations that I've been

dignifying as 'thoughts', images are hard to 'get hold of':
because they're not verbal, we can't trot them out just like

that, either for another person or for ourselves. It takes an
artist to make these mental representations public, to ﬁx them
and make them last. Whereas anyone can out 2

thought'

into

graspable form.

Before I began thinking about it for the purposes of writing
Chis chapter, I had unreﬂectingly assumed that my private

verbalisations were my only overt mental phenomena worth
noticing.

1 was aLso convinced that language was the sole

cognitive means of getting away from the here and now, and hence

S
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the only vehicle for serious thought. Some of my reasons for

shedding those prejudices must already be obvious

what else

does an image do, other than take one away from the here and now?
(In fact the rest of this chapter is devoted to answering that

question.) Despite these changes in my viewpoint, my central
working assumption in this chapter and the next vis-a-vis
internal verbalisations has not changed. Namely, that they are
in effect utterances that only their instigator can hear, that we

should think of ourselves as having 'mind's ears' as well as
'mind's eyes'.

If the thought of hearing things with the 'mind's

ear' strikes you as implausible, let me suggest the following

'mind exercise'. Take a line from some song you know, and ﬁrst
say it silently to yourself, then sing it, equally silently.
Those quasi-utterances I nave been calling 'thoughts', in my

own case at least include a great deal that doesn't merit
name,

the

such as repetitions, exclamations, curses, and old saws

(see next chapter for details). Accordingly, from now on I will
generally substitute the expression m-utterance for what I have

hitherto referred to as 'thoughts'. In parallel fashion, the
expression m-action may stand in for 'image 1 . Viewed this way,
'images' and 'thoughts' appear much less radically distinct than
they seem to be at ﬁrst. Both are m-activities, occurring as it
were 'in the mind's body', which quasi-acts in what I shall

henceforth call cognitive space. Amongst these m-activities,
m-utterances tend to draw the attention, as speech which is

addressed to one does in public space. If this view seems
far-fetched, then read on for the further considerations which
changed my mind, and may

change yours.
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*

We shall now review the role of imagery in one's mental

life, in order eventually to determine the distinctive role of

m-utterances. The most obvious thing an image does is make it
possible to perceive something which is not in fact present, it

can be something in the past or in the future, or be purely
imaginary: an image has the power to present these,

indifferently, to the mind's eye. Consider the following image:

in her mind's body, the thinker is passing through a door. Now
let us imagine some contexts in which this image might occur.

First let us suppose that our heroine has an important
interview the next day, which is a nerve-racking prospect.

trying to take her mind off it with

i s

and

She

good book, but every 20W

then, the vision of herself stepping into the interview room

assails her.

Whether or not she has ever seen or been through

the particular door she will pass througn tomorrow, and whether
or not she remembers it if she has, it is still an image of

passing through that door tomorrow. Its faithfulness to the real
door she will go through is completely irrelevant to ner

Each time the image hits her and she's going through that

door again, anxiety ﬂoods over her once more. The image reminds
her of her worry, of the worry that presents her with that image.

It's as though the image yanks the whole thing into view, oy

making its presence known (again) to the poor lady. Luckily it's
3

good bock, and after a while it grips her to the point at which

the image ceases 5 o recur.

This, I think, is closely parallel to

what Barthes refers to as 'remembering, punctually, pathetically
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in order to be happy/unhappy, not in order to understand*
{ref.

above). The anxiety is at a very high level of arousal,

pressing to enter consciousness, ﬂinging the image to the

forefront of the mind, ready to occupy it entirely. The image
functions here as vanguard.
Now imagine our heroine is trying to remember the lay-out of
a

house she has visited. 'In her mind's eye' she begins in the

most familiar room, visualising two doors leading from it. She

then goes through one of them, shutting it behind her and leaning
against it to view the scene, and see what exits if any may
reveal themselves from there. From time to time she mutters to

herself, "Now let me see, if I turn to my left..." "...right",
etc. Here the image (one. of a sequence) is required to be

faithful, as is each image in the sequence

though only in

respect of relative position and not in any other respect. For
it is with relative position that she is concerned. Also

irrelevant here is the point in time at which this mind-trip
occurs: that it could do so at anytime is part of the exercise.

Unlike the door image brought on by anxiety, this door image is
cimeless.

A. further difference between this and the last case is

that whilst we must say that the image occurred to the thinker in
each case,

in this case it occurs to her because she is looking

for it.

In what respects, if any, an image is required to represent
the actual depends on the interest that gives rise to it. Also,
in what respects, if any, it bears on past or future can be

recognised not by any feature of itself, but by the nature of the
interest that gives rise to

it.

Recall that the very same images
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signalled both past and future to the empassioned lover whilst

her hope still ﬂourished; but once her hope had become despair,
they told only of the past. If we want to interpret an image,

the interest from which it springs must provide the context in
which we do SO.
Given

the

difference in contexts between the two examples

above, how differently does the image function in either case?

Let us call the ﬁrst case, and all cases in which an image is
'pushed out' rather than summoned, expressive. For in its

simplest sense, to express just does mean to push out - though

is expressed in chis sense only zets as far as cognitive
space. Once an image has slipped into cognitive space, the

interest it's an expression of, by deﬁnition moves from a high
level of arousal 50 a higher one, namely to peak arousal. That

interest, for some period of time however brief, will now occupy
a mind taken up a moment before by some other interest; and each

time this happens it makes the thinker once more aware of her
concern.

In this case, the image both expresses and arouses the

interest,

but makes no difference to its outcome.

Let us call the other case, in which the thinker steps
through the door in order to jog her memory, purposive. Because

the interest in this case is a purpose, it exerts a certain
demanc on the thinker to make difference to its outcome. Her
thinking of the door itself does that, and as she steps through
it,

she reminds herself Of what's on the other side.

she

image help her do this? Thinking of the door makes her aware

How does

of having a speciﬁc interest (part of the general one) in What's

through that door. As she passes through it, looking for the

1
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answer, the image functions to bring that interest

to peak

arcusal, SO that what she knows about what's through that door

will surface, become visible to the mind's eye. Because images
function in this way, the interest is urged on by the image, only

in that case the interest needed no urging. An image which
serves a purpose also expresses and arouses that purpose, as well
as making a difference to its outcome.

Although it was true in those two cases, as it is in many
others, that an image serves to arouse its initiating interest
still further, that is not necessarily the case. For example,

when I lose my temper

frequently perform m-actions of

violence on the object of my anger. The glimpse that affords

of the consequences of such violence at once makes me aware that
I don't desire them, and thus actually dampens the anger rather

than urging it on. It also changes the form of the anger - makes
a difference to its outcome

by closing off possibilities (those

rejected violent acts) rather than by opening them up. Despite
the differences between this case and the other ones, the role of

the image in every case may be summed u p as that of having a
feedback effect on the interest which gave rise to it.

with an image, we can a represent a possible state of affairs

to ourselves and thereby ﬁnd out how we react to it, how
about

it,

feel

although it may make stomachs churn, palms sweat and

hearts beat faster*

without having to suffer its actual

consequences. Roughly speaking, the question an image may

usefully evoke a response to is, Does this feel right, is it what
I want?

That embraces the purposeful cases above like

remembering the layout and planning the shopping, as well as the
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rejection of violent possibilities in the last case. Even when
the image is of some past event, it seems to me that one is

intrinsically aware of its desirability or otherwise, in being
aware of it at all. As well as enabling reactions of this kind,
the feedback effect also makes a difference to the level of
arousal

of any interest affected.

When the level of arousal of an interest is raised, that has

both a long-term and a short-term effect.

The 'long-term' effect

I hypothesise, lasts just as long as the affected interest lasts.
When not in action, an interest will tend to sink gradually away,
maintaning a lower and lower level of arousal as time passes.'
Since the more aroused an interest is, the more likely it is

to

respond tO relevant input, every occasion of its arousal acts to

strengthen it by retaining it a t a relatively high level. Input
thus prolongs the active life of an interest. It also serves co

keep the assumptions which inform that interest relatively
available, which brings us to the short-term effect of arousal.

The more highly aroused an interest is, the more accessible iS
the information relevant to it, so information relevant to an

interest which is at peak is maximally accessible. This follows
quite automatically - the interest cannot leave its form behind.
A combination of those two aspects of the feedback effect is

what makes it possible for an image to make a difference to the
outcome of an interest. In being an expression in cognitive
space,

an image becomes something one can react to: if this were

not SO, then now could it effect any change?

In order to effect

any permanent change in the form of an interest - i.e. a change
which is henceforth taken for granted

then the m-action in
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question must be assessed. If it is to affect the future course
of my actions in real space, then it had better be
well-motivated. Take a

simple case: m-activity when compiling my

shopping list brings me to the cereal shelf; yes, we need cereal,
Muesli

which gets added 50 my list. In order to assess the

cereal shelf to see if it contains anything I want, i must
obvicusly bring relevant information to bear. And in order to do
that, the relevant information must be available.

So, non-verbal m-activity can do a good deal to assist the
business of thinking about something. But it has its limits. In

the ﬁrst place, 1 as I remarked above, it is hard to get hold of

or ﬁx an image is evanescent. In my case at least, no exact,
reliacle, repetition seams possible either, and I cannot hold it
6

before my mind's eye and gaze at 16.
possible to produce a

It is not therefore

cool, measured assessment of it; rather,

it's an intuitive, 'gut-reaction' type of response to how che
image feels.

E t does appear that some people are better able

to

grasp or ﬁx their imagery than L am, and therefore better placed

to produce a cool judgement of

13.

However, even relatively

expert image-manipulators ﬁnd that the second limitation applies
to them. Namely, that in forming an assessment of an image, it
is only the information which has brought its Initiating interest
50

1 tS current

form which is reliably and effortlessly available.

In certainly is not necessarily true that an image will feed

back only into the interest which gave rise to it .

But it does

seem to be abnormal for an image CO arouse an unrelated interest,

and idiosyncratic and arbitrary when it does so. To take an
actual example, the other day cooking something in 3 Sightly
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lidded pan, and wanting to know how it was doing without lifting
the lid,

imagined the

pan with transparent sides. Immediately,

after an interval of some twenty• years, I recalled an ad for

billion cubes that I'd once imagined, in which one watched a
whole cow through the sides of a glass pan, being magically
transformed into a little cube wrapped in shiny paper.

Clearly

even an interest so weak as to have lain dormant for years can. o e

revived, rearoused, by an image as distinctive as this one. But
having these memories revived after all that time, though quite
pleasing, was entirely useless, and the connection brieﬂy made
entirely arbitrary.

It seems intuitively likely that the power of the image to

evoke the old interest in the case just discussed was a result of
its vividness and distinctiveness. Take again that everyday

image of passing through a door. Imagine that our anxious
interviavee, who has earlier been trying to recall that lay-out
using 'the door image'

is being assailed by her worry again,

heralded by 'the door image'. In this context it seems extremely
unlikely that the image would rearouse the interest which gave
rise SO its twin. But if we reverse the onder it's a different

story. Imagine ourhercine nas deen being bugged Dy her anxiety

aid evening. with the door image ashering it in each cime, and
then cries to divert herself by remembering the layout of that

house. It seems much more likely that the door image in. this

context will spark off the worry again. In seems reasonable to

assume that the capacity of an A mage to arouse an interest

Öndapendent of the one that gave rise to it, is a function of the
distinctiveness of the image co She one nana, and the level of
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arousal of the independent interest on the other.

So, the basic limitations on the cognitive scope of imagery
are these: it is hard to ﬁx, examine, scrutinise, hence not
susceptible to cool assessment; and it exerts no automatic call

on information which has not already been perceived as relevant

to the interest in play, hence it is not susceptible to
assessment in the light of more general information. However

'cerebral' the interest which gives rise to an image, judgement
of what that image presents is radically interest-dependent and
subjective. Often that's good enough, but it isn't if

one

to decide if something's objectively plausible or correct. It

means, for example, that when recoliecting that layout, if she
wants to check the plausibility of her image of what's through

that door, she's going to mare to make a considerable effort. On
the whole, if it 'feels right ' she'll just assume it is right -

in much the same way as the image of a banana may strike a hungry
person as 'feeling right' ('Yes, ' she m-utters,

+ a banana would

be just the thing.'i

However, if she wants to make certain that she's right,

on

if she's in doubt anyway, she's going to have to check it for

consistency with information about other bits of the house. A

totality in which ex.os are also entrances, in which stairs that
go üp come down, etc., i.e. one that is self-consistent, would be
che best possible conﬁrmation.

So, in order to check

the

plausibility of her image, she's going to have to pull out

information more genera: than that which has already guided her
answer and created the image 0: #has's through that door. That
other information doos not automatically present itself although
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it's readily available when speciﬁcally called for.

If I out

myself in N's place, it seems to me that marshalling this
relatively wide range of information is impossible without

issuing a verbal summons. Be that as it may, it is clear that if

is concerned with likelihood rather than desirability, then
imagery is

much less useful cognitive tool. However, if, as

Sperber and Wilson suggest, ' making sure that we're aimed at an
intersection of the desirable and the likely is a central

cognitive endeavour, then imagery obviously makes an extremely
useful contribution. As we shall see in the next chapter,

m-utterances are either free of or less susceptible to,

the

Limitations that I have been outlining which apply to imagery.

Let us nOw review the picture of 'the mind' which is

suggested by the discussion so far. It is a dual picture, *ith,
on the one hand, a collection of busy, partly interrelated,
interests at

different levels of arousal, and on the other,

cognitive space in which m-activities arising from those
The interest system is both productive and
interests occur.

reactive, creative and receptive. In its receptive aspect,

an

interest is what is changec by incoming information, and hence is
Locus of information.

Therefore, new input is always received

and assessed against a background of the taken for granted, and
even the most visceral reaction i3 an informed one. Equally, in
15 S creative aspect, all one output or an interest vilL be quided
Dy the assumptions which inform 20. Amongst one output ci an
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interest may be material in cognitive space. By performing
m-actions and m-utterances we create objects in cognitive space

which can then function as input into the interest system, i.e.
feedback.

However, the picture is less simple than I've been

pretending so far. For one thing, no interest is isolated: all

interests contribute to the complexity of the interest system,
within which they are related in diverse ways. For example,
interests may be related by partial identity (overlap), from one
shared feature to many, with

complete overlap being the

limiting case of perfect identity: two interests are the same

just to the extent that the same differences have shaped them.
Or interests may be related because the outcome of one makes a
difference to the outcome of another, which may include the

effect of one ruling out the other. Or interests may be
unrelated except by the most indirect and lengthy of routes.

The

network which is established by these interconnecting interests
must be extraordinarily complex, and activation can pass through
it quite independently of m-activities in cognitive space. The
different Levels of arousal of its various parts in a given

individual at a given moment, will depend on the history cf that

individual. And that will be determined oy an interaction
between what matters to that individual, what s/he cares about,

and input from cognitive, public, and physical space.
The notions of 'peak arousal', anc of 'accessibility' are

also more complicated than

have so far allowed. For exampie,

have been speaking as though there xould naturally be just one
interest at 'peak arousal' ac any given moment. Yet, when E Dut
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forward the idea of 'peak arousal', I suggested that the
occurrence of actions and utterances, as well as m-actions and
m-utterances relevant to an interest, might count as evidence
that it was at 'peak': the idea being that an interest at peak

was so highly aroused that it required to be expressed, and its

expression could take any of these forms. If there are four
modes of possible expression, could four distinct interests be

2t

peak at the same time? To the extent that one can do things and
say things whilst one's 'mind is elsewhere', then it may o e
possible for four distinct interests to peak at the same time.

However, for myself, I ﬁnd it hard to create m-actions and
m-utterances from different sources at

the same time. But

driving a car, thinking about dinner, and chatting with a
passenger are possible contemporaneous pursuits in a

pinch.

M-utterances and utterances provide more competition for eacn
other than m-actions do with actions, perhaps because utterances

2 exert a greater demand on the attention.

At this level the

pnenomenon we are dealing with is attention
effort (see Kahneman, 1973)

and its sibling,

and the capacity to divide it.

Giving something one's undivided attention is a matter of having
only one interest at peak.

A Farther complication to the notion of 'peak arousal' is
that when 2 given interest is at peak, then its most closely
related interests will (presumably) also be highly aroused.
Where do you draw the line?

Since the form of an interest may

e

seen as 3 function cÉ its place in the total network, there iS
not generally any all round cut-off point . 3u t that helps solve

anconer problem with the notion of 'peak arousal'. Namely, if 80
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interest is ac peak arousal when it produces, say, an image, then
what is involved in its being further aroused? If information

relevant to an interest at peak arousal is immediately available,

it seems reasonable to propose that when it is further aroused
then more information becomes inmediately available. So when an
image feeds back into its initiating interest, it's like the

effect of a stone sending out ripples: the bigger the splash the
wider the spread.

Another consequence of an interest being aroused beyond peak
arousal is that a sequence of further relevant m-actions and
m-utterances may follow the ﬁrs: one, i.e,

the level of arousal

remains beyond the peak 'threshoLd' for something longer than a
brief instant. This would PoLioN from the tentative assumption L

made above, that Level of arousal will gradually decline,"

combined with the assumption that an interest may be aroused way
beyond the productive threshold at which it 'peaks'.

But

must

also, It seems, postulate an upper limit on level of arousal.
Otherwise the feedback effect could result in such
self-stimulation that no otner interest would ever get a chance
to

take over.

Of course, something Like this does occur in the

case of obsessions, cut it is 7.08 the usual case. A contributory

factor in this may ce that the feedback affect need not always

obtain, it may depend oG a siightly higher level of arousal than
the peak threshold for a measure of attention to be paid 50 What
is producod.

AS my experience of the afrontfulness of

introspection makes abundantiy cican 134: 4 - 30 the beginning of
next chapter!, we most of che Cime pay very tittie attention

indeed co the contents of cognitive space.
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3r9

*:: e ﬁndings of this chapter are very speculative, but they
the working assumptions on which the rest of this thesis is

22523.

Cr they lead to false predictions or contradictions then

will have to discard them. But so long as they go on working,
anal: so on using them. The central assumptions are these:
•033

Interests are fundamental psychological phenomena; that we
n3 / 2 a

* AD

great many; that they have a duration 2 which may vary

brief instant to a lifetime; that

they are both creative

in: receptive; that they are loci of information; that they are
rienly interconnected so as to form a network; that they are
.tones ly a t widely different levels of arousal as a result of an
AntAra:tion between activation from within and input from

w.to; That a high leve: of arousal leads to productivity, i.e.
*Freesion; that there are four possible expressive outlets

1:3:2.8 and utterances, m-actions and m-utterances; that input to

3 taterest may be from physicaL, public, or cognitive space;

•a :npu: may affect the form of an interest as well as its
.-:: 3: arousal.

In the next chapter E focus on the question of what special
inte.mution m-utterances may make to this general picture.
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Chapter Six: M-utterances

In the last chapter I used illustrations which seemed
plausibie in order to explore some questions about the mind. in

this chapter I draw on actual material I have I caught passing
through my own cognitive space, in order to pursue some of those

questions further. That is, I use introspective reports below,
rather than telling introspectively plausible stories.

So,

whether my reports strike you as piausible or not, they are as
true as

can make them. In fact, there are a number of

difﬁculties in reporting introspective data, and : shall begin
by sketching those.

One difﬁculty is chat 2 good coal of what introspection
revea:s is imagery.

As I stressed i. the last chapter, in my

case at least, imagery is inordinately evanescent, fugitive; so

even though it seems to accompany a very great deal of my
chinking, attending cicsely to it is no; possible. Furthermore,

in order to report it,

have to turn it into words, there is 10

other way To convey 1 t,.

-utterances of course do not suffer

chis distortion: : can in princip.e cell you exactly what
m-utterance was running through my mind at a par ician moment
simply

24 repeating it in public 332c9. And presumably pecause

they have this precisely recoverabLe Room, m-uttorances can be
grasped, pinned down, examined.

I : chus becomes possible for

accuRa m-utterances to be the S00:80, matter 00 thi3 chapter.

Despite those advantages of m-albarancem, it is not as easy

A3 you may chink so repeat private sayings Pai.nfuiiy in public
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space. The main practical difﬁculty is the sheer speed at which
material whizzes through (my ) cognitive space. M-utterance

succeeds m-utterance very much faster than utterance succeeds
utterance, which is presumably because the unvoiced is not
constrained by considerations of clear articulation and

audibility. Even a hectic gabble a doesn't equal the speed of my
'stream of consciousness'.'

AlsO, perhaps because of che volume

of cognitive material I create per minute,

ﬁnd that I can

remember my precise thoughts only over a period of up to about

thirty seconds. M-utterances which, for one reason or another,

are worth remembering, tend to keep coming back until dealt with
the rest just slip away. I seem to be able co recall what I've

been thinking about, i.e. aha: Interests have 09e in play, over a
period of hours rather than seconds, without being able to

remember more than a very rew of the huge number of unvoiced
formulations that have occurred to me curing chat time.
4 Further difﬁculty is that

don's usualLy pay much

attention to the events in cognitive space, they ﬁow oy
unregarded. Plans, putative conversations and writings, and

self-indulgent daydreams nay all be exceptions to this, and can
all be focal cognitive objects, 1.2. 0=
in

centre

cf attention,

tr. e corna: course of things. The more busily I am pursuing

interests 17. physical and pubiic space, the less likely it _S
that I will be noticing the contents 05 cognitive space. And the
more demanding those outside intones:3, one Less attention or
effort NI..

presumably de lens

fer internal business. It

follows From th:s that I an moss lice. y co introspect when scene
are foes: cutside demands, and Sho mind i3 presumably a t

183
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busiest.

This is liable to have a distorting effect, in that the

picture of cognitive space which emerges is liable to be of it at

its most active.

What is more, there is no guarantee that

anything is occupying my mind the rest of che time when I'm not
noticing it.

The introspective technique - adopted was designed to
minimise the problems I've just outlined. What I did was the

mental equivalent of (technically rather incompetent) stop-frame
photography: every now and then as arbitrary moments, over a
period of several weeks, I would ask myself what I'd just been
thinking, and note down a few seconds' worth of the cognitive

stream. As well as carrying out these self- instructions, I found
that ny generally aroused interest in the contents of my mind

made me much more generally awaro cf them.
Least,

In my own case at

the cognitive stream is aimost incessant: there are some

physical activities so absorbing or demanding that cognitive
space

is void whilst they're going on, but chey are few. The

frequency and volume of cognitiva material undoubtedly varies
greatly between individuals, but I would contend that everyone

has some material in cognitive apace most on the time. For
anyone

doubts this, I sugges: one cHo followin

mind-experiments. One is to employ the technicie E Just
outlined, ani catch a few SecO.13 ci your own cognitive stream as
often 33 it cocurs to you to do 30.

The coher is to attempt to

empty yoar mind: for any but the most practiced meditators the
result c8 trying to do that sond: 50 da an awareness cE

just now

much ca.ere is co empty oat, and ::3: hex fast one does on
ercucing more.
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What justiﬁes my using introspection despite its many

How can I hope to get any closer to answering my

drawbacks?
central

question of what roie language plays in thinking, if

don't dare examine actual cases?

An essential presupposition of this chapter is that imagery
and m-utterances are on a par wich each other in several
respects. They have a common origin in the interest system; they

are ooth primarily expressions of speciﬁc interests; they can

co-occur in cognitive space, just as actions and utterances can
co-occur in social space; and they can both have a feedback
effect on che interest system.

Let us begin by testing those

assumptions against an 205ua: case of a sequence cf m-activities.

Example :
"What

do

need?"

I said (silently) to mysell, "coffee, birthday

present for Roy, money (N3 children's lunch money). A toy for
Roy, Habitas?"

Here

ﬁeeting image of all Cho toys from

Habitat being swallowed by the set of ail Roy's boys spread

across his sitting-room ﬂoor passed swiftly before my mind's
eye. Coinciding wish it was, ":00 near home, he'il nave

everythins. No've got enough coffee for breakfast." At this
coint 7 Fat up and checked cash ﬂow: enough 13 t to worry. Then
an image cook me down the hill from the school, cowards possible

non-Habitat sources of toys. "Pest Ofﬁce?
we need something from Boots... Ca: Mi:?
Well... Damn.

80.

NO.

Boots? sure:y
Cat food?

Have to wrap the presen: and cring it to school 3%

PiCK -P Rime. Wrapping paper!

Smiths.

1 Ch Jenny and lend a hand wit. the kids."

30 town the hill
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At the end

0£ this sequence of m-activities, I had settled

though I don't think I told mysel? so - that I'd squeeze in
present-buying ﬁrst thing, and coffee-buying at the end of the
school

day.

The interests which gave rise to this sequence were the need
to make certain essential purchases, combined with the desire to
expend as listle time and energy as possible in doing so. Both

m-utterances and images help me sort the matter out by expressing
aspects of it, and feeding back into it. Thus, amongst what we
need

50 zet is a toy for Roy, and amongst the possible places to

buy a toy in my neighbourhood (i.e., without going far and

spending time and energy unnecessarily) is Habitat. But it nas
only a smalL coy department. 13 just round the corner from Roy's
house, and Roy has a great muni toys already. The vision 32

Roy's toys swallowing the whole supply from Habitat ne-ped maKe
j.t

clear that another source for his present would have to be

found,

in short is had a feedback effect on the interest. And

note chat coat image was immediately precedad by "a toy for Roy.

Habita:?" which presumably had tne speciﬁc feedback effect 32
bringing to mind the characteristics of Habitat as a source of
soys for POv

which the inage then sums ap.

So, images and m-utterances are on 3 Can wise each other in

each of the respects I mentioned acove:

bhay are potentially

co-occurring creations of speciﬁc interests which may contribute

to those interests by feeding back 2010 Shem.

An what wayS,

shen, 13 a m-uncerance functiona:-: 113 in0: from an image?

most @buica3 gross difference between crom

Che

3 that one E3

Quas:-aural whi.e the other is quasi-sparin-visA..

Furthermore,
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the aural dimension a of a m-utterance is strictly rule-governed
and precise: the form of a m-utterance is always partly

determined by the language in which it is couched. This has many

repercussions, which will emerge during the course of this

chapter (and beyond).2
In the last chapter, I presented the mind as having two

components, a network of interconnected interests, and cognitive

space. The network as portrayed there was a highly ﬂexible
assemblage of interests connected with each other in arbitrary
and accidental ways as well as in well-motivated ones.

Furthermore, activation of those connections will always partly
depend on the prior levels cf arousal of the activated interests.

In short, the network can made a fairly chaotic and unreliable
contribution to cognitive endeavours. Intuitively,

(m-)utterances, being potential bearers of crutn values, and

potential conclusions or premises of arguments, strike one as
havinz

rational and less unpredictable basis. Despite

their common origin in the seething network, their common
destination En cognitive space, perhaps images and m-utterances

taxe differen: routes.

Might the mine have three and not just

two essential components? - a computational logic machine as well
as cognitive space and she network?

Amons the m-utterances I have noted myself producing, are

moans, exclamations, curses, cries of joy, and peopio's names.
These are all unlikely products of
Like the bark:05 0 f

logic machine, being mcre

dog than like reasoned proposa.s on

conclusions. Bar Shese exp:osive Lintie burnts cf excitoment

form a separate categor? from chat of mood im-jutterances,
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namely, expletives. Perhaps what distinguishes them from other

(m-)utterances just is that they don't achieve expression via th: €

logic machine. Sc, let's look again at the example of rational
decision-making I gave above.

Having established two priorities - getting the coffee and a

put m. y mind to doing them on the same crip. The

toy for Roy

on.y place for toys on 3 natural circuit with the coffee shop
being Habitat,
rule it out.

then consider getting the present there,

out

Since there's enough coffee for breakfast, I stop

worrying about ﬁtting coffee in, and aim myself towards the
other toyshops which aren't convenient 10 the coffee shop. N

then pus m y mind to ﬁnding other reasons for making a separate
tric, ani remind myse.? :a m::cession o E shops as which I might
plausibly want to get something.
ofﬁce

FOCUS ﬁrst on the ?ost

which is ﬁrst on the poute

Chen ignore a shoe shop

and a Furniture shop, and focus on Boots. Given certain
background propositions, the sequence of though: up until now
couli Quite helpfully be spelled out in inferential terms. But

at this point it becomes much harder to do that. I?

am

proceecing in a deductive fashion, then Cho reasoning here mast

involve taking into account every cind cf thing that Boots sells,

and c1.90k: ng 1: against what's missing from Our shelves. But in
t. r. 2 1
now come
think of cat Food and Ca S litter, which we
and don't think of dicenan paper, which we do?

well,

ManUe one could explain cases Like snic c7 conc.uding that

noe::

co1: nead,

rewirina...

If m-autorances ic O3 caP 22 3 res:.: 08 Sat -0033 10gicising,
300 Seein relationship wit:

3:0

:830m07:003 xaien info o m them Le
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inferential, then what is going

n in the

of the images

which occur, which may be equally informed oy assumptions?

For

example, when our heroine of the last chapter imagined her lover,
that

imaze was certainly informed by the knowledge chat there was

no one in the world she'd rather kiss. But an image is not a
proper object to insert in a logical sequence, quite apart from
the intuitive implausibility of an image being the deductive
result of 3 desire.
circumscribed by

It seems to me that what we think of is

hat we take for granted, our assumptions set

limits on the possibilities that occur. Once possibilities have

occurred, then chey can be assessed; chis assessment is an aspect

of every case of thinking about chat : noted. It is

at least as

much in the reaction to cotten Ora. in the producticn of
m-utterances that the kor

their relacive 'reasonableness'

is

50 be found.

Example ?.

Going round the supermarket: "Head" -•
my

trolley. "Biscui:s"

C09C30 sOme .

cake some and put it in
"Suzar" (sugar is not

in the immediate vicinity, is not to te got next, "mustn't Forgot
su gar.

Example

Sagar; sagar, sugar."

and sc cA.

3.

On my way to a house vis:0:0 Cr../ once before, "Look out for she

pa cre OX 30 the beginning of one : ake.
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Example 4 .

As

I

put the weights on the scales, "Seven ounces"; as I shake in

the walnuts, "nearly" - i slow down as they tip the scale,
"that's

L stop.

All these cases are peculiar in chat ; am apparently telling
myself something which I obviously already know, since otherwise,
how could T tell myself i:?

1: '5

as though T were two people,

one doin the belling, -n other the listening, one who knows and
one who doesn't know.

E.. 1c:..7, 08 course, phere's only me.

what is going on here? 2.1:96-.:, the answer lies En

che

feedback effect.

The m-utterances 1 produce in 2-4 are like signposes E put
up a: points of choice, i.e. a: moments in the performance when
there ara eiternative paths co Sake (naise Iiterally in 3).

Ine

instruction Seeds back into the intereas in Suc? a way a S tO
focus

Che energies Into speciﬁc actic.S, putting a precise part

of the network pa the aler:, prim. ng 13, Bring - 2.0 it to peak
aro:3a.

CO we assume ,.07 6-200:9:-:03 in cognitive space

1253 L Secon 643n 8061715483 28 00/3.03- 39402

which is surely a

reason:.e assumption CO LaK9 c. coard - -hon ;ne procedure - S

fulLy 1:00a0.01 For. By ta-ding 50 7739.8 62.3
litt.o oxiro effort and 35:662-18.2.

can respon: 60 0:

FACE up that

1 03:. -hear myse.:
.0.051200 a3 10012 * C 300502/

person tailing me wh.ac ca ic. :: 843., : n cAmp. e Chree :
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actually am talking to myself in another's words, I have been
told to 'Look out for the phone box at the beginning of the

lake'. Examples 5 and 6 are explicit cases of the schizoid
relationship implicit in 2-4.

Example 5.

"Come on Dinah! Don't just sit there gazing into space, get a
move on!"

Example 6.

"Dinah Dinah Dinah... what have vou dor.e now? "

In response to 5 I Con and sigh, m-utter Example 3

out

after 3 moment get co my feet and get on with things: it's

vigorous call on a pretty slack interest. In response to 0 A Dat

my head in my hands, frown, sigh and shake my head
response co rhetorical question.

rhetorical

Apart from making the cuai

embodiment of speaker-hearer clear, what does it add, addresping
mysels 0 y name?

The contexts in which I tend co do i: suggest

that it sums up my social self for me

after all Dinah is whac

other people call me (is what I am called. .
In ali

snose examples, I.e. 2-6,

address mysei? xin :12

voice of authority, and in 5-6, sociaty aids it3 weight. The
sumgestion that I sometimes acdress mysel? in. She voice ci
society is borne our by the Arrisa:ice Draguency wit. w...n
m- utter a.gainsayable oLd 35%3 Like:

Example :.
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" A stitch in time

nine."

As well as speaking to myself on behalf of society, I also
address myself in the voice of temptation, much as in cartoons:

Example 8.

"Why not give yourself anther ﬁve minutes? Go on

which followed immediately after 5, in a classic mini-debate

between the good and the devil.

Since the devil has 10

authority, she has to rely on ner powers of persuasion. As well
2s playing these rather abstract roles, I sometimes address

myself in a particular person's voice - and sometines I argue

with it in my own persona (see also below). All this is only to

demonstrate that of the dual roles of m-speaker and m-hearer, the
m-speaker can adopt more than one persona and more than one point
03

vied, and what the adopted persona iS will make a difference

50 how the m-hearer responds.
So far we have only discussed variation in the m-Speaker's
personae, but it is equally possible
usual

and, in my case, more

50 m- address different people, and therefore to respond

in the personae of different hearers. Here 13 a small but quite
cypical example:

Example 9

Looking at 2 hot-water bottle stopper, 'Twisted, it'll break
9001."
Then In cognitive space I am before the chemist's
counter, holding out the stopper, and saying,

11 1 bougnt this
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hot-water bottle from you last Christmas." Then, deﬂated,

no

longer facing the chemist, #it was cheap, it was dirt cheap."

From my point of view, the bottle, being a fairly recent
purchase which is shortly to become a useless one unless I can
replace the stopper, is a threatened but still precious object.
From the chemist's point of view it's one of a cheap lot of

Chinese imports; and as I imagine the confrontation so his point
of view comes to me: I hear what I have said through his ears.

Sequences of m-utterances like this one are scattered through the
day. That is, being struck by something about which it would be
appropriate to speak 50 another, I proceed to try out ways of

'putting it'. How I put it, i.e. in what words, in cognitive
space as in public space, depends on who I'm talking to. Since
more often than not

: am quite straightforwardly talking to

myself, that also has its effect.

Though in the case of Example 9, I don't try very hard

because I reckon I'm on a losing wicket, sometimes
with, and reject many formulations. For example,

come up
may plan

quite carefully the opening remarks of a delicate phone call, or
the salient points of a tricky request I'm about to make, or I
may write and rewrite an important letter in my head.
not always, I am putting a case.

Often, but

claim that sounds quite

plausible in the context of interest from which it arises, may

sound extremely unlikely to other ears. The more debatable my
case, the more sensitive to potential objections must be, and
ne more subtly must present it. If L want 50 be persuasive,
must make use of what my audience and

both know, and not take

I
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tOo much for granted. The less my hearer and I have in common,
the more explicit I will be obliged to be. At the furthest
extreme from the sort of private self -addressed m-utterances of
Example 1 are the m-utterances of which this thesis/composed.
For they, dear reader, are addressed to you
who you are

and I don't know

and every one of them has passed through cognitive

space on its way to the page (and for every one that made it, a

dozen bit the dust).
In this section, we've found that a m-utterance can affect

me in many of the same ways that actual utterances do.

The dual

roles of speaker-hearer which I can play for myself, affect both
the form of what I say, and the way I respond to it.

An aspect

of this which I have not 30 far brought out is that, just as

utterances are, m-utterances are produced with varying 'force',
and responded to accordingly. For example, Examples 2-3 had the
force of imperatives, of warranted injunctions, and were reacted

to as such. While in Example 1, I ask myself a number of

questions, which I proceed to answer. I also make comments,
(Example 441 ,

suggestions (Example 3) , claims, indubitable

assertions (Example 7) challenges and jokes.
So, let us take a cLoser LOOK at the different consequences

for me as hearer of these different forces. In varying degree,

they all exert some sort of demand on the hearer. 3

Indubitable

assertions exert a minimal demand, namely for unquestioning

assent. A claim also exerts a demand for assent, but if it
received unquestioning assent, then it would nave
indubitable assertion.

che force of an

A claim is more demanding than that:

requires the hearer to assess its Likelihood in the light of what
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she knows. A comment invites assent rather than requiring it;

in

social space it requires acknowledgement, however minimal, but

in

cognitive space that would seem redundant. Very often, in fact,
ﬁnd I greet the information on

it occurs to me to

m-comment with pieasure or regret, as in

Example 10.

"Oh no,

forgot to get orange juice."

and many others. A suggestion exerts a demand for assessment in
terms both of how well
is to become true.

it ﬁts one's wants, and of how likely it

A question exerts a demand on its hearer to

try to answer it. Trying 60 answer a Wh- question involves
looking for something which ﬁlis the Wh- slot, i.e., ﬁts that

want; trying to answer a yes-no question involves choosing one
alternative rather than another, either as being more likely
(with certainty as the limiting casel, or as being more

desirable. An imperative exerts a demand to perform the stated
actions. And a challenge exerts a demand to justify a claim as

likely, a suggestion as desirable and likely,

or an action as

warrantable.

As nearer E can listen to these various sorts of demands
with a variety of different attitudes. I can listen attentively,

or with only half an ear; I can listen credulously, as to an.
authority, or sceptically,

as to one of dubious credentials; and

can treat the demands as serious or frivolous, and as urgent or
deferrable. All these factors interact with the inherent
difﬁculty cf the task demanded,

co affect now much effort I wilL
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put in to meet a demand. In every case except that of actual
imperatives, meeting the demand involves matters of likelihood or

desirabilty. Once I have decided what is the most likely
outcome, or what is the most desirable, then I don't have to
think about it anymore, i.e., I don't have to pass it through

cognitive space in order to assess it. Instead, I am just ready
for a given outcome, or aimed a t a given goal.

In general, what

I am doing when L meet those demands is attempting to get matters
settled, so that they may henceforth oe taken for granted.

When I try hard to meet those demands, in what do my efforts
consist?

A strategy I regularly employ is to repeat the

question, suggestion, op whatever. I tend to say it two or three
times to myself, then pause for the response, and relevant
considerations invariably occur. If
being answered

the question (say) not yet

I carry on repeating it, then that, inter alia,

will do the trick of keeping other interests out.

We found in

the last chapter, that, up to some presumed ceiling, the more

highly aroused an interest, the longer it would occupy cognitive

space (i.e., keep irrelevant material out of it) once it got
there. That

because of a presumed gradual decay in level of

arousal, 30 chat the higher an interest was above the peak

threshold, the Longer it would take to sink back below it. We
also found that m-activities tend to feed.back into the

interestis) from which they spring, and there is no reason to

suppose that this is any Jess true for m-utterances than for
images. But the expression of an interest in a m-utteranc

has 3

feedback effect which is both much more speciﬁc than that of an
imaze, and much more widespread.

me1pet
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M-activities invariably arise out of some broader interest,

which must itself be aroused for the m-activity to occur.
when,

say, a Wo- question

out of an interest, it

which is itself an interest

So
arises

is a narrowly focused peak of a more

broadly aroused area of the interest network. By repeating the
question, I keep that narrow peak deﬁned, maintain its distinct

identity. Without that restricted focus, it will tend to lose
its thrust, and its demand may never be met

though if it's a

really good question, then I won't need to make myself repeat it,

because it'll recur without any effort on my part

the more

general interest will keep bringing me to it. How precisely
circumscribed an interest is, and how decisively it excludes

irrelevant material, must surely be functions of each other.

So,

when I put a question, insofar as it is made up of words whose
meanings are precise in the context, then it will set a clear

boundary on what may be allowed into cognitive space.
At the same time

being an efﬁcient means of keeping the

boundaries neat, the channels to cognitive space clear, and

cognitive space itself vacant, the types of verbalisation we've
been discussing also function as ways of expressing demands. So

what one of them feeds back into the interest system is a
summons, which is to be answered through quite speciﬁc channels

and presumably, depending partly on different prior levels of
arousal of the various interests at the time, reaches only parts

of the network which are tapped by the words used, in that

combination. When I formulate a question, 1 make a precisely
deﬁned place for the answer, and only what ﬁts it will come
forward. Another point about a m-utterance being in words, is
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that it taps meanings which exist independently of my whim, which
are not relative only to my interest. In short, it connects my
interest with the systematic and well motivated body of

assumptions encoded in the Language (see below, Chapters 7 and
8) .

Useful though it is, there is more to hard thinking than
simple repetition of the initial articulated prompt: it also
involves assessing the material which has been invited to come

In the case of answering a question, it is a matter a of

forward.

assessing whether what offers itself fully satisﬁes the want

expressed. For it to do that, it must not only ﬁll the gap, but
also meet the requirement of plausibility, it must be both

possible and not unlikely.

One is aiming at the truth but not

going out into the world to check it; effective certainty is the

best attainable result. 0f course, one may be sure of an answer

at once, but it is hard thinking we're discussing, and this
business of assessing plausibility and arriving or not arriving
a t ﬁrm conclusions is characteristic of all hard thinking.

Let

us call all m-utterances that demand to be assessed in this way,
proposals.

I?

proposal is truly plausible, then nothing that one

currently assumes will rule it out.

So, in order to assess

plausibility thoroughly, it should in principle be assessed in
the light of one's whole range of assumptions

although in fact,

ci course, most of them will de completely irrelevant. As we

have seer, information relevant to an interest becomes readily
accessible when it is aroused. So, when an interest in the truth

is aroused, presumably the same thing happens, but unlike the

32
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other cases, it is not just a tight self-consistent subset of

assumptions that becomes more accessible. Rather, it is anything
that strikes

as possibly having a bearing on, and especially

supporting or undermining, the likelihood of some particular

proposal. Because in practice some areas of interest are more
highly aroused than others at any given moment, one cannct count
on bringing information relevant to the less highly aroused

interests to bear. One may therefore fail to round up everything

which makes a difference to this outcome. But one can still try:
How?

Recall that the spirit in which one greets a proposal has an

effect on how one responds 50 it. In order to be thinking hard
about a proposal at all, one must have taken it seriously, but

not credulously. In order to be as 'disinterested' or

'objective' as possible in assessing a proposal, one should hear

it with the ears of a sceptical stranger. In that way one's own
special interests zet set aside, and one is obliged to try to
take into account only what one assumes anyone assumes.

This is

presumably possible because a substantial subset of assumptions

L S always more or less readily available, encoded in the

Language, irrespective of what interests are in play. (Although,
as we shall see in Chapter 8, they are not all always equaily
readily available.)

Rising co the challenge of performing this act o E the

imagination, in order to assess one's own proposals with maximum
objectivity, has a number of beneﬁcial consequences.

Firstly,

E greatly reduces the tota! set of assumptions which may oe

allowed as support for the proposaL and therefore presumably,
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also reduces the effort involved in assessing it thoroughly and
therefore increases the likelihood cf that occurring. Not only
is it a restricted set, but it prominently includes a set of well
motivated and reliable assumptions with relatively ﬁxed and
warranted interconnections, which forms a fairly a tight and

self -consistent system, i.e. the language. Also, If, as
sceptical hearer,
yeah?")

respond to

proposal with a challenge "Oh

I thereby oblige myself as speaker to justify it: Being

naturally lazy, I will tend co abandon an assessment once I have

found some support; this is often a mistake, since the interest
which gave rise

che proposal in the ﬁrst clace will still be

relatively highly aroused ani ready to provide support. The

sceptical listener device..3 a way of guarding against such

laziness and the mistakes it can cause.

When T speak of 'assessing a proposal against a background

of assumptions', what do I mean?

Co the last chapter, we saw

that when an image was assessed against a background of

assumptions, it was in terms of whecher or not it ﬁtted the
interest which both gave rise to it, and was the locus of those
assumptions. If it didn't suit that interest
undesirable consequences
suit 1 p

16 it c.ad

15 WOuLd be rejected, whilst if : t did

EE E t had desirable consequences - the interest Noul:

accept. it and be changed by it. Is the picture radically

different when it comes to asses3..6 a proposa: where 320
motivating interest is truth?

TE's 105 2 general interest in one truth we're miscasting,

C.AN an interest in whether 3pme particular proposa. l3 likely to
be brue.

So,

Let us look a:

22 30:43. case.
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Example 11.
If one is listening to oneself with the ears of a sceptical

stranger, "one is obliged to try to take into account only what
anyone knows, in other words the assumptions encoded in the
Language."

became: lone is obliged to try to take into account only what one
assumes anyone assumes," plus inserting: " a substantial subset of

those assumptions is... encoded in the language."
Those changes happened in several stages, at ﬁrst

almost completely satisﬁed with the ﬁrst version.
challenged myself about

was

But then

it, and it began to sound wrong. The

ﬁrst change to be made was replacing 'know' with the weaker
'assume' - a substitution I've been quite consistent about in

this thesis for the good reason that in psychological serms,
'know'

makes too strong a claim, and rules out mistaken

assumptions, which play exactly the same cognitive role as
correct assumptions unless and until they're found out.

But thus

weakening the claim I was making was not enough to make the

proposal sound good. It then came to me that the set of
assumptions I wished to single cut was not the set of assumptions

that anyone makes, but the set of assumptions one assumes anyone

makes. Those may or may not be coextensive, so I modiﬁed the

formulation accordingly. But tre proposal still didn't sound
quite convincing

_S the set of assumptions which one assumes

anyone assumes identica! with the assumptions encoded ir. the
lanugase?

Nicely though in would suit me to believe EC - 1C

would have been a handy plank in my argument

it is evidently

not true when one thinks about it. For counter -examples, such 23
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every English speaker being able to assume that every other

English speaker knows that President Kennedy was assassinated,
abound. After wondering a bit about whether there might be some

way of tightening the speciﬁcation of which assumptions were to
be allowed in, feedback from a sceptical supervisor plus my own
continuing sense of dissatisfaction made it clear that the
formulation is even now not good enough. Though no longer false,

it remains incomplete. As it stands, it would seem to suggest
that one can only employ already shared assumptions in an

argument. But that

evidently false

conclusion is not one 1

would wish to draw. Rather, I must make any that are not shared
explici: and obtain credence for them. To 'make an assumption

explicit' is to radically alter its status: it ceases co be taken

for granted, indeed ceases to be an assumption, and becomes an
assertion and hence an intelligible object which lays claim to
being true. So, addressing a sceptical stranger obliges me to

ﬁnd out what has brought my interest to its current point, and

put that information into cognitive space where it can in turn
undergo the same sceptical appraisal. : chat still does not
sufﬁce to force my conclusion on the septic, then I will seek

further support, or perhaps modify my conclusion. In the last
fow pages, you nare witnessed this process in action.

By determined_y playing the sceptical stranger so myself,
and maxing tho relevant assumptions explicit, incompleteness and

inconsistency become apparent and can be dealt wiSh, anG
concisions can be rigorously reached.

11'3 a device for

imposing the discipiine of object:.ity on nyse.:

or at least

cry. ns co. The internal cons-stency c: A set cf assumptions, and
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their or acticality in pursuit of the interest they inform, make
them a good cet

suggest that they are likely to hold good in

the light of other interests too

but constitute no guarantee.

Equally, inconsistencies between assumptions relevant to

different interests may never appear at all if the different

interests don't rub u p against each other in practice, and if
assumptions from neither set are ever made explicit. We are not

always interested in the truth as such, much more often we just

want to get some project or other to work, and so long as it does
we'll be satisﬁed.

Mutatis mutandis, just the same pattern is found here as we
found in the last chapter For images. An initial reaction of

acceptance or rejection takes place. In the case of Example
replaced by similarly unanalysed

an initial acceptance

rejection, caused by my treating the ﬁrst formulation with
scepticism. Once a satisfactory formulation has been

found, the

interest accepts it and is changed by it, until then, one cannot

move on. Hence, analysis tends to follow in the wake of
rejection rather than acceptance, otherwise it's a waste of time
and effort. Since, with

proposal, the interest in question is

in the truth, one's grounds for rejecting it will be that it
Leads to a contradiction or falsehood, even though at the moment

of rejection, prior to analysis, one may not be able to state

those grounds, and may not even have discerned them. Whether one
L S after the truth, or whether one is after, say, naving a good

cime, the process of assessing possibilities appears to begin
with a gut reaction.

If an ananalysed gut reaction is possible

a b all, then why should this not apply just as much to a desire
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for the truth as for any other desire?

The phenomenom I have been calling 'cognitive space' is

obviously a close cousin of what gets called 'consciousness'. But
there is an ambiguity in the more usual phrase that I nave wished

to avoid. At the beginning of this chapter, I discussed some of
the difﬁculties of introspection, and averred that T was often

just not aware of, i.e., 'conscious of! the contents of cognitive

space. So the use o f the erm 'consciousness' would lead to the
apparent contradiction that one need not be conscious of what is
En one's 'consciousness'. Ene fact is that attention is clearly

not a unitary phenomenon, cut can de divided and distributed in
different directions (within limits

see Kannemann, 1973). what

passes through cognitive space generally demands minimal
attention, presumably because ro disastrous consequences are

likely to ensue in the snug recesses of the mind.

Nevertheless,

one sometimes pays close attention to the contents of cognitive

space, and sometimes one devotes effort to controlling its
contents. This expenditure of effort and attention has its
rewarCs.

From sexual fantasies and ego-gratifying daydreams to

decision-making and hard thinking, the primary reward of
actitivies in cognitive space is self-stimulation, or the

feedback effect. Except when its expression constitutes its

closure, a m-activity strengshens its initiating interest.

This

I believe is minimally does even in the cases in which I'm not
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aware of being aware of

it. Just as I pay peripheral attention,

without noticing it, to aspects of my surroundings on which I a m

not focussing, and adjust to them accordingly, So

L pay

peripheral attention to the contents of cognitive space, and may
likewise be affected by them. Because different interests car

take turns in cognitive space at far greater speed than they can
in physical space, the feedback effect must provide a sort of

keep- ﬁt mechanism for a much wider range of interests than could
otherwise be maintained in good

shape.

Because the interest network into which a m-activity feeds

back is a repository of interconnected information, feedback into
2 particular interest has the effect cf making selective
information more available. Because they are in

Language,

m-utterances cap the relatively tightly organised, immensely

reliable, and always accessible sub- system of the
interest/information network which any natural language

constitutes. Furthermore, because they are in a language,

m-utterances have a precise, repeatacle, unchanging form, in
which they can be detached from their initiating interest,
treated as independent objects in their own right, and assessen
in a ranze c/ different contexts.

Because m-utterances are in quasi- speech, I can perform
quas.-speech acts with them.

3.0 hearer,

Because cl the duality of speaker

A am the bearer OF mY cwn m-utterances. So

may asK

myself serious questions which require precise answers, and chus
nay ceiL myse: what to do or
co..ge myself to think hard. Cr

N425 008 MO dO, and do ac authorative.y or not, and respona
accorcingly by acting on or rejectin3 the proposal, or O7
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debating the issue. Thus do

become a moral being, capable of

choosing what to do or not to do, in a manner which can be

Or I may tell mysel? what to believe, and do so

justiﬁed.

authoratively or not, and respond accordingly, by accepting or
rejecting the proposal, or by debating the issue. Thus do I
become an intellectual being, capable of choosing what to believe

or not to believe, in a manner which can be justiﬁed. But I may
fail to listen scrupulously, sceptically, to what are actually
dubious proposals.

Thus do I become capable also of

self-deception. Because assumptions are interest-relative, I may
never Find out that assumptions relevant to distinct interests

incompatible. Thus

may be a repository of so-called

'irrational beliefs' wit.3 An an; failures of logic being
7

indicated.

The rewards of using language to exploit the resource of

cognitive space are mixed: through it one may 21 m to do only what
it is wise 50 do

and fail; and one may aim to believe only what

it is wise co believe

and fail.
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Chapter Seven: Meaning I

A t this point I want to take up a thought I had when I ﬁrst
began

to think about relevance. Namely, that the relevant for

any sentence will include the person- neutral linguistic meaning.

TO illustrate that claim, consider the sentence, "Home-made lemon
curd

is delicious".

Even though in almost all contexts that

would be a completely irrelevant thing to say, it will always be

relevant to the deliciousness of home-made lemon curd.

It will

also always be relevant to the quality of home-made things (at
Least one home-made thing is delicious), to the desirability of

home-made lemon curd :1 F something is delicious then it is
desiracle, therefore...}, to the desirability of making lemon
curd at home 'if one makes lemon curd at home, it will be

delicious, therefore...), and so on for anything which also

follows from the meaning of the words as combined in that
sentence. in order to explore these connections between meaning
and relevance, I try below to pick my way through the mineﬁeld

3F meaning using my deﬁnition of relevance as a guide.
The phrase 'person-neutral linguistic meaning' itsel?

Implies that meaning need 0 e neither person-neutral nor
linguistic.

Chere is also an opposite extreme. At it, for

example, we may say that to the distraught lover, a pattern, a

song, a place, a particular sensation, a phrase, etc., all mean

cer lover, her broken heart, the whole damn thing: because that
: 3 the concern they touch - i.e., arouse

in her.

Similarly,

*non tho anxious interviewee imagined passing through the door,
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its meaning was quite different from what ostensibly the same
image meant to her when she was trying to remember the layout

see Chapter 5 above). Here both meanings are determined by the
interest expressed.

So, meaning has to do with both the arousal

of interests and their expression.

Now take the use of mean in which 'means that

precedes

a description of some outcome or upshot. Consider, for example,
what this rock is limestone means to a geologist, a potholer, a

botanist, a palaeontologist, someone who has been given the task

of ﬁnding samples of ten different rocks, someone who has been
charged with the task of removing tons of it in a ﬂeet cl
lorries, etc. Here too, moaning is interest-dependent in ways

which may vary from individual to individual. The consequences

of this rock's being limestone vary for different people
according to the different interests and attendant assumptions

they bring to it. In short, in this sense, meaning concerns what

makes a difference to the outcome of an interest.
So,

each of those instances of what X means to N (where X

may stand for any discriminable event or thing, but N must stand
Cor a personl is interest-dependent in one of the ways in which 4

i5 re-evant co N is interest- dependent. But there are also other
u395 of

mean', of course. There are those cases in which we

attribute meaning to a person, as in N means a by A (where N is

person, A is some action - including speech acts

of N, an0 4

may De either an inﬁnitival or a that-clause (those cases in
which A is an act of reference

the uttering of a referring

expression or the execution of an ostension - and in which C may

ce any discriminable even: on ching, are expanded on Later : n
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this chapter). Lastly, there are those cases ir. which we talk

about what X means (where X may be any discriminable event or

thing) without bringing in any particular person at all. Let us

see how these other cases of meaning connect with questions of
relevance.'

First consider the case in which N means q by A.

Let us

imagine that we see N press a switch, whereupon a lamp lights up.

We might then say that N meant to turn on the light by pressing

the switch, and that would most likely be true. But if N, say,
had wished to do a drawing of a light-switch in an on position,
s/he could legitimately deny having meant to turn on the light,
and insist that s/he had meant merely to alter the position of

the switch. The light's going on on not going on is

matter of

complete indifference to ", it is irrelevant. In other words,
what N meant by pressing the switch depends on what N's interest
nas.

What N means, (what a person means) explains, or makes

sense of what N does. we understand what N does - i.e. grasp its

meaning, in the light of the interest we presume N to be
pursuing.

NO imagine M lurking in the shrubbery outside, seeing the

light 50 on. To M, N's pressing the Light switch and therefore

illuminating the window means, say, chat N is home, that the

mOment for murder has come. In this case, what N's action means
to M is of course not part of what

meant: N does not know that

M is in the shrubbery and knows nothing of M's current interest.

on the other hand, N'3 being home means to M not that
One moment 15 ripe for murder, out that their assignation can at
Perhaps,

last take place. "When I turn on the study iight, "

N has said to
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M,

"come and tap gently on the window". In this case, what N'S

turning on the light means to M and what N means (to do) by it

coincide: N knows, on at least hopes, that M is there, waiting
and watching;

N's current interest and M's are the same; and the

consequences of N's action for their common interest have been
agreec between them.

Lastly, let us look at those cases of X means... in which

the participation of a person seems not to be required, and which
interest-related in any obvious way. For example,
whether N means to turn the light on by pressing the switch or

not, the pressing of the switch means the light goes on. Here
one seems co be talking about consequences in the world rather
shan 1n any interest system: chough if there were a divine
universally interested, omniscient - witness, these consequences

in the world would result in changes in the form of her interest
network. The notion that in these cases % means... can be

treated as ecuivalent to Y has certain consequences in the world
applies An many

instances, for example, to 'If the leak goes on

at that rate it means the tank'll be empty

in less than an hour';

'the extreme winter cold means that all warm-blooded creatures
either migrate or hibernate', etc. It on t

do, however, for

Grice's 'Those spots mean measles', or for 'That chord means the
ﬁnale is about to begin', and many others. Yet it seems to be
the same us e

of 'mean' in all of these cases, certainly each

instance in this paragraph can De translated into an assertion on
the form if... then ...

vet

it's clearly not logicaL

consequences we're dealing with.

A Formulation which ﬁts each of the cases in the last
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paragraph

is this: If one is certain of X then one may also be

certain of .. (the conditional in formal logic being just a

special case of this). In short, X means Y is a licence to
assume Y if one may safely assume X. 3 So it does not follow that
these cases o f mean are actually person-free just because no

individual need be involved. That is, just because

che licence

to assume iS not taken up by any individual, it does not follow

that it is not people to whom the licence applies.

Rather than

being a person- free, ergo interest-free, sense of 'mean', it iS
(like the linguistic use) a person-neutral sense. Given that the
acquisition of an assumption constitutes an effect on the form of

an. interest system, even this use of

like the others

'mean'

I've discussed - concerns interest and is related to relevance.

L want now to ges closer to questions about linguistic

meaning, oy discussing two cases of quasi-linguistic meaning:
smiling and pointing. So, let us consider the meaning of a
smile. Following the precedent set above, we

ask three

questions about the meaning of N's smile: What does it mean?
What does N mean (to do) oy i? and What does N's smile mean to
N?

Suppose for a moment that we are in the shrubbery outside
the lighted window. Framed 1c che window we can see N, s/he may
cr may not be alone; then we see N smile. what can we say about

What M'S smile means? Very little, unless;
at us out here in the garden.

chat iS, N is smiling

Assuming that N is actually
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oblivious to our presence, we may suDDose that N's smile means at

least chat for a moment s/he is pleased, glad, happy about
something.

We understand the smile as an expression of pleasure:

if it is not such an expression, then we will say either that it

was simply a twitch of the muscles, or that it was

false smile.

As mere witnesses of the smile, we are in no position to tell;

but if it was just a muscle-twitch then we were wrong to
attribute meaning to it, while if it

a false smile, to know

its meaning we need to know what N meant (to do) by it. If, on
the other hand (as is most likely), the smile was real, then to

understand it fully we need to know what N was smiling about. We
need to know, in other words, what interest it expressed.
If, in fact, N'S smile is directed at M (now in our ﬁeld of

vision;, then we at once take a step nearer 50 grasping the

meaning of the smile. It is an expression of friendly interest
in M, an Indication cf pleasure at M's presence. Again, if it

does not mean at least that, it was not truly a smile at M, out
either a false smile 2 t M., or a private smile. If it was a

purely private smile, then M'S presence is irrelevant to its

meaning. To know the meaning of 2 private smile, the only

recourse 13 50 ask she smiler 'What did that smile mean?'

In response to this challenge, N may refuse to disclose

it means, or may agree to, but is not free to deny that it meant
anything without denying that it was a smile. Suppose N is
prepare both to acknowledge and 50 explain the smile, that is to
tell us what 15 meant; what might s/ne say?

" M was just

rememcering the wild ﬂowers round Avebury last July" or
Chinking now warm and happy the cat locked", etc.

" I Nas

Co know what
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that particular smile meant,

one must ﬁnd out what interest was

at that moment occupying N's mind. Within its vague meaning as
an expression of some degree of delight, a smile may have

very

speciﬁc meaning. Note, however, that this is not what N meant
(to do) by it. N meant nothing by that smile, just so long as it

was a purely private smile. N may not have meant to smile at
all, may not have known s/he was smiling - yet still be able to
vouchsafe the meaning of the smile when asked. But even now

know that N's smile meant that s/he was remembering the wild

ﬂowers round Avebury last year, unless we know just what those
wild ﬂowers meant to N, then we still know only a part of the
meaning of that private smile.

Answering either 0f our other two questons - What did N mean
(to do) Dy it? and what did it mean to M?

entails considering

public meaning. In order for N to mean anything oy the smile,
M's presence is required. If Nis alone, unaware that we observe

the smile, and 3 e ask "What did you mean by that smile?", s/he 1 $
entitled to respond with, "What do you mean, 'what did I mean Dy
that smile?'

I didn't mean anything by it, I didn't know you

were there."

(Somecne who 'smiled' in order, say, to ﬁnd out

which muscles moved, would not have truly smiled.)

The

consequences of a smile are its effects on other people;

therefore N cannot have meant anything by the smile unless s/he
knew that someone saw it.

Let us consider the straightforward case were : is smiling
a t V.,

in which I have argued the smile must mean at least chat

the good spirits expressed by it consist of friendly feelings

directed at M. (Let's also at this point split the gender: N is
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male, M female.) Friendship being what it is, a smile at another
person is an assertion of and/or a request for reciprocity, an

expression of community of interest itself: "We're on the same
side, aren't we?" (The doubt or its absence which intonation
would mark in that utterance can also be expressed in a smile.)
In general, the meaning of the smile will vary with the nature of

the community of interest between the parties. In particular, it
will vary according to what their common interest is at the time

of the smile. In the right circumstances, the meaning of a smile
can be rich, speciﬁc, and intelligible.
Suppose N and M. are standing beside a vase full of wild

ﬂowers, M locks at N, sees that he has been looking at them, and

says " DO you remember?". In reply to M's question, N smiles. To
,

N's smile means, roughly, "He remembers the wild ﬂowers round

Avebury, he remembers the good time we had together, he loves

me." And if all goes well, then that is indeed what N'S smile
means, and also what

means by it: it is

perfect act of

communication, in which the answer to each of our three questions
is the same. Perhaps, however, unbeknownst to M, N is no longer

in Love with her, has been gazing unseeingly at the vase of
ﬂowers, and has no idea what M's talking about. But he's fond

of her, doesn't want to hurt her feelings, and can tell that a
smile is required. His smile means, roughly, "Yes, I remember

that we had good times together, I like you", and that is also
what he means (to convey) by it. (Poor M is deluded by hope,
rather than by N.}

in the case just discussed, their communication goes wrong
because the interest which N expressed is not the same as that
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which moves M, though each of them assumes their interest is the

same. It is a so possible for N to mean by that smile precisely
what M takes him to mean, and yet the smile not mean that at all.
V may for reasons of his own, i.e. from some private interest,

want M to believe he's still in love, that every memory burns as

vividly in his breast as it does in hers, etc. In this case, the
smile means nos that N remembers, etc., but that N wants M to

believe he remembers. Alternatively, perhaps M sees through his
smile, recognises what it means, in which case, what it means and

what it means to M will coincide rather than what N means by it

and what it means to M coinciding. In these two cases, one would
be inclined, I think, to say that N's smile was false, not a true
smile.

In order for him smile co be true, as soon as the smile

ceases to be a straightforward expression, but is employed to

achieve the effects of such an expression, its sincerity is in
doubt.

I E is because a smile has a public meaning, signifying

friendliness, etc., that N can use it as a tool and use 1 t
falsel:.

Before moving on to pointing, let's summarize what we have
found about smiling. The ﬁrst point to note is that without
meaning,

'smile' is not a smile. Its meaning depends on the

interest expressed, and when it is a smile at another, also on
the effects it has on their interests. Although the meaning cf

any given smile will vary with the current interest, the interest

1 8 expresses must be pleasing, either privately or mutually.
Understanding the precise meaning of a smile is possible only for

the insider, cuc its general, minimal, meaning is available to

any witness. For someone to mean something ay a smile, the smile
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must de known to be witnessed. And the presence of a witness,
combined with the general meaning of a smile, makes a false smile
possible.

Though a private smile may be a derivative phenomenon,
getting its meaning from that

of a public smile, it is a normal

and intelligible event. But a private act of pointing would de

bizarre. A pointing ﬁnger means something like, Over there,

in

the direction in which my ﬁnger, arm, gaze, are pointing, is the
object/place in which you are/I wish you to be interested. If I
am on my own,

and only my interest is in question, I don't need

to show myself what it is that I'm gazing at, thinking of .

An

act of ostension differs from a smile also in that the one who

points must always mean (to do) something by it. It follows from
the meaning of the act of pointing N that N means to single out
some particular by extending a ﬁnger and arm towards it.

If

there is to N's knowledge no distinguishable particular to be
indicated, then N cannot really be pointing (the direction in

which a place is to be found would fall under the description

'distinguishable particular', being particular and distinct). It
is possible to imagine the peculiar event of N, alone, pointing

and meaning, say, that green cushion. But the point of pointing
being to single out some particular - which N must already have
singled out

it strikes one as unintelligible or even crazy tO

point without some M to witness the act and be informed by it.
So, in a normal, sane, case of pointing,

there

is an M for

whom an object of interest is being singled out by N. If all

goes well, M knows what pointing means, looks for the object of

interest which N means, in the direction in which N points, and
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succeeds in singling it out for herself. As with smiling,

grasping the precise meaning of this occasion of pointing,
entails understanding not only what its general meaning is but

also what N means by it, i.e., what N is pointing at. Except in
the most abnormal settings, in any direction that one looks there

are a number of distinguishable particulars, and a pointing
ﬁnger is entirely inadequate to single out one of them except by
actually touching it, or getting very close. If N can talk, and

M can too, then N will help her search for the right object by
narrowing down the ﬁeld of possible objects with a description.
But pointing is used

far more often by the inarticulate than the

articulate, namely by the infant population. (We adults have
learned the insufﬁciency of the gesture, and besides have

learned a better way of arousing in our audience an interest like
cur own, i.e. by expressing ours in words.)

If M is sensitive to

N's interests, she'll make good guesses even without the help of

words. Infants evidently believe that drawing attention to the

fact a that they have a particular interest (noises of an

exclamatory and commanding kind generally assist in this), and
indicating the direction in which its object is to be found, will
be sufﬁcient to single out for their audience the object they

nave in mind. This is a typical demonstration of infantile

egocentricity. Luckily parents are generally sensitive to their
infants' interests, because they get a lot of ﬂak when they get
it wrong, and

more seriously

because getting it right is

vital for the acquisition of a vocabulary.
So,

successful act of pointing iS one in which what it

means to M is what N means by it,

which in

turn must fall within
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the limits of potential meaning set by the general meaning of the
act. The relations between those three aspects of meaning are

broadly similar to those between the aspects of meaning of a
either case, both what N can mean by it and what it

In

smile.

can mean to M are crucially restricted by what its general
meaning is.

means o y it

And in both cases, its meaning to M precisely what N
depends on M's being tuned into N's concerns.

Also,

in both cases, their having the appropriate general meaning is
criterial for their being what they are, i.e. a smile, or a

gesture of pointing; and their having such a meaning depends on N
to however slight a degree a - the interest which his

having

action appears to express.

There are however, fundamental

differences between smiling and pointing, which derive from the

difference in meaning. The meaning of an act of pointing is
necessarily in the here-and-now of the world out there, while the
meaning of a smile can lie in the history of, or in the future

of, the interest which gives rise to it.

So

smile can be

highly charged with meaning - "His smile means everything to me"
in a way that is not available to an act of pointing. A
further

related

difference is that an act of pointing must

have a speciﬁc meaning to both N and M, not given in the general
meaning. A smile could just mean "We're on the same side aren't
we?" and even a private smile might just signify a general
happiness (I think}.

But an act of pointing signiﬁes that there

is, here and now, some particular of interest and what particular
it is will vary with the interest of the pointer without limit
from occasion 50 occasion.

began the discussion of pointing and smiling by claiming

at o s bea
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that they were quasi-linguistic phenomena. What justiﬁed that
description?

They are like words in being used repeatedly,

recognisably, and intelligibly in our discourse with others
they are part of a shared vocabulary. They have meanings that
are not so much ﬁxed as bound to fall within a certain exclusive
They have a restricted 'meaning potential'.

range

But smiling

and pointing also amount either to making e claim or to asking a
yes-no question and are in that way more sentence-like than
word-like.

And pointing may also function as an imperative

witness again the pointing infant.*
As claims both smiling and pointing can be denied or
afﬁrmed: N smiles at M, M does not smile back - no, we are not

on the same side; M points, M shakes her head - no, it is not
over there. As questions equally they can be denied or afﬁrmed,
indeed the only difference here between a claim and a question is

the conﬁdence with which it is put forward. Because they can o e
used

50 make claims, they can be used to maxe false claims, i.e.

claims which are not merely mistaken as in the cases just given,

but in which the smiler or pointer knows that they are not true.
Here a differance between these cases and that of spoken language
emerges: 3

faise claim made by a smile or an ostension requires

an interested witness, but I can make a false claim in language
with on-y myself to witness it. Indeed, with language I can -if
I perversely choose
coils

30

make an eternal false claim, e.g. water

: -°c. while the truth or falsity of an act of smilng or

pointing wi.. always depend on the state of the interests of the
peccie concerned as the time at which the act occurs. P. further

CAtference, wnich is presumably related, is chat real sentences
Are composed 3 words.
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Although I've been lumping smiling and pointing together in
this summary of the ways in which they are language-like, they
are also each like language in distinct ways too. Many of the

subtleties which can be expressed vocally via intonation,
voice-quality, etc., can also be expressed in a smile. What is
more,

utterances by which N means, and which mean to M, inter

alia, "We're

the same side" abound in natural discourse, from

"Hello" and "Goodbye" to "The way Thatcher sucks up to Reagan

makes my ﬂesh crawl" or " What a sunset!" or "Cream? Sugar?", or
"Yes", etc.

In all these cases

just as with smiling -

their

community of interest is part of what is expressed by the speaker
and aroused in the nearer, and is strengthened thereby. On the

other hand, a popular view of sentences is that they should be
seen as primarily ways of stating facts, or giving true

information, about the world. In my terms, when sentences do
this, they contribute to the common interest not merely by

arousing it or expressing it but by making a difference to its
outcome,

by changing it.

So, if the capacity to inform were

a

criterion, then pointing would be much more sentence-like than
smiling iS. But a sentence informs more reliably because the

object of immediate interest about which information is being

imparted, will be speciﬁed under a name or description, not left

as a gap to be ﬁlled by guess-work. And, of course,

the object

of interest represented in a sentence need not be present to the
speakers.
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I have been showing, among other things, how the meanings of
smiling and pointing depend on the interests of the actor and his

audience. Without the requisite interest, I suggested, they are
either meaningless movements or fakes. So, to some extent even
their general meanings within which more speciﬁc meanings may be
expressed and understood depend on the current interests of the

one who performs them. On the other hand, it is because we
understand chem as expressing interests of the requisite sort
that they can ce detached from those interests and used falsely.
When M smiles at N in the context of the vase of wild

ﬂowers, she may de 1: wish romantic conﬁdence in the perfection

01 cheir community of interest, sure that to N her smile will
mean (roughly formulated: "An those wild ﬂowers round Avebury,
on chose heady days, etc.: ecc."

but she may be wrong. N may

neither costco on to the connection between these wild ﬂowers
and Chose, this moment of affection and those moments, nor even

cOccOn on to the fact that chere is any connection to make.

However much M smiles, there's nothing in the smile to evoke in N

the speciﬁc interes: whicn gave rise to her smile. Their
community on interest itself she can evoke, because that's what a
smile means, bu: for her co arcuse betweer. then a common interest

more speciﬁc ane must give some more spec

iﬁc outward sign.

Rathough M'3 snide may mean "Ah those wild ﬂowers,
der and N
point

etc. " to both

she would have to be romantically conﬁdent to the

ci Lunacy to employ her smile to convey that meaning.

sne can mean cv it

All

is everything which follows from their being

"on. the same sine". Moshing beats a smile for intimacy but for
speciﬁcity -Anguage beats 1t nollow.
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When we look at pointing, we see that 'speciﬁcity' is not
a itself a precise term: pointing is both less and more 'speciﬁc'
than talking.

Either by pointing or by talking, one can single

out a spatio-cemporal particular visible to those present, but
pointing

a5

least at close quarters - is more reliable as well

as more succinct.

To see that this is SO, picture a ﬂoor

co vered *ish spilt drawing pins, each identical with every
other. Now imagine picking out one of them by description. If
cn the other hand the drawing pins were distinguishable from one

another, so that they could be told apart, then each drawing pin
could have a name.

So that when I said, "Ned", you would know

that A meant the drawing Pin called Ned, so long as you knew that
there was such a drawing aim, and you knew that I was talking

E DOUS drawing pins rather chan, say, boys, or donkeys. And, if

you further knew which drawing pin was called Ned, were practised
in telling chem aid apart and could recognise Ned, then you would

even know as much as my proximous pointing would have told you.
Namely, precisely what is che object of my interest.
Pointing has the advantage over naming in that it requires

no special prior knowledge from its witness: successful naming

always requires such 3 background. Naming, of course, has it
over pointing in that it does not require co-presence with the
thing named In order for uptake to be secured given all the

prior knowledge required. Both pointing and naming have the
acvantare over description
occain

in that - when the relevant conditions

ther specify uniquely,

and succinctly.

A description

Xian no deinsac e-ement W: li nave :0 include references to
location in space and time if it 1s to be speciﬁc enough to pick
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out just one individual. Otherwise there can be no guarantee

that some other individual won't ﬁt the description given.
Fortunately unique speciﬁcation is hardly ever required; knowing

what the speaker means involves only knowing what the description

means. Even quite a sketchy description will be good enough to
establish between speaker and hearer

common object of interest

by delimiting the range within which such an object must fall.

Two interests are the same just so long as the same differences
have shaped them. We point, we name, we describe, in order to
arouse in cur audience a common interest, or in order to

demonstrate our common interest by expressing it. Describing has
the advantage over naming in that it can oe used to establish or

create between the speakers a new speciﬁc object of interest.
And, unlike pointing, it can do that in the absence of the object
in question. Furthermore, both naming and describing have

it

over pointing in being able to single out not only what is not

present but what is not material (ideas, possibilities, the Holy
Spirit, etc.) and even what does not exist at ali ( Vulcan,
unicorns, the present King of France, etc.).

began this section by remarking that 'speciﬁc' was not a
precise term, as demonstrated by the fact that pointing was both
more and less speciﬁc than talking. We have seen that

Cor

picking cus a spatio-temporal material particular unassisted by

background knowledge, pointing is superior to talking. But
though pointing, like naming and describing, can specify an
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object o interest, none of them can specify what is currently

interesting apout that object. It might seem that once one

grasped what object it is that's being pointed at,
(named/described) then the complete meaning of the act has been
grasped, 1.2.,

what it means, what A means by it, and what it

means to B.. But that is certainly not always the case.

Suppose

B has asked A "Mich cf these would you like?", then when A
sinzies one pat, it means that is the one A wants

and that's

wnat A means by i:, a20 that's what it means to B. Mutatis
mutancis,

one same wilL be crue whenever something is singled out

in answer to a cuestion.

By far the mos: Fred.ent occasion for the unadorned
production c1 a name. escription, or act of pointing, is in

response Co a question. Ba: interest of other sorts will account
for one's anders-andina c

other occasions.

For example, LE

A

and 3 are waiting Poo che morning post, and A addresses 3 with
" sne 0035". :

: i-- Cake c: that ahe means chat the post has

arrived. Or i:

3 has Lost his car keys and they've both been

Cooking For -nem, then A's pointing them out will mean B's car
keys hale been So.nd, and chas's what A will mean by it, and
cha:'s wha: 15'11 mean to

5.

In each of those cases, the act is

Unce/soc:a 0-: 1:. 32 1: ansters CO (satisﬁes! a previous interest
*nis: She amen assames the audience shares.

#cwerer, are or she expressions in question may also stand

3. ün. a3 an @aciamation, ad in " A rainbow! a brilliant rainbow!"
On

" ne 60A:C-! 1.

Tre cresamation in such a case being that the

ward as interesting, remarkable, is unmistakably
in:ar/s::66,

1332-:: nothing Parther need be said to specify
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some currently interesting feature of it.
a rainbo in

Compare the meaning of

N A rainbow is a phenomenon characteristic of mixed

weather conditions" and in "A rainbow!". In the exclamation it
means that there 43 a rainbow here and now before our very eyes;
and it means that the rainbow is self-evidently interesting,
wonder; and

a

i : means that B should look at it! In subject

position in the sentence it means none of those things.

Pointing, using neither face nor voice, and having none of
talking's potential for clamour, is not on its own capable of
expressing/arousing wonder.
acquainted

But, as anyone who nas been

WiSh a pre-anticulate child will know, accompanied by

grunts and cries it can easily mean "over there is

wonderful

thing! Look! Look!", thougn we are less inclined as we grow

older to see Che material of daily life as wonderful.
In the right circumstances, any of these methods of singling

OUt an objec: of interest can also De used 50 express a question

of an imperative. For example, if some informan: is supplying me
v1 50 the names of a List or series of individuals, then when

say "the man Mica a clack moustache" it will mean What is the

name of the mon diSh the black moustache? Similarly, when an
infant points and exc. aiMS non-verbally, it may be taken to be
requesting n2 name of the indicated object - certainly giving
coe name is a norma: aduit response. Or it may be demanding the

actual ondac., and painn fobbed off with its name. With the aid
p: intonation. names and cescriptions can
Questions, on..go the meaning
bUrn decent

•c

39 used as yes/no

a c: a question 30 expressed will in

.:. - Question this may or may not be the

answer. Chuf, "3A:: and eggs?" is a possible answer to

the

- 15 9 ..

question, What would you Like to eat? when what the addressee

would like to eat is known to be in question. Equally, given the
right social circumstances, "bacon and eggs! " may function as an
imperative.

have been suggesting that when an expression of this kind

appears in ¡sciation, L: is fully understood only when what is
currency supposed Co be interesting about the object singled out
nas seen understood. Only when we know that do we know what it

means, What M means 07 15, and what it means to N (if N has
unders:poc Eci. Otherwise, such an expression is a puzzle,

raising the cuestion O way one's attention has been drawn to

it

En. 52e ﬁrs place. G.on a grasp of the relevant interest,

these expressions can : n3-on as assertions

in answer 50

questions - or as question, requests, imperatives and
exclamations. Of these. only exclamations can be fully

Encel-igicie Michous some speciﬁc prior current interest. In
The coher 3a305. understanding what 3 name or description on its

own means will Involve understanding its relation with a current
interest or interests.

Exclama:ins, assertions, questions, requests and
Injunctions ano standard types cE speech act, and the meanings

of

sentences shis. exemplid; each cype wide vary in the same way as
-et us, as brieﬂy as possibie, see what

-

An ta0 ex220.28 above.

Castingsisnos each cype.
BYPr-Saion aN. 4 arOuSaL
Sta:2

::

Exclamations have to do with the
uncerests.

coan in 8:21 form.

:.e. with changes

ir. their

Che: signal chat the speaker

7251: 1: ba- :::00: 0: terest as in :: self worthy of actention,

rather cra: mercians m::en:ion just because it's che LOcation of
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some modiﬁcation 50 a WOrld-view. Assertions, I suggest,

specify a difference

that is to be made or has been made

to

the

current form of some speciﬁc interest. Insofar as the effect

of

such a difference is on future conduct (including talking and
understanding), it is important that

any sentence which proposes

such a change be true. Yes/no questions are requests to

the

audience to conﬁrm or deny a truth, recuests to put one in
position of certainsy. Certainty is the position one is in when
some change nas sunk out of cognitive or public space and become

mere form, become taken for granted. Dubious, debatable,
assertions and Yes/no questions both have the effect of deferring

the acceptance on change, of keeping alive an interest in their
truth.

WH question 13 3 request that one's hearer specify either

sone change in the inserest system, 25 in Q: 'Who is that man?',
4:

'He's the new foreman.'; or the location of such a change, as

in 2: the DOC& one las: piece of salami?', A: 'John did.'.
sentence NiCh

a non-spec::ic

term like someone, somehow, shome

mishtake, somewhere, ete. can function as a WH question, if
prompts a Knowing nearer

Any

it

to specify the person, manner, esc..

Other requests are raciests 50 che hearer tc affect the outcome

c° the speaker's interests • y affecting the world itself
imperatives deing : ma dess police way 0 2 enjoining a person to do
that. Evicent.v. major advantage of speech over pointing is
toas

.5

can come :: sentences and not just noun phrases, that it

/corporates verb 38/3323,

and therefore can create or evoke

speciﬁe modi: is a:: an : : a::

a

interest. That is how talking can

mcre 3p2c1:8: 528n 3/in:-85:

be

ay calking or. e can specify not onLy
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interest, so, when an encounter with a particular phenomenon

arouses a speciﬁc interest, the relevant name springs to mind

with it. As we saw in Chapter 5, above, something which acts as
a trigger to some interest may also function as an expression of
that interes:: words are a special case of this.

Ir. one way or another, we have found in this chapter that
every aspect of meaning was related to some characteristic of
interest.

'Interest' and 'intention' are clearly related terms.

Have I really, chen, :43: neen reworking the familiar connection

between meaning and intentior . see, e.3., Grice, 1957) ?

I have

generally avoided using . e serm 'intention' throughout this

thesis, Largely because it is notoricusly problematic (see, e.g.,

Grice, Loc. cit., and Anscombe, 1957) and I've never been at ali
sure what .: meant. moweTer,

think it may be justiﬁable to

deﬁne an intention as an incerest which is sufﬁciently aroused
to be in competition Fer 2 0 'Out pus channel'. To make it a

well-deﬁnes cLass. i:

NO.: d de necessary to postulate another

threshold .r The inderest system: that above which an interest
competes w.on other interests above chat threshold. The

existence 3? such a threshold, and the need to postulate it, are

cebatacle. especially 10 ne context of a discussion of meaning.
-Acentians ar not generally seen as repositories of information,
MOr Vie: an interconnecten in auch 2 way as to form a network;
109:

no nanarally @peak of their being aroused, though one

acas 3: carne speak 00 :neir being expressed; Lastly, 'interest'
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but not 'intention' suggests that what we are talking about when

we talk about meaning is what matters. In short, intention-talk
obscures connections between different aspects of meaning which
interest-talk brings cut.

Meaning is, in general, the capacity to arouse, express, or

affect the outcome of some interest or interests, i.e. it is an
aspect of nelevance.
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Chapter Eight: Meaning I

A central theme of this thesis is that a wide variety of
questions about language and the ways we use it can be answered
only by bringing in the notion of interests. It was with

delight, therefore, that I discovered Hilary Putnam arguing, in

his 178 and '33 collections, that explanation, cause, reference,
truth, and translation, are all interest-relative. And in 'The
Meaning of "Meaning"' (1975)
primarily concerned

with which this chapter is

the relation same L on which much of his

argument turns is . as Pe acints

out, also interest-relative.'

However, as I shall seed to persuade you, it is the
interest-relativity c0 this relation, same L, on which his
argument founders.

C think chat if Putnam had taken his own

observaticn seriously he'd have reached very different

conclusions. For from it fellow the interest-relativity of
categorization and of extension itself.

I

bones cf his argument, then home in on what

shall ﬁrst sketch the
see as the weak

spots.

A crucial ciaim he is making is that what he refers to as
'Traditional cheer: ci meaning'

- oV which he means 20th century

Angle-American theory of meaning - rests "or. two assumotions that

are not join:iy satisﬁed by any notion, let alone a notion of
meaning" 1'9°5: 12:9!.
on

These are "(I) cha: knowing the meaning

a word is just a matter of being En a certain psychological

chat One meaning of a term 'in the sense of
intension'! determines its extension.". The central thruss 02
state.

301
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his paper is that at least one of these assumptions is going to
have to go. In the event, he keeps II - that sameness of
intension entails sameness of extension, but rejects I that
knowing the meaning of a word is a matter of being in a certain
psychological state. An important proviso, however, 1s that

'psychological state' appears in assumption one, only in the
severely restricted sense which conforms with 'methodological
solipsism'. That is, with the assumption that "no psychological
state, properly so called, presupposes the existence of any
individual other than the subject to whom that state is ascribed"
(220) .5

So, although Putnam gets carried away occasionally and

says things Like "Cur the pie any way you like, 'meanings' just

ain't in the head" Loc. CO. / his conclusions aren't really that
radical.

15 Follows, Putnam says, from the two assumptions jointly,
that "two speakers cannot be in the same psychological state in

all respects and understand some term A differently; the
psychological state of the speaker determines the intension (and

hence, by assumption FE the extension) of A. "

A good deal of

'The meaning e: "meaning"! is devoted to attacking that
conclusion.

His First move is to take a handful of natural kind

terms. and argue Sha% their extensions are what they are quite
independently of what individual users may know about them. His
next point is Chas there

certain berms which the 'average'

speak2n ases perfectiy competently, but leaves it to experts'
Know

ti.e criteria which : iX the extension.

" It

50

is only the

SOcIOLing-is:ic state 38 :he collective linguistic body to which
She speaker de. ongs coat Fixes the extension." : 229)
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Next, along lines parallel to Kripke's,' ne

argues that

natural kind words are 'indexical'. 'Water a t another time or in
another place or even in another possible world has to dear che
relation same, to our 'water' in order to be water" (234). The
kind

of criterion which an expert will apply, Putnam suggests,

will tend to

concern 'hidden structures', so that our

being

#20, any water lookalike, feelalike, smellalike, tastealike which

is not H20 will not actually be water.

Although it does not

follow from this that we should regard 'water' as synonymous with
'H,O'. His ﬁnal point, before moving to the topic of 'meaning'
as such, is that many non-natural-kind words, "most nouns" and
"verbs like 'grow', adjectives like 'red', etc., all have

indexical features". As with natural kind words, no conjunction
or cluster of properties will be synonymous with, for example,
grow or ped, cr with any other 'indexical' terms.

Under the heading 'Meaning', Putnam sums 4 D his conclusions
So far, thus: "the extension of 3 tern is not ﬁxed by a concept

that the individual speaker has in his head, and this is true
both because extension iS, in general, determined socially
and because extension is, in part, determined indexically

Traditiona. semantic theory leaves out only two contributions to
She determination of extension

the contribution of scciety and

the contribution of the real world!" (241).

He suggests that one

should "identify 'meaning' with an ordered pair (or possibly an
ordered n-tuclel of entities, one of which is the extension"

(246) the other being she stereotype.

In order, he says, for

someone to count as having 'acquired' a word they are required CO
know a Certain amount about stereotypica. instances on it. That
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such a "conventiona. idea is associated with 'tiger', with
'gold',,

etc."

is, Putnam urges, "the sole element of truth in

the 'concep:' theory" (250). Here, as elsewhere, he identiﬁes
concept wish intension.

Although * entirely agree with the thrust of Putnam's attack

on 'methodological solipsism', I don't think he goes far enough.
IF ne took social practice as seriously as he purports to do, he
would have

co abandon his scientistic account of 'extension' -

exempliﬁed in the claim that 8, 0 is the extension of water.

as

The

most obvious reason for ﬁnding that account objectionable is its

extremely narrow application: 'Natural kind' terms do not play a
conspicuous

in most pecple's vocabularies. What is one to

say about she extensions pi Chose thousands of other meaningful

words? One can subscribe so Putnam's views about the
indexical:ty of a

large cant of our vocabularies (and I do)

without being committed to the view of extension he presents in
I also chink it would have been more

'The Meaning 00 "meaning"'.

helpful to reconsider the notion of 'psychological state' from a
non-solipsistic perspective than to dismiss it as irrelevant
Putnam sometimes seams :0 dO

as

on to reduce it to the 'having' of

a socially determined suerectype.

I xili ce ans:raCCiVe to take 2 closer look at his
arguments about natural kind terms. Severa years later
defending himsei? against a possible charge of materialist

essentialism', Parnam sums up his case in 'The Meaning o 1
"meaning"' 15 FO.ON5, "Hat 1 nave said is that it

nas Long been

our inter:in :12: a Liquid should counc AS 'water' only if it
das She same composition as

One paradigm examples of

sater
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claim chat this was our intention even before we knew the
ultimate composition of water" (1983: 221). Put like this,
seems

it

to me, the weakness in his argument appears plainly: who

are "we", who apparently had these intentions for so long?

This

is not a trivial question.

To support his claims about natural kind terms, Putnam

invites us co imagine a variety of scenarios, many of which
involve a

swin world'. That is, a world which is exactly like

ours in almost every respect, except

for example - that what

English speakers there call 'water' is in fact 'XYZ' rather thar
5,0.

If chas were sc, he says, even. if the 'water' played

exactly the same role in crein lives as it does in our lives,

then "in one sense En. wai:. it is used on Earth
Earthians cali

what the Twin

water' simply isn't water." (224) At ﬁrst

glance this may seem irrefutable, their 'water' and ours just

aren't cre 'same thing'. Suc it's what they thirst after in the

desert, La's wha: they freeze and cat in drinks, it's what they
swim dr,

it's what their cucumbers are 98% composed of, it's what

they boii in their kesties, it's what falls from the clouds as
rain...

In short, excep: don its 'hidden structure', it's

indistinguishable from what we cali water. So what? Putnam the
scient:a:ic essentialist would repay, what chey mean by
jus:

'water'

da not the same ning 35 what we mean oy 'water', that

it does no: bear the re-ation sane

L

LS,

to our stuff.

4 e claims that, given chat car water is in fact E2C, LE
Visitors Prem Earth had gone to Twin Barth in :750, even though
Gne 'ass:en saracture'

82990 nad mo: ac phat time been

MiScovare: or either plane:, phen although -hey'd nave agreed
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with Twin Earthians in calling that wet stuff 'water', they'd
have been wrong. " In 1750 N e would have mistakenly thought that
XYZ bore the relation same L to the liquid in Lake Michigan,
while in 1800 on

1850 we would have known that it did not". (225)
So, when Twin Barthians talk about 'water', they don't mean what
we

dO,

and they never did.

In face, Putnam himself provides the material for what seems

to me a conclusive counterargument: ﬁrstly by pointing out that
the relation same

depends on what is important, and hence is

interest-relative; secondly by informing us of the case of jade.
"Although che Chinese" '-which Chinese? not the scientists I

cet), "Alchough the Chinese do not recognise a difference, the
term ' jade' applies :0 082 minerals: jadeite and nephrite.

Chemically there is marked difference." (241) He uses the case

co illustrate cne primacy of the local, of what we're familiar

in tho index&cali:y of meaning. But let us retell the

with.

story of 3 visit to Twin Barth, using ' Jade' rather than 'water'.
It is scC.
only one ever

FiREY vears ago a spaceship from Earth

the

visited Tin Barth. The astronauts on it found

life there just Lie in is nene except that jade was more

plentiful and muen cneaper. Knowing a bargain when they saw one,

Shey lcaded .p with jade 00 the return journey, which they sold

without diP::::.57 00 jade craftsmen the length and breadth of
Chine.

Che present Enceror of China is a renowned jade

connoisseur

an

excer: par excellence. One of the new-fangled

'nidden SCru: Sana'

Conanies, on examining some of the Emperor's

Cade co::or ion. ammo.nces that some pieces are made of calcium
magnesi:.. an 0: Lemn.

recocite

:.:.e others are made of sodium
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and aluminium

jadeite. The

Emperor expresses polite interest.

The scientist then shows him which pieces have which structures;
he has segregated them as he identiﬁed their category, or he
could not now tell them apart. Now the Emperor's interest
increases, for he can distinguish them: the nephrite ﬁgures are

all carved from jade brought back from Twin Earth in the middle
of the last century, while none of the jadeite

made from the

stone in that consignment.
The Emperor thinks of this as a nice tid-bit to pass on to

other connoisseurs, wcom he is not above upstaging. The
scientist immediately conceives an ambition to visit Twin Earth

and ﬁnd out if the hidden structures of all stones, liquids,
etc.

there are different from chose on Earth; also e more

practical ambition to check further available samples. Both, in
short, conclude that it's highly likely that Twin Earthian jade

and Earthian jade have different chemical compositions. Neither
is in the least inclined to deny that the pieces in the Emperor's

collection with a Twin Earth origin are jade. Nor, once the word
hac spread to other interested - expert

parties, is any one

else inclined to say that Twin Barth jade 1S not jace. Rather,
the jade connoisseurs speak (and think) of it as Twin Earth jade
(it has become more highly valued than Earthian jade, being in
limited supply!. The scientists, qua scientists, don't speak (or
think) of it

as 'iade' a: all, but as 'nephrite', a naturally

occuring chemical compound

(from Twin Earth) with a contingent

similarit? co another naturally occurring compound, known a s
'Jadeite'.

In fact. sans Twin Farth and (presumably) sans Emperor,
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something like this story must once have occurred. For once upon

a time nobody knew that jade came with two hidden structures, and
one day somebody must have found it out. And - as Putnam

helpfully points out

the end result was as sketched above, jade

just is jade, whatever its chemical composition may be. The

ﬁrst moral I want to draw from this is that Putnam's H,0/XYZ
case won't wash. The reason it won't is that he has not deen

sufﬁciently alert to the consequences of his own insight, viz

that the relation same

is interest-relative. From that

relation being interest-relative, it follows that indexicality
must

be,

so must he basis of categorization, and so, therefore,

the 'determination of extension' must also be interest-relative.

Throughout any Language community, there are smaller communities
of interest those members relative to the community at large are

experts: expertise is also Interest-relative. Although Putnam
correctiy draws our attenpion to the role of experts, he then

proceeds co ar5:9 as though onLy scientiﬁc expertise really
couns.

It win- be interesting to consider brieﬂy why Science

exerts this fascination.

Un she case cE jade. distinct chemical structures "produce
the same unique textural qualities" (241): it is this which makes

the case of Jade anomalous. I: is normal for differences in
chemical stracsire to be correlated with gross perceptual

cofferences, and that is not accidental. Once the molecular
structure 00 3 substance has been discovered, it becomes possible

make predictions about its behavicur in a wide range 0£
'Hidden structures' are important just to the
…h3 " :ce: are consea-enla.• Knowing that, e.g. water iS

e-/cum3:3.805.
eX.an-
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composed

of molecules of two hydrogen atoms to one of oxygen, is

knowing the divine recipe. But 'H,0 ' was supposed to like

a bit

have entered the picture as somehow uniquely specifying the
extension of water, not as an insight into the 'psychological
state'

of the divine mind.

Why should ' H20 ' be a speciﬁcation

of the extension of water, any more than 'ﬂour, yeast, sugar,
salt, water' should count as the extension of bread? Although
telling someone that that was what bread is typically made of,

be part of telling them what sort of thing "This is bread"

might

is true of.

And equally, its being H20 does have something to do

with the sort of thing "This is water" is true of, and that's

what the notion of 'extension' was introduced as - namely as that
of which a term is true.

It is presumably thanks 50 the fact that it is composed of a
whole lot of pains of hydrogen atoms combined with single oxygen
atoms,

that water is what people the world oven pour on their

plants to revive them, drink to quench their own thirst, witness

ﬂowing in streams and rivers, falling from the clouds, etc.,
etc.

Thanks to its being the sort of thing it is, it plays the

same role in many Lives; chat iS, it makes the same differences.
to the outcomes of (approximately) the same interests, all

over

the world. When we talk about 'the extension' 0 2 a term, we are
asking what it is that people thus treat as distinct and call Dy
such-and-such a name. 3
its motivation.

I 5 is a question about social practice anc

Questions about 'indexicality' and social

practice seem to be inextricabie when it comes to seeing what
determines 'the extension' ef 3

cern.

Discussing what me sees as the

consequences of his H,0/XYZ,
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Earth/Twin Earth argument, Putnam says, "There

two plausible

routes that we might take." The ﬁrst of these, ne suggests, is
"to retain the identiﬁcation of meaning with concept and pay the
price of giving up the idea that meaning determines extension,"
in which case "'water! has the same meaning on Earth and on Twin
Earth, bat a different extension." (245) The other alternative,

he claims, is tc drop the identiﬁcation of meaning with concept,
but agree that meaning should be identiﬁed as "an ordered pair
(or possibly an ordered p-cuplel of entities, one of which is the
extension". 1246)

In which case it would be "trivially true that

meaning determines extension (i.e. difference in extension is
iDSO facto difference in Raaning) but totally abandons the idea

that if there is a differa:.ce in the meaning my (Twin Earthian]
Doppelganger and : assian 83 2 word then there must be some

difference in cur concepts for in our psychological state)."
(246)

Les as take a Look ac one one solid argument ne advances

for preferring the second of those options.

Here is his whole brian argument: He invites us to "consider
tel mi and 'beech', for example".

He has already confessed that

he personalLy cannot ce.. chem apart

"*o" he says, "these are

'switched' on CHin Earth, than surely we would not say that 'elm'
has the same meaning on Barto and Twin Earth, even if my
Dopplegangan's sterectype cf a ceech (or 'elm' as he calls it) 1S

identical with my stereotype of an elm. i (246) Does that
Legitimiso Putnam's conci-sipe? Is it evidence that we should
"ootally abandon che idea" that differencein meaning entails

differance in 'concea:' Do 'intension'? He is only evidence for
SacR a conc.usion 1? Ne 380500108 to che solipsistic account of
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intension that Putnam is himself attacking. To see that this is

so, consider what it means for 'elm' and 'beech' to be switched.
It means that English-speaking people on Twin Earth

my

Doppelganger's people - call an 'elm' what English-speaking
people on Earth - my pecple

call

'beech'.

Putnam is perfectly right to insist that what we say about
the meaning of any given word cannot be based on what's in any
individual's head in isolation. But it does not follow that

differences in meaning need not affect the psychological state,
the sets of intensions, of individuals. Like Putnam, I am a
ltcle vague about just what the difference is between elm and

beech, but I know at leant chis much: they are deciduous trees
(Putnam also admits to knowing that much) which there are grounds
for treating as distinct, one sort being called "elm", and the
other sort "beech". Although, like Putnam and his Doppelganger,

I don't nappen to know the precise differences on which the

distinction is based, I do know that the words mean whatever the
people who do know mean by them - this is something I know, about
the meanings of words.

In other words, it is a part of

'psychological state'.

The idea we should abandon is that of

~y

solipsistic intensions or concepts. That way we can save the
idea of intension and extension as a reciprocal pair, and not

abandon the thought that mind and meaning have some connection.
Let's return c.ou

10 tre question of 'extension'. Putnam

wants us to include 'he extension' in any account we give of the
meaning of a content word.
question
won't.

40

Conceding chat one should, the

becomes How? We have seen that an essentialist account
'4,0" turned out to de just another way of talking
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about water, another description.

And the position is worse than

that: for in a sense, Putnam is making an impossible demand when
he requires us to incorporate 'the extension' in the meaning
vector (or whatever).

The problem is that 'the extension' of

"water" is of course water itself

and we can't actually put

that into our description.

So, is there any way of 'incorporating' the extension of a

term into an account of its meaning without simply substituting a
description, and hence retreating again into intensionality? It

seems to me that there are two possible ways of doing so. One
would be the Davidson-style 'disquotational' method, in which the
word "water" would get into the account once with and once

without quotes, as when anote above: "the extension of "water"
is of course water insel?..1 But, as Putnam points out, this is
a procedure which in no way illuminates questions about meaning.

The method - prefer, because it tells one a little more,

and of

one rishe kind is the following. The extension of any cerm,

e.g. "water", just is whapever it is that we people call "water".
The extension is thus given, undescribed, by "whatever it is":

qua extension there is no more to be said about it: This account
a c least has the virtue of bringing in both the indexicality and
the other-people dependancy of extension.

However, when it comes

to giving the meaning of 3 tern, it obviously leaves aimost
everything still to be said.

What does one need to say, then, in order to 'give the

meaning' of 3 term? The problem is, what to tell someone who

2083 not already know, 2.6• what it is chat we people cali
'water', in order 00 teach such 3

person what the word means.
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Doing that, Putnam suggests, is at least teaching them about its

'stereotypical' characteristics. For example, the list he offers
for water is, "colorless; transparent; tasteless;

thirst-quenching; etc." (269) That 'etcetera', that

open-endedness, is largely his response to the indexicality of So
much of natural language: no matter how long one goes on , one can
never succeed in capturing the 'thisness' of an indexical term.
So it is only rarely possible 50

give another person necessary

and sufﬁcient conditions for membership in the extension of a
term. And that, Putnam rightly asserts, is not what one should
be trying to do, anyway. Rather, one should be attempting co
impart "Information about the minimum skills required for entry

into the Linguistic community" (257) ; that 1S,

one should be

teaching learners their 'Linguistic cbligations'. "What it means
to say thas being striped is part of the (linguistic) stereotype
of 'tiger', " Putnam saÿs, "is that it is obligatory to accuire

the information chat stereotypical tigers are striped if one
accuires 'Siger'". (251) The psychological counterpart of this

social obligation, is, it seems to me, that once one has acquired

2 word one is from then on obliged to hear it as meaningful.
That is, cre's ciger interest - faint though it may be
automaticalLy responds, is activated or aroused, by its name, by
the word "tigen".

Although none of what gets listed as sterectypical is

recessary condition, Putnam suggests - borrowing Quine's notion
that some features are relatively centrai or unrevisable. If we

are calking about tigers, for example, we can imagine all sorts
of variations which would still count as tigers, "Buc"',

as Putnam
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puts it, "tigers ceasing to be animals!

Great difﬁculty..."

Here is his sample list of highly central features for a variety
of terms: animal, living thing, artifact, day of the week, period

of time. These, he remarks, "attach with enormous centrality to
the words 'tiger' -

animal, 'clam' - living thing, 'chair' -

artifact, 'Tuesday'

day of the week, hour'

period of time.

"And, " he adds, "they also form part of a widely used and
important system of classiﬁcation." What makes these particular
features part of a system of classiﬁcation, is, of
interest-relativity.

course, their

They play a highly consequential role in

our lives, that is, they make a difference to the cutcome of a

wide variety of interests. In making the same differences to
number of different interests, a feature renders those interests
'the same'

in respect cf itself: two interests are the same just

to the extent that the same differences have shaped them. These
effects on our interests, not only affect the way we deal with

'the things themseives' when encountered, but also affect our
conversational practice.

In most contexts En which I meet or talk about things which

C'm inclined to call "tigers", and in most contexts in which

hear about things that other people are calling "tigers", then
their being animals wiLl be e characteristic of what their being

tigers means to me. But now let's suppose there's

a football

seam called "The Tigers", and A'm sitting in the pub with a bunch

In that context, it's covious that will
no% take my friends to mean one of the animals known as "tigers"
of football fans...

when they speak of " a Tiger'.
this "Tiger"

Someone might want to say that

and the other "tiger" are really quite different
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meanings have nothing apparent in common except the form of their
expression, "bank" being a classic case of this.

As Schegloff

points out (1972), ambiguity is hardly ever a participant's
problem. It is, rather, an observer's problem; and the reason

that is so is that the observer is, by deﬁnition, qua observer,
not a member of the community of interest, and not therefore
automatically privy to the current common concerns.

The fact

that children hear puns, notice ambiguities, much more readily
than we adults, is I think Largely because they haven't learned

to tune in to the common interest, and perhaps partly because all
their interests are at such a relatively lively level compared to

ours. In most cases in which a word which is technically

lexically ambiguous appears, its other meaning is relevant to an
interest which is currently at a low ebb, quiet, and only the

meaning relevant to a current interest gets effectively
'activated',

I don't rule out the possiblity that the word forn

itself is sufﬁciently potent to call even an extremely weak
interest, but since such 3 call would normally be overruled in
cases of ambiguity, there is n0 way

can imagine in which this

question could be answered. What we are ﬁnding here is a

special case of a phenomenon I've already discussed extensively,

namely that the more highly aroused an interest already is, the
more likely it is to ce aroused still further, the more avidly it
seizes on the relevant.

Let us now Eo back crieﬂy to the question of the relation

between extension, intension, and meaning. The ﬁrst thing I
want to say is that if 'extension' 5 to play any role in
Sheery of meaning, then its spatial connotations should surely ce
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regarded as irrelevant. Take, for example, the meaning of
'meaning'.

I have been trying in this and the last chapter to

formulate as best

can, what it is that distinguishes whatever

it is that we people call meaning, that is trying to formulate

what distinguishes the extension of meaning. Yet there is
nothing out there

can point at. What I am trying to do is

articulate things that I assume we actually all know we all know
or, better, can all assume we all assume. We are surely, as
ordinary people, experts on what meaning means. It's only as
linguists, lexicographers, philosophers, that doubts arise.
Just as

cannot give

I

cannot give the actual extension of any term, I

its intension, either; for its intension is simply

the current form of the interest which bears its name.

The best

I can do is try to convey what it is that makes that interest

what it _S, that distinguishes it from all those other interests.
In naming those features I thus confer them with an extension,

make objects of them. But their psychological status is not as
objects, but rather as boundaries, which give form to the

interests they bound. The more impersonal an interest

is,

che

Less freedom there is as to its form, the more rigid its

boundaries, the ﬁrmer its structure. Word meanings are like
islands of near ﬁxity, with reliable and well-motivated
interconnections, in an otherwise highly variable, subjective and
8

idiosyncratic network oE hopes, desires, etcetera. Putnam
occasionally speaks as though being a social practice precluded a
shing's being a psychological phenomenon. In fact,

if

social

practice fails to affect individual members of a society, lt
ceases to be

social practice. Anyway, as soon as we permitted
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interests to enter the picture, we let intensions in at the back
door. For interests, e.g. hopes, fears, desires, doubts,
concerns, are paradigmatically intensional.

I began the last chapter with a brief discussion of
'person-neutral linguistic meaning'.

We now see that this

'neutrality' applies only within a language community (which
itself may have very few members).' When we say X means Y,

where

X is a word, it is equivalent to saying: within such and such a
language community, if someone is talking about X (say 'Tigers'),

then you may be sure they are talking about Y (say
'footballers'). So that when, in this community, an interest is
expressed in

then it is bound to de an interest in Y, or

new information about X is acquired, then it is bound to be new
information about Y and so on. This has the effect that, within

any given language community, where X is a word, what N means by

%, what Y means to M, and what X means will be substantially
identicaL, although X may mean more to M or N than it does in

isolation. But the situation is rather different where X is a
sentence.

As we saw in tre last chapter, sentence meanings

characteristically concern modiﬁcations that have been or are to

be made in the worid and/or in a person's view of it, i.e., in
their network of interests. Members of the same Language
community can be counted on to share a substantially identical

subsystem of heir interest networks i.e. che semantic network

-.* 1
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created by word meanings and their interconnections, and to share

the rules for their combination. Therefore, as is the case with
words, we may say that within a given language community,

X

is a sentence, X nas a meaning which is not dependent on what any
individual knows.

This guarantees that what X means to M and

what N means by it overlap.

However, although their networks of

interest coincide in the strictly semantic, M's and N's may

diverge widely elsewhere. Since when X is a sentence its meaning

crucially consists in its consequences in an interest system, its

meaning for M and its meaning for N will diverge just insofar as
it has different repercussions in M's and N's interest systems.

.-
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Chapter Nine: Arousal

Set in stark isolation, the word 'arousal' suggests brutish
appetite rather than the reﬁned apparatus of cognition. Yet
"it aroused my interest" is common parlance, hence I chose the
word tO

use in my deﬁnition of relevance. Other roughly

equivalent expressions are, "it stirred", "excited",

"stimulated", "tickled", "seized" my interest. In any

of

chese

cases, the consequence of my interest being aroused (etc.) by X,

is thas ny attention is directed towards X, X becomes the object
of my curren: inceres:. Put like this, it sounds as though the
interest is essentially a passive phenomenon, a response to the

stimulus 00 *: because M is what 15 is, my current interest (I)

is what it is. But, except in the event of X being completely

unfamiliar. The character of my current interest will depend

on

tHo for:nor Pastors, both of which concern the past history of
the interest which X,

One is

as such and such a moment, nas aroused.

che history of changes which I has undergone prior to

whatever effect X may nave on it. That history is responsible

for E's curren: form, and partially determines its future
deve-opment.

The other factor is E's level of arousal

immediately before my encounter with X.

n senaral, the level of arcusal of any interest must depend
cn. hox ::ide awake its owner is.

For, except during periods of

creaming,

what distinguishes sleep is that one's interests are

quiet,

baBy producing the words and deeds, and 'thoughts'

-#AReS.

not

and

cha: Pi.i the day. And a sleeping person is the opposite
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of laboratory rats have been made to sing for their supper. But
even in the most strictly controlled conditions, one rat cannot

be counted on to behave like another, nor even to reproduce the

same responses itself in the same objective conditions.?
The inconvenient unpredictability of rats is far more

extreme in human beings. So too is the related problem that, if

all varieties of behaviour are to be explained in terms of the
variety of drives, then one is liable to wind up with uncountably

many 'drives'.
chimpanzees

A s one 1950s psychologist

an observer of

out it, "Every little action has a motive all its

own" (Missen, 1953).

'Drive' was introduced as part of a

positiviss, reductionist, programme, aimed at demonstrating the

possibility of psychology being a True Science.

As such, drive

was supposec co be quantiﬁable, and it was supposed to assume
onLy

restricted number of forms, each of which could be derived

from a biological need. This is one of many problems on which
behaviouris: theory eventually foundered. 3

But, despite the

demise of the theory: che facts which 'drive' was proposed to
account for do not go away.

Drive was thought of as an energising factor, an increase of
drive leading co an increase in activity, and conversely. A

ningry rat lor personl will tend to look lively when presented

with food 'cues' or 'stimuli' which a satiated rat (or person)
may ignore compLetely. Up to a certain point, the hungrier it

faster its reaction times to relevant stimuli are liable
50 be, and :ce less likely it is to be affected by irrelevant
is,

tre

stimu::. Sax, thanks co Freud, and hunger and 'pain avoidance',
thanks 13 Laboratory techniques, have been the paradigms of
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'drive' for psychologists. With those as models, it was natural
to treat the phenomenon in cuestion as essentially biological on
the one hand, and 'goal-oriented', on the other. But alertness

to the relevant, and the production of relevant activities, were

of course what I introduced the notion of interest to account
for. As we have repeatedly seen, not all interests are

purposeful; and there are indeed for any individual human,
uncountably many, only some of which can sensibly be attributed
to any ciological need.
Plans and purposes, and even hopes and desires can be
manipulated to some extens in a laboratory, and they have tended

to take over the expianatory role of 'drive' in more recent
psychology.

Wonder, aNe, and love are less susceptible to

engineering, but each : 3 as capable as any other kind of interest
of occupying She ascension wholly, to the exclusion of everything
eise.

In such cases, the relevant activities produced are gazing

at, con-emp-acing, 'drinking in', and exclaiming at the object of
interest

and, in the case of (requited) love, a reciprocation

of these activities is called for.

' Alertness to the relevant'

is manifest as 'heightened awareness' in each

These states

cf mind and activities which are beyond the reach of experimental

psychology anould nonethe-ess be recognised by theoretical

psychoLogy. Despite this blind spot, 'goal-oriented' behaviour
has provei 3 Fruitful ﬁeld for research into human, as well as
rat, Psyche-ogy.
'schomas'

Cre c? i:s fruits is the prominence of

AS cOnstructs for the description of particular,

Tami. iar, senaviours.3
Tho obner direction taken oy che notion of 'drive' was
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towards its identiﬁcaion with the 'arousal system' of the brain

stem. (See, e.g., Hebo, 1953.) Luria quotes Pavlov saying,
"Organized, goal-directed activity requires maintenance of an
optimal

level of cortical tone"! (Luria, 1973). Sleeping lowers

'cortical tone' to the point at which inertia pervades the
system.

Research by Moruzzi and Magoun, published in 1949,

demonstrated that cortical tone was regulated by the reticular
formation of the brain stem. "This formation has the structure
of a

nerve net, among which are scattered the bodies of nerve

cells connected with each other by short processes. Excitation

spreads over the net of this nervous structure... not as single,

isolated impulses, and not in accordance with the 'all or

nothing' law, but gradually, changing its level little by little,
and thus modulating the whole of the nervous system." (Luria,
1973)

The notion of an excitable network of neurons at variable
levels of excitation, through which activation from various

sources spreads, has ﬁred imaginations and caused waves of
excitation 50 pasS through a worldwide network of psychologists.
It also has some clear parallels with the picture that has
emerged from the discussion in this thesis. The general
corre.acien

between this 'arousal system', active in the waking,

Functioning, person, and my busy interests thrumming away all day
But to what extent more
long, is so clear as to be undeniable.

particular conreiations can be established is much more
proclemain.

nave the thought, say, "It's time to feed the cat", on
different

days, do the same neurons ﬁre each time? Or if one
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day I have that thought in so many words, and another I think,
"It's the cat's supper time", do some of the same neurons ﬁre?
Or if one day
have that thought, whilst another I just give the
cat his supper, because it's time, will some of the same neuronal
activity occur?

And what if someone else has that same thought

about that same cat...?°

These questions merely scratch the surface of the problems

involved. Greatly though neuropsychology has advanced our

understanding of the brain in the last few decades, it has not
reached the point at which it can answer such questions, and it
is doubtful that it ever will. Another reason for not embracing
any detailed identiﬁcation between particular mental and neural

events, is that activation of the neural circuitry is - as is
well known

only part of what goes on in the brain: a multitude

of chemical changes is also taking place. We all know that a

thought can make our hearts beat faster, our tongues cleave to
the roofs of our mouths, our knees go weak, etc. The relation

between mental and endocrinal activity is so far much less well

understood even than the relation betwen mental and neural

activity. So, I shan't assume an identity between the arousal
system in the brain and in the mind.

that we are talking about is 'one of the central mysteries
of life and minc'
us

the source of all effort and attention. Let

see What we must attribute to this vital source. Generally,

as we have seen,

we want to attribute wakefulness to it.

We also

want to appea- co it CO account for different degrees of push at
cifferent 'places' _n the system, that is, for variation in

strength between interests, and hence for variable responsiveness
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to input. With no inner push, no interest going out toward the
world, the world makes no impression.

At one extreme, a sound

sleeper can snore through an overhead thunder storm, at the

other, a Toscanini can hear the ﬁfteenth violin playing a wrong
note. As well as increasing receptivity, the energy we invest in
our interests is also creative, producing outer and inner
expression.

It's important tO remember that this phenomenon of the

variable allocation of 'mental energy' must embrace
extraordinary range in human beings.

an

It must include the

difference between a quite hungry person, a very hungry person, a
satiated person, and someone from whose mind the thought of food

could not be further. I: must also include, for example, the
difference between a woman who has never thought to question her

role in life, and that same woman once she has 'had her
consciousness raised! and come

to

her role as an issue.

(Where the hungry person is alert to the smell of food, the
feminist is alert to the smell of male chauvinist piggery.)

And

it must account for the difference in behavicur between someone

who has recently heard the phrase 'terrible error' and someone
who has not, when asked to say ' gad boof' out loud (see Baars et

al, discussed in Mis-words, above). And so
As well as talking about different levels of arousal, we are
talking about different foci of arousal or concentrated energy:

we are not just talking about different degrees of interest, but
about different interests - many of which may be active to some
degree at the same time.

To what extent distinctions between

areas of activation depend on distinct stimuli is an interesting
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question, and it brings us to the second source of activation in

the mind's arousal system, namely input from the 'outside world'.

The notion of an interest surely presupposes its being an
interest

in something. Different interests reach out towards,

and are receptive to, different 'objects', what else could

distinguish then? There are two kinds of answer to

that

question, one concerns the possibilities of innateness, the other
the nature of the 'objects' in question.

There are, apparently, ants which give off a characteristic
smell when dead; as soon as they start to smell, the other ants

pick them up, carry them out of the nest, and throw them away.

A

human observer of this behaviour made an extract of death smell,

blobbed it on some living ants and, one at a time returned them
to the rest.
ants

One by one, kicking and struggling, their fellow

who knew a dead ant when they smelled one

marched them

.: . . 8
off and hurled them to oblivion.
This narrow-minded
imperviousness to contrary indications is typical not only of
ents but of innately programmed behaviour in general. Take a

richly preprogrammed creature out of the environment in which its

program has developed over the preceding generations, and it will
complete less. Activating an innate action schema of
be at

this sort entaiis energies being spent in a particular way 10
response to a particular outer stimulus. The individual may

never have encountered that stimulus before, but the species

has.

So even innate distinctions between interests ultimately depend
world.
on distinct stimuli from the outer
IF
ant

every interest has an object, what is the object of

the

interest just discussed? The object is that to which the
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blueberries; then

probably won't notice the little grey and

brown fungi nestling in the grass beside the blueberry bush.

I won't miss the large

edible, good

But

bright yellow Suillus

Grevillei which groWs there too. If I'm chatting with a friend
at a

party, I'll hear our conversation, but not the conversations

going on around us. But if someone mentions my name, or that o f
someone

I care about, then I probably will take that in - my

attention seized, my ears 'prick up'. '

Or a sudden loud noise

may interrupt our discourse, distracting the attention of

everybody in the room. All these are cases of an interest

assuming currency as a result of something out there 'summoning
my attention'.

Degree of inner push. - prior interest

and degree of

conspicuousness, distinctiveness, of the stimulus clearly
interact in determining whether it becomes an object of interest,

in determining whether I focus on it or not. There are
quantiﬁable aspects of some of these stimuli, which clearly
affect their salience (their capacity to arouse an interest),

such as the brilliance of the mushroom, or the loudness of the
noise. But even these cases presuppose distinctness against a

background- e bright yellow mushroom won't stand out much against
a bright yellow background, one loud (meaningless) noise won't
stana

cacophony, and so on. What each of the cases has
that my attention is attractec o y something which

in a

in common is

ﬁt my current anticipations (my 'set'). In each case,
the refocussing of attention involves either new anticipations
doesn't

coming into play, or new questions arising.

One lesson to be drawn from this is that what 'gets through '
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is more than whatever is the current object of interest, whatever
is currently being focussed on. Otherwise, nothing from outside
could pull the interest away, because it would not be able to
reach the attention (the arousal system) in order to affect it.

The arousal system is evidently active in a variety of different
directions

great deal of the time. 10

Anticipation is a

readiness to act and react in a manner Fitting to this occasion:
the inner push which comes out to meet a heterogeneous world
brings heterogeneous information with it.

Different interests

are activated: different schemas direct the energies, prepare the

person as well as possible for what's next on the basis of what
has been.

Just as the effects on me of this encounter with X depend on

an interaction between X and the current form and level of
arousal
it

of my interest in X, So have all my past encounters with

depended on this interaction. What X means to me now depends

on this subjective history.

The world 'gets through ' insofar as

it activates the arousal system to some degree.

And it means

something to me if it activates some 'place' within the system
if it is a reaction distinct from other reactions, an interest
distinct from other interests

rather than activating the system

at large (as in a startle reaction at, e.g., a loud noise).

Interests are distinct from one another insofar as their

activation entails a ﬂow of mental energy this way and not that
way. If repeated encounters with X bring about no change in the

form of my interest in X, if each encounter conforms with my
anticipations, then these encounters become less interesting,
less demanding of mental energy, ar.d X becomes less likely to be
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an object of interest. Once I am thoroughly used to X,

then when

I encounter it the merest 'activation' occurs; I register it
without focusing on it, without thinking about it I'm ready to
deal with it appropriately if required.
*

People (and the best works of art) defy the process of

habituation. It is almost impossible to be as indifferent to the
presence of another person in the same room, as one may be to the

carpet, the walls.

For one thing, the carpet and walls won't

(except in the most peculiar circumstances) do anything, for

another, they won't notice anything 1 do. Whatever they may mean
to me, I am not constrained to mean anything to then. As

human

being, my very survival depends on securing the cooperation of

other people, and that entails getting them to see my interests
as their Own. (After a bath one day, my six-year-old was
shivering violently. I suggested that he was hamming it up

rather. "But I 2 m cold," he said

L indicated belief "and if

I don't do this, nobody will know.") All my waking life, as I

move through a shared world,

must be alert to what I mean to

other pecple, S weil as Co what chey mean to me.

Cooperation between ants may well be achieved entirely by

imperatively meaningful smells, but between human beings it takes
work,

the results of which will never be fully predictable.

is where language comes in,

This

o E course. One way in which language

facilitates the construction of communities of interest, is by

making it possible for its members to express interests to each
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other explicitly and directly. Questions, requests, pleas,
commands and so on, are expressions of interests which require
cooperation for their pursuit. The right
recuest, a command, etc.,

to put forward

and the obligation to respond, vary

widely both within any given society, and between societies. All

societies have ways of allocating these rights, because they are
an essential foundation of social order, but all individuals know

ways of bending and violating their obligations. While language
makes possible the passing on of precise and detailed
information, at the same time the devil gets in with

mis-information, misrepresentation, plain falsehood, and
bullshit.

Truthfulness can be an issue for any new assertion.

So, as

well as providing the means 50 increase the pool of common
knowledge - the essential basis for all common action, for the

pursuit of all common interests - Language also SOwS the seeds of

1 potentially endless succession of issues. It makes it possible
50 talk about what is in doubt, to debate, to put forward

arguments pro and con. Then again, that same power
To say what is not so

the power

is also the power to tell stories, and it

is the power to orcjec: possible futures into public space.

Language also makes it possible to reminisce about the past, and
CO

attempt to explain the present. And it gives one a way of

talking impersonally, of referring to one rather than to me
-..

or

you or h1 m or her, to someone and anyone rather than to this one
On

3

that one.

It also confers the capacity tO piace events along

Sixed time scale (times and dates} a s well as in relation to

sone now {tenses).
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A11 these effects of language could be summed up by saying
that it provides the means of acquiring and conferring
alternative points of view.

It can give one a view that is not

just from not here and not now,

out from not me.

It does this

partly via other people telling one (disputable) things, but
more fundamentally • it does so via the (quasi indisputable)

meanings of the words we all use and understand. This is
presumably what Brentano meant when he remarked that language
provided a

'sort of preliminary classiﬁcation' (1907). In every

individual, language ﬁrst takes hold as a way of expressing
interest; as we learn better and better how to do so (how to make

ourselves understoodì, we are acquiring the system of
classiﬁcation that is built into our language. Once we have
acquired it, it lies as inescapable background behind not only

all linguistic encounters, but all future learning.
Although the relatively ﬁxed system of intersubjective

meanings transcends my subjective history, it is nevertheless

part of it, and part of what I know. My interest in, say, this

cat, will always activate, be informed by , what

know about

cats, and that a is a matter of knowing what "cat" means. A s
pass through the world, being affected by it, the schemas which
get activated are in fact organized (held in a ﬁxed relation to

each other) by the Language E speak. And, as I look around L see
nothing I can't name if I want to.

An encounter with a familiar

and uninteresting object *ilE generally activate, to some slight
degree, a certein schema within the whole. But words, those most

familiar out potent 02 objects, appear to activate connections
between places in the network too; hence many more than one
schema, - or node?

get activated o y just one word'l

Most
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words mean more than most things (to most people).

For the individual, acquiring a language means inter alia
acquiring a relatively orderly mind, which furthermore is

organised along the same lines as those of others sharing the
same world. It also means, insofar as we're hearing and using
language all the time, that the semantic system is kept
perpetually at the ready.

So, we all have a rich range of highly

reliable and interconnected common knowledge, which we never have
to think about, and which N e can call on at any time with a

minimum expenditure of mental energy. But language does even
more for our mental life than that: ﬁnally we reach the third
source of activation of the arousal system - and that is the
material in which 1 have called 'cognitive space'. The ﬂow cf
directed energy we

been noting has results: we are creative

as well as receptive. Interests near peak arousal are foci of

mental enersy waiting to discharge in expression of some sort.
AS we san in Chapter 5 , as well as actions, including speech,

among the products of this focused energy are 'images' and
m-utterances

In this chapter, we have been seeing how a differentially
activated, informed, arousal system functions as preparation,

- .-*

anticipation, for the immediate future in a non-uniform but

largely predictable world. I am suggesting here that in

cognitive space we can go one better, and project ourselves into
an

imagined future, in 16 we can enact possible futures with

merely imagined consequences. It is where the imagination plays.
LE Seems highly likely that 311 'higher' animals have

imaginations. The capacity 50 solve certain problems - like the
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monkey's using a short stick to get a long one to get a danana

can be readily explained if we assume the animal

can rehearse the

needed actions within its own cognitive space. Such rehearsal
would only be useful when the actions in question presented a
problem of some sort, when they were not habitual.

As human beings, the future we're trying to be ready for
a includes a future f dealing with other people, as well as

things. Few things create more problems than other people do ;

as

we've been seeing, solving these problems typically involves
talk.

It's no wonder that human cognitive space tends to be full

of unuttered sayings, with them we out our inner actions into a
form with intersubjective meaning. (If all the world's a stage,

every mind is a rehearsal room.) Therefore, by creating sayings

in my mind, I connect my would-be actions to the knowledge
systems to information not so far taken into account.

I become

audience to myself, and potentially therefore also judge. If

I'm

seriously trying 50 project the future, then I'll be alert to the
plausibility of what I imagine, and to the truth of my thoughts.
If, on the other hand, I am daydreaming, then whether what I say

or see 'feels right', sounds right, doesn't matter in the
slightest.

I

can listen to myself telling stories with the same

suspension of the demands of truthfulness as I apply to all
ﬁction.

Or 1 can attend to the likelihood or truth of my inner

sayIngs with all the scrupulcus rigour of 3 Cynical cutsider.

Equally, I can apply those strict standards - 'can this De
right?"

50 my (other) considered actions, or I can indulge

myseli with pure fantasy.
Not all one's interests are directed at the future, although
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the great majority for purely practical reasons must be. One can

recreate, and thanks to language reﬂect upon

make judgeable

objects of * the past as well as the possible future, and the
impossible daydream.

The capacity for reﬂective self-control

which language combines with the imagination to provide, is the

capacity to reject one's own would be actions, or claims.

Hence

it is the capacity to aim at the good and the true, and it is

therefore the origin of sin.
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Chapter Ten: Conclusions

In this chapter I begin by presenting a general sketch of
the picture of 'the. mindi which has emerged so far in this
thesis.

It

is a dual picture, comprised of the system of

interests on which all meaning depends, plus cognitive space,
within which We may pretend to act and speak. From this general

picture 7 draw certain further conclusions, particularly about
the form and content of interests, and about the nature of
interest systems.

Nex: E compare my views with certain other

current approaches and Mind a number of points of contact,
despite wide differences in perspective and vocabulary.

The most

radical differences between my views and those which prevail in

this ﬁeld, concern the relation between beliefs and desires (or
as I would prefer to pus it, between assumptions and interests).

Both are supposed in many quarters to be 'propositional

attitudes' of equivalent psychological status, and it is supposed
to make sense to treat them as though they were in separate

'boxes', one labelled beliefs, the other, desires. Far from
their being independent of each other in this way, in my view

every assumption is interest-relative, and every interest is

Informed. Mere interests are given the crucial organising and
initiating role L chink they deserve, it tends to be in the guise
OF coals. plans, purposes, etc. (see, e.g., Anderson,

1975 ;

Schank.:6: and discussion in Chapter 9 above). Though
end-oriented interesto like those account for a Large share of a
person's cognitive accivity, They do not exhaust it. A recurrent
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In an interest were not a repository of information, then what

activities it led to would be random, and it would no longer be
possible to understand those activities in the light of that

interest. If interests were not informed, then they would not be
distinct; the uncontrolled ﬂailing of a neonate's limbs dears

this out. Input which informs an interest changes its form, and
therefore its future manner of pursuit; so interests change and
develop and adjust themselves to new information.

In that

respect they are clearly equivalent to Neisser's 'schemas' or

Minsky's 'frames': in my terms, a schema or frame is the form of
an interest.' It follows from these considerations that a
person's system cf interests is also their system of assumptions
or beliefs.

The form of an interest is its schema, and that is
constituted of its set of relevant assumptions, for an assumption

is no more than a difference which has been made to an interest.

Interests may be connected with each other in varying degrees.

At one extreme, they may be embedded in each other SO that all

assumptions relevant to one are relevant to another, but not vice

versa; or they may be connected only in having some shared
relevant assumptions; or, at the most tenuous extreme, they may
naVe a

purely associative connection - so that, for example,

every time N sees a pretty stamp she chinks of M. So, all
together, the set of a person's interests constitute a densely,
and

variably, interconnected network, the

parts of which at any

given waking moment will de at greatly varying degrees of
arousal. For any individual, amongst the connections,

and

assumptions, which are most reliable, and whose activation Es
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closest

to being perfectly automatic, will be those laid down in

that person's language. And those connections are rational

connections: it is not a mistake to rely on them, either in
discourse or in practice; energy spent activating them is not
wasted.

Although the best-maintained, most ﬁrmly interconnected,
and scundest parts of the system may be linguistic, there is no
reason to suppose that the linguistic sub-system is cut off from
everything else a

person knows.?

On the contrary, if it were an

isolated system, then the information it encodes would have to be
duplicated in the rest of the system. For that information is

practical, i.e. it affects the way one approaches the world.
This is so even at the most 'analytic'
universal

extreme.

i.e. rigid, reliable,

To take a classic case: if N wants to marry

M, and she knows he is a bachelor, then she knows he is not (at

the moment a married man, and that the object of her desire is

not ruled out, at least on those grounds. The linguistic

subsystem is distinguished primarily by its relative immunity from

the whims and preferences of individuals, because it consists of
what Twe a111

(i.e. we speakers of

6, assume we can all assume.

Generally, activation of a part of the interest system makes

relevant information ready for use. It seems reasonable to
assume that activation has a long-term as well as a short-term
effect on the accessibility of information. Like the tunnels in

E mine, connections which don't get periodically reactivated

are

-lacie to Fall into disrepair, and unless the assumptions they

once Joined can ce reacned from another direction they wul become
inaccessible and hence unusable. Forms will disintegrate,

schemas coiLapse, unless their interests are sometimes aroused.
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Ne keep the language system so regularly in use that it's

no

wonder its meanings are generally so effortlessly available. A

function of m-utterances is that of keeping the language system
busy.

So,

the form of an interest - what it takes for granted,

what it has been informed by

is its schema. What then is its

content? Jointly, the set of all a person's schemas constitutes

a network within which activation variably occurs, and from which
activities variously emerge. An active interest is replete with

energy, to which it imparts a more or less precise direction; an
inactive interest does nothing, is mere contentless form. As

well as input (impression) causing activation to spread from
points of entry into the network, concentrated energy builds up

a t points in the network, i.e. within particular schemas, until

they are bursting for expression (output). One could think of it
a s horizontal movements of energy on the one hand, and vertical
cnes

on the other.

Ar. interest is a potential hole in the fabric

01 the taken-for-granted; a way _n or out of the network, through
which change can enter or leave the system. The content of an
interest is the energy it directs.

What can we say about what happens, on the one hand when
energy spreads through the system, and on the other when it is
disgorged in expression? Ex hypothes, the horizontal movement
activates some set of assumptions -

but then, what does that do?

a regular laboratory ﬁnding is that reaction times to
consecutive related stimuli speed 40,

whilst an unrelated

intrusion #il 1 elicin noticeably slower response.

In other

words, the whole activated area becomes more highiy aroused, anc
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therefore more alert to new relevant informatic, more susceptible
to change. Also, it must in some way make the information
encoded in that part of the system more sensitive to whatever
initiated the activation. New information may change the schema
by accretion, it may combine with it co yield new conclusions, or
it may have the more radical effect of altering previously held
assumptions. Input which runs counter to - i.e. would rule out
what has formerly been assumed relevant to the activated

interest (s), will have its non-conformity detected, though not

necessarily understood. A clash with the taken-for-granted
creates a disturbance, a hot spot, an interest in its

right:

an issue. And the assumption(s) with which there ¡s a clash may

eventually be dislodged. Whereas input which conforms wich what

has previously been assumed will tend to solidify and entrench
that set of assumptions.
network i.n

It will serve C0 keep that part of the

shape, maintain its

form.

NON let us consider what happens when energy is released in

expression. In some way, the manner in which an interest zets
expressed depends on its form, i.e. the place in the network from
which the energy springs forth, the assumptions which inform 1 t.

We have found ( Chapter 5) chat an interest tends to produce

activity which leads towards its satisfaction (which in some out
nOt a1! cases involves its closure). How does what one assumes
affect that activity?
Man% 50 sit down..
movement,

Let us take

very simple case, suppose

Swiftly, conﬁdently, with a well-aimed

A olace my 00:60m on the chair.

In doing so, A assume

that the height and width of the chair seat are what they have
always been, that

Et

13 in the position I nave judged it to 09,
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.: 3 . 10
expressions.

Lastly, since talking is generally less offortful

than doing, verbal expressions presumably generally use LesS
energy than more active forms of expression.

IF talk takes up less energy than action of other sorts;
presumably the quasi talking and acting which go on in cognitive
space use up -ess energy still - no actual moving parts whatever
ceing set in motion. Lazy though one may be in cognitive space,
thinking can also be hard work

what good can it do to spend

even small amounts of energy on pretence?
m-activities amount to.

for that is what

As in real space, the activities one

performs in cognitive space are expressions of some highly
aroused interest, the form of which guides the forms of its

expression. What m-unterances and m-actions occur to a person

over a ceri38 31 time wili depend on what interests come into

play darins 8025 time. Some of these interests may

be

cursose?u., c-cans nos, covering a range from problem-solving to

cavoreamins. ant Including such short-lived interests as a ﬂash
of surprise. deligh, irritation,

etc.

Same ci ne material in cognitive space iS there solely
resconse to encounters with

the here-and-now. There are

in

the

comments : m-utter 3 5 A proceed in the world, on things and
eren53 p/ passing inserest. With these L sum up what strikes

genera..: 8.23 is unanticipated. By putting 11

me,

in a language,

300 theraby activatin (making
*o dO,

7329 320 HON

3.0:10 Space :2

accessible) assumptions relevant
familiar. At a noment when expression in

ruled out, and there is no

300:2 21349: 8: taXe:•

* C change co Da made,

10

action to be

conclusion to be considered or reached,

but there is nevertheless a head of
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focussed energy pressing for release, then m-activity of some
kind may de the best one can do.

On the one hand, its expression

will let off enough pressure that it will

soon sink back below

the threshold of peak arousal. On the other hand, at the same
time, because of the feedback effect, the expression of an
interest will serve to maintain it a at a sufﬁciently high level

of arousal that it will sooner or later cross that threshold
again anc achieve expression again - next time, perhaps, in real
space.

Unlike exclaiming and passing comment, daydreaming and

dwelling on the past are m-activities which are both purposeless
and incompatible with any but the most mechanical and undemanding

engagement with the here and now.

Is not energy devoted to them

pure waste? The answer in both cases is No, a t least up
point.

TO

One can 20 on learning from the past long after it's zone

by; and even when chere is nothing more to learn, one may still

get pleasure from it. Only when every shred of meaning has been

chewed over and digested, and when all that's left is bitter,
does it become entirely futile to dwell on the past.

Daydreaming

Coesn't carry chat risk of futility, being as far as I know
11

unfailingly devoted to self-pleasing ends.

The danger with

daydreams is of Forgetting that fantasies are what they are. The
Only fundamental difference between daydreaming and serious

thinking is that in the former but not the latter one has free

rein to pursue the entirely unlikely. Much follows from this.
AL1 cu: sericus interests are pointed at, geared
the future on the basis of the past
repositories of information if

towards,

they'd de useless

that were not SO.

The future
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indicated by an interest may be immediate or mediate.

The

immediate future is an unbroken extension of the here and now,
is about to be actual. Mediate futures are not about

5t

to be

actual, are projected, away from the here and now, into cognitive
space as possibilities. As we have seen ( Chapters 4-6), a great

deal of our cognitive activities in both public and private space
is devoted to consideration of the possible. We consider

cossibilities in order to assess their likelihood and their
desirability.

As Speroer and Wilson put it, "Assigning a

subjective probability value to a proposition involves

representing to oneself the likelihood of its being true,

and

assigning a wantability value tO proposition involves

representing to oneself the desirability of the potentially

achievable world in which it would be true. :2

I

Cind out about

how likely and desirable a state 2 of affairs appears to me (i.e.
assign it
imaginine

subjective probability or wantability value) oy
i.e. representing to mysell

how things would be if

it were actual. Obviously such m-activities are only required

when there is more than one available interesting alternative.
The more alternatives one can rule cut, che more narrowly

one can focus one's energies, the more efﬁciently one can spend
Although it's only sometimes fun, serious thinking is more
chem.

valuable than daydreaming because it leads co the exclusion of

alternatives, rejection of courses on action, closure of exits
and

all this without lifting a ﬁnger.

Le?: and only one alternative remains,
ce

saken for granted.

Once there is no doubt

then that will henceforth

Subjectively, 'settled conjecture'13

treated as certain; this is sne limiting case o likelihood.

is
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Once an issue has thus been settled, it will cease to trouble or
disturb, cease to occupy cognitive space. From now on it will
function - if at all

merely as an assumption relevant to some
interest (s), as an effect on the future ﬂow of energy. It is in
the nature of an interest to create activity which tends towards

its satisfaction. What satisﬁes a question or an issue is the
anninilation of relevant ignorance or

doubt.

Even in

self-consultation, what brings that about is, typically, debate.
In just the same way as considerations that weigh only on
one side appear in a daydream, so considerations that weigh on
either side appear in a m-argument. This is realism

in the

popular rathen chan che philosophical sense. Being realistic
requires one to resist as far as possible the lure of preference

and desire, and keep the tine between debate and daydream as
scarp as possible. It is never reasonable not to be realistic if

tne matter has any bearing on potential proceedings in the world.

A canguage encodes a realistic world view, and, being public,
cannot be changed to suit an individual's whims. Furthermore,
assumptions which appear in cognitive space as pro or con some
m-argument, do

SO in a language, and as statements. As such,

they lay c.aim tO cbjective truth, and in principle call for

assessmer in che Might of everything one knows.
EP Ne proceed in the world - in actual and public space
without adjusting our interests to it, then at the very Least

we'll try co ie what can't be done, and at the worst we may
suffer or ejen die for our mistake. Knowing how to avoid such
mistakes is one core
nave

sone means ef

of reasonable being; all living beings must

ccing so if they are to survive. But the
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language-given capacity of inner debate adds a means of doing So
which is presumably uniquely human

and at the same time it

vastly increases the human capacity to make mistakes.
Successfully adjusting one's interests to the world through inner

debate entails recognising contradictions and consequences. A
statement feeds back into the system as though someone else had
said it, 30 that contradictions will be felt and consequences

will follow. Consequences and contradictions which follow

directly from the structure of language

i.e. from the

assumptions which are encoded in the language system

will

do SO

with near automaticity. But although a claim to truth in
principle constitutes 2 cali for assessment in the light of

everything one knows, in practice variable accessibility distorts
the picture. Hopes, desires, fears, whatever interests are most

highly aroused at the moment c input, those will be favoured in

its interpretation. Language creates an illusion of perfect
objectivity and warranted certainty at the same tine as it

provides a means of struggling towards those ideals. As Dewey
put it, "Perfect certainty is what man wants. "14 Tough. Only
death and the extinction of interest brings that.

We saw in the last chapter that the notion of 'drive' was a
cousin of the idea of interest as an activating force that has
been so central in this

thesis.

Until, roughly, the late ﬁfties

early sixties, some relation of interest
desire, motive, intention, etc.

drive, instinct,

nad been of central importance
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in all twentieth-century psychological theories. Indeed,

Bartlett - who is famous nowadays for his promotion of the idea

of a schema - certainly took himself to be emphasising the

crucial role of interests as such, in both the formation and the
later recall of memories (see Bartlett, 1954). What happened?

Where did interests et al disappear to? Brieﬂy, the demise of
behaviourism discredited its whole theoretical apparatus and the

r.ction of drive along with it. As 'cognitive' psychology took
over from behaviourism, there seemed no longer to be any place or

need for the concepts of drive or energy (see, e.g., the
introduction to Neisser's Cognitive Psychology, 1963). More
reﬁned versions of the notion survive, however - its most common

appearance nowadays being. in a box 3 labelled Propositional

Attitudes: Desires (see, e.g., Fodor 1981, Stich, 1983). Apart
from the goal oriented sheories which we have seen are too
narrow, only in clinical, i.e. practical, psychology have
concepts of chis ilk continuously held a central theoretical

role. I shall take up some comparisons with psychoanalytic

theory below. Before doing so, I look at some o! the
consequences and problems for desires-in-a-box/beliefs-in-a-box
theories.

The styLe of thinking in which desires, hope, fears, etc.,

and beliefs are all treated as objects of propositional attitudes

1.9., as propositions 50 which an attitude of desire, hope,
derives from philosophy, and permeates what its
esc., is taken

exponents refer to as 'cognitive science'. (Stich's contention
lop. cit.) that this view holds a central place in 'folk

psychology' strikes me as bizarre.) Stating a cesire, etc.,

or
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handling it in a logic, standardly involves representing it as a

proposition embedded in
doesn't get measles".

that clause - as in "I hope (that) John

There is nothing wrong in doing so,

of

course, the problems arise when conclusions about the mind or
about the nature of desire, etc., are derived from this manner of

representation. (Quite apart from the absurdity that it may seem

to make sense to think of people's minds as stuffed with boxes
full of propositions [ - a different box for every attitude?].)

My main reason for eschewing this mode of speech is that it
treats desires, etc., as of the same order as beliefs, qua
assumptions.

'Belief' has two senses which I believe it important not to
confound.

One is what - nave been referring to as 'assumption'

i.e. ; what one takes for granted, proceeds on the basis of, what

has made a difference to the outcome of an interest.

'Belief' in

the other sense is more or less equivalent to what I have been

calling an 'issue'; that iS ; it is not taken for granted, bus on
the contrary, is uncertain, in doubt - awaiting resolution. Once
issue has become settled, a deﬁnite outcome achieved, then

that outcome becomes a 'belief' of the other sort, namely an

assumption. An issue is a creative force in its own right, a

place 26 which energy peaks, given a direction oy
assumptions, i.e., it ¿s an interest.
Function to
inform.

prior

But prior assumptions

direct energy towards satisfying the interest

Because they

they

are taken for granted, we waste no energy

on assumptions; while issues require an investment of energy
Leadins 50 expression,
reaped.

from which

the beneﬁts 0f feedback may be
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Issues and questions are the peculiar case of interests
which lead directly to the establishment of changes in the form
of the network, rather than leading directly to

(real

or

imaginary) changes in the world. 15 So they are central to the

business of the (rational) 'ﬁxation of belief: that Fodor

pinpoints as the proper subject matter of cognitive psychology.
The move from issue 50 assumption is the move from tentative

unsettled belief to ﬁxated belief. Here is Fodor musing on what
it is to acquire an assumption: » T assume that every yes-box

[i.e. assumption 'box'] is connected with an elaborate mechanism
of wheels, pulleys, relays, and so forth, such that putting a

mental representation token. in the box has a correspondingly

elaborate variety of causal consequences, both for the behaviour
of the organism and for the distribution of other mental
representation tokens. Moreover, which causal connections you

get from putting a given token into the yes-box depends, again
elaborately, on (non-semantic) properties of the token.

( Maybe

it depends on its weight, or its shape, or its electrical
conductivity.)" (1983, p• 28; my empa.
So, the picture is of

'yes box' full of

bits of

information with speciﬁable interrelationships, which

'elaborately' depend in some way on the form of representation of
each individual bit. Furthermore, each of these assumptions must

have a representation the form of which will make sure that the
"wheels and pulleys" which will be set in motion have the right
consequences for the behaviour of the organism. Whether

acquiring new assumptions or bringing old ones to bear, the
problem

is co get the

right beliefs to inform the right

desires
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so

that appropriate actions and responses will result.

Since our

every action proceeds on the basis of relevant assumptions, and
so does our every word and every thought, different sets of

assumptions must constantly be coming into play. If they are to
be picked out afresh by some mechanism each time, then they must
display unmistakably the characteristics which ﬁt them for the
role they are about to play.

HOW a model or theory of cognition distributes the

information load when representing a cognitive system will be
determined partly by what theory it is, and what its exponent is
trying 50 do, and partly by aesthetic considerations such as

elegance and simplicity. At one extreme, one could conceive of
ali information being jumbled together in no particular order in
the 'yes-box'. Or one could assume, for example, that

assumptions which nave certain identical consequences were

grouped together, forming a subsystem of the whole.

Then by

marking an assumption for its appropriate subsystem(s), the

information load which it carries could be greatly simpliﬁed.
The view I have been expounding is at the furthest extreme from

the yes-pox rag-bag, which leaves all the elaboration to the
individual 'belie? representation token'.

From my standpoint, a

cognitive system is primarily a collection of diverse and densely
interconnected interests, each of which is

locus of

information, both in respect of acquisition and of access. So
the organisation of assumptions is derived from the interests

they cluster round and give form to. For the vast majority of
one's actions one doesn't have to assemble and organise the
relevant beliefs freshly each time

they're all there, ready for
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use, taken for granted, constituting together the schema of this
action or that.

From this perspective it appears that almost the whole
consequentiality of

newly acquired assumption will depend on

the spot (s) it hits in the system, i.e. the interest(s) it
affects. What spots it hits will be a result of the interaction

between prior levels of interest in the arousal system, and the
unique character of what is being learnt, i.e. it will depend on
what it is relevant to, for N, at a given moment. Once an

assumption has been accepted and absorbed, has had its effect on
some part or parts of the system, it may subsist thereafter

purely in the consequences it has had - which remain. The
content of an assumption as it comes in is a matter of where

activity occurs in che system En consequence of its absorption.
Its lasting 'representation' is as pure contentless form:

unenergised, taken for granted, effect on future proceedings.
So, Par from being in separate boxes, assumptions and
interests (which cf course include desires, hopes, and all those

others) are complementary, interlocked, interdependent, but

distinct, aspects of the same phenomenon: namely, the interest

system as a whole, through which all expenditure of any

intelligent being's energies is directed, organised, informed.
In

storage an assumption is utterly context-dependent, being

simply part of

the network, its meaning deriving from which part.

In Order to communicate, discuss, or examine an assumption, one
must a)

energise it, i.e. reimbue it wich content, and b} give it

expression

in some relatively context-free form,

language. Articulating

1. e.,

in a

previously inarticulate assumption is
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not a matter of taking an obfuscating step away from the private
lucidity of a proposition couched in a universal, context-free

"Language of Thought" (see Fodor, 1975); rather, it is a matter
of making a clarifying move towards an ideal of objectivity and
explicitness.

A school of contemporary thought about cognition which has
clear points of similarity with my own views as presented above
is that of "spreading activation theory". Initially concerned
with questions of retrieval in a semantic network (see Collins
and Quillian, 1969), with Norman's picture of a network of
interrelated schemas (1981) through which activation spreads, the
scope of the theory has widened well beyond che strictly
semantic.

Since, as I have been arguing, 'my' network of

interests can also be viewed as a network of schemas, 'my'
network and Norman's are presumably in some sense equivalent.

However, as far as I know, it has not occurred to current

spreading activationists that their networks might be primarily

assemblages of interrelated interns at different degrees of
arcusa:.

Hoy far and in what direction activation spreads on a given
occasion must be a result of interaction between how highly

aroused various interests are at that moment, how reliable che

connections between them are, and how striking the input is.
Therefore, the network's being derived from the set of a person's

interests and displaying the characteristics of interests, is nos
irrelevant 60 spreading activation theory. (It means, for
example, that it cannot be a theory from which precise

predictions ﬂow, because it can never ce possible

to

know

in
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advance what particular interests are aroused in a given
individual.)

However, as we shall see below, network theories,

and certain of my own ﬁndings, have been anticipated in the

of psychoanalysis. And in that area, of course, energy (as

'libido') has remained a central theoretic concept.
By

far the most striking parallels between my own views (of

the interest system) and those which currently prevail in

cognitive science, are with a school of Artiﬁcial Intelligence

researchers known as the 'New Connectionists' (see Dennet, 1984).

It is worth quoting extensively from Dennett's summary of

typical characteristics of their models.

the

" The most obvious and

familiar abstract feature shared by most of these models is a
high degree of parallel processing." In my terms, 'parallel
processing' means that numerous different interests can be to
some degree active - digesting information at the same time.

Connections go on being made by activated interests whilst

other

interests are taking in fresh information and being activated o y
it

in

surn.

"Another typical feature is 'distributed' memory

in which disambiguation occurs only 'globally'". I take this to
be a function of the context-dependency of assumptions. There is

" MO central control, but rather a partially anarchic system of

rather competitive elements". As long as we discount the
potential feedback from cognitive space, that describes the

interest system perfectly. There is "no complex message-passing

between modules or subsystems". Instead, computing information
iS a matter of being "appropriately connected to large numbers of

similar units". On this point new connectionism is close to

spreading activation theory. And lastly, there is "the
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relatively mindless and inefﬁcient making and unmaking of many
partial pathways of solutions, until the system settles down

after a while not on the (predesignated or predesignatable)
'right' solution, but only with whatever 'solution' or

'solutions' 'feel right' to the system" (my emph.). For the

closeness of this last point to my view, see Chapters 5 and 6
above, but for some qualiﬁcations, see below.

Curiously enough, the New Connectionists, far from taking
themselves to be modelling

system of interests, take themselves

to ce modelling features of the brain itself, and take the
neuronal hardware as their starting point.

I don't know what to

make of this ( see points raised in Chapter 9). However, I do
knoW that, just as neither New Connectionists, nor Spreading

Activationists see themselves as dealing with interests (or
desires or any other member of that family), nor do they complete
the picture of the mind as I have done, by bringing in cognitive

space. Although I think there is a good deal that is right in
the views about the nature of information systems or networks

just discussed, those views are not sufﬁcient either tc
constitute a cognitive theory in their own right, nor to

effectively undermine other schools of thought.

Among the points

NO ich require to be addressed are chese: now come other

approaches, resting on apparently radically different
assumptions, can provide illuminating analyses of cognitive
phenomena?

IE what one assumes is 50 attached to its context of

interest, how is it possible tO get two and two together, i.e.
assemble information from different areas? And what about
cognitive space?

So, ﬁrst point: the proof of she pudding is in the eating.
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Let us take

a look at a conspicuously successful contribution to

this area which makes different assumptions about assumptions,
namely Sperber and Wilson's 'Theory of Relevance'. It is, in
effect, a theory of that area

of natural reasoning which concerns

the assessment of consequences and contradictions which follow
propositional input.

Although such input may have propositional
form and a truth value, I have been arguing that the assumptions
which constitute the background are not independent objects of

that kind at all. And yet, in practice, the interaction between
the input and the background yields results which (with certain

provisos, see Sperber and Wilson, 1935, and also below) conform

with the inference rules of deductive logic, just as though
background and input were in fact made up of propositional forms
with truth values.

How does this appearance of good logic square with the

non-truth-functional character of assumptions, and the 'making
and unmaking of random pathways' chat I have been asserting?

In

the ﬁrst place, the distribution of information in che network
is no t random, but is clustered around interests so that
information one has ready perceived as related is automatically
stored cogether. Therefore, even when brand

being made from a certain starting point,

new pathways are

they stanc 3 good

useful connection. Furthermore, useful
connections are more likely to come into play another time, and
chance of making

re-utilised connections

will last: there are very many

well-travelled pathways in the network, and most of them are
well-motivated.

And, of course, when the input is linguistic its

primary destination is

within the cest organised, best motivated.
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and best kept part of the information network.

Any given input meshes only with a limited sub-set of the
total

of a

person's assumptions. The appearance of natural

reasoning matching logic crucially depends on its being assessed
16
for consequentiality only against a restricted background.
Anyone who wishes to model a paricular a case of natural reasoning
must ﬁnd an intelligible way of displaying the

interrelationships between the input and the set of relevant
assumptions: language is essential. The standards by which a

model will be assessed as a 30o d or fair representation of 3

set

of assumptions will be according to how well the same input to

either yields the same results. That is, the model should
predict the conclusions the natural reasoner will reach. The set
of linguistic propositions which represent the set of relevant
assumptions must in some sense be mappable onto those
assumptions.

(See Kowalski, 1985, for the technical equivalence

of 'procedural' and 'declarative' representation.) The

Propositional forms which appear in the model are theoretical

constructs without which there could be no explication of the
phenomenon in hand. Therefore, a theory which is designed to
explicate natural reasoning is exempt from criticism on the

grounds that assumptions are not in fact proposition-like objects

with truth values. So, the actual psychological status of

assumptions appears to be irrelevant in choosing between theories
at this level of description.

From my angle, what distinguishes Spercer anc Wilson's
account from others which assume an identity between propositions

and assumptions, is its dual emphasis on ecchomy cn the one hand,
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and change on the other.

Their principle of relevance is quite

explicitly a principle of economy, which makes the conservation

of energy a central consideration. It is, roughly speaking, that
one will seek to de maximally relevant in return for minimum
processing costs. The relevance of an input depends on

changes it makes 60 the background of assumptions.

the

So conforming

to the principle of relevance involves trying to make as many
changes as possible in return for minimum expenditure of energy.
That is a principle which must be implicit in any account, such

as mine, which treats the mind as an economy, a system for the

distribution and organisation cf energy. Processing costs will
themselves depend on the accessibility of the material
background. The fact of variable accessibility, which is thus

built into their account, nas been a central thene of
thesis.

chis

Despite what may or may not be profound differences as

so the status of assumptions, at ground level it appears that
Sperder and Milson's theory of relevance and my own are
complementary rather than contradictory.

So, I believe I have answered the question as to now certain

positions which seem co differ radically from my own as to the

psychological status of assumptions can get good results if views
Like mine are in Pace correct. The next question was,
assumptions are so context-bound, how is it

If

possible to get

two

together with two, that is, to assemble information from
different parts of the network? Anyone who has been reading this

chesis so far will know that my answer to that 15, y creating
especially m-utterances - in cognitive space
representations
know, neither
(see especially Chapters 5 and 6). As far as
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Spreading Activationists nor New Connectionists have any answer
to this problem, and nor do they assign any role to anything like
cognitive space. 'Imagination' or 'consciousness' though not

ruled out by such theories, is simply ignored by them, presumably
because it is not regarded as relevant to what goes on in the
network.

17

But,

as we have seen, what goes on in cognitive space

feeds back into the network, and can affect its form. It seems

that one has to go back to Bartlett for recognition of this

phenomenon within the area of cognitive theory. "Consciousness
reﬂects the mechanism that enables the person to subject his own

schemata to scrutiny"; "a way of turning round on the organism's

schemata and making them the objects of its reactions"; "the past

is being continually remade" 1054). So, the answer to the last
question I listed above, i.e., What about cognitive space? is,
generally, it's been forgotten or ignored.
As far as I know, within contemporary psychology, only

psychoanalytic theory insists, as ~ do, on there being two
radically different components of 'mind', within which entirely
different mental processes occur. How closely does

che

psychcanalytic distinction between the 'unconscious' and the
'conscious' match my distinction between the network of interests

and cognitive space? As Freud explained it, the unconscious iS
that part of mental life which must ce postulated to account for
observable behaviours but cannot itself be observed directly. In
that

respect, the unconscious is identical with the network of

interests L postuiate. Furthermore, the picture is of a
'mobile

energy' within which areas

00 l

on

of excitation compete for

expression with one another, and lead to the production of what
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may be consciously observed.18 Despite these parallels, Freud's

account of the different processes that occur on one side or
another of the boundary is incompatible with mine. Here is

Charles Rycroft's helpful summary of Freud's views on the
subject:

Primary process thinking is 'characteristic

cf unconscious mental activity', 'images tend to
to become fused and can readily replace and
symbolise each other, . € uses mobile energy,
ignores the categories of space and time and

reduces the unpleasure of instinctual tension

by hallucinatory wish-fulﬁlment.'

Secondary process thinking is 'characteristic

of conscious thinking', obeys the laws of grammar

and formal logic, uses bound energy, and is
governed by the reality principle, i.e. reduces the

unpleasure of instinctua D. --1 tension by adaptive
behaviour.' Rycroft, 1968)

In my view, a number of distinctions are confounded here.
One is the difference between activation within the interest
system { cf 'mobile energy') which we know only by 1 tS

consequences, and expressed energy which creates objects of
perception in. real

and in cognitive space (cf 'oound energy').

That is where I believe the boundary strictly belongs.

But in

that case, images have no place among the 'primary processes':
the difference between verbal and non-verbal activities in

cognitive space has been confused with the boundary just

drawn.

I believe this confusion derives, at least in pert, from the

ambiguity of the term 'consciousness', which I touched on in
Chapter 6.

As welt as being used to refer LO what

I'm calling

'cognitive space', the word also gets used to refer to that which
Es attended to.
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In Chapter 5 we found that imagery was ruled by the

individual's whims, with meanings derived from the individual's

interest system. And - perhaps just because there are no rules
for the objective repetition of an image - we found that images
were relatively evanescent, unﬁxed, and hard to attend to. Much
of our imagery is 'unconscious' in the sense of unattended, and
its relative unﬁxity is the same thing as that tendency to

fuse

and be replaced that Freud stresses. However, these are
characteristics not of activity within the interest network, but
within cognitive space. M-utterances, those quasi-aural
activities in cognitive space, contrast with images in being

relatively ﬁxed, precise. repeatable and easy to attend to.

They use meanings which are not subject to the individual's whim
but are derived from society's interest system, and must be
combined in a rule-governed fashion. As far as I could tell (in
Chapter 6) , even unattended or virtually unattended m-utterances

are in good grammatical, linguistic, and logical order. In

short, many of the characteristics which Freud attributes to
secondary, 'conscious', processes are derived from the
characteristics of verbalisation.
The Last distinction that

think should be taken

independent…y into account nere is that between id

fancy at

or e extreme, and serious thinking at the other. Both

'hallucinatory wish-fulﬁlment' and 'adaptive' m-behaviour

cake

place in cognitive space. The difference between them is not a

crisp distinction, cut is one of degree. It is not

matter of

processes of different kinds, but of different interests being in

play, voicn entail different standards being applied in the

judgement of their outpat In cognitive space.

Imagery may De
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particularly potent in the wish-fulﬁlment line, but

there are

also m-utterances in my daydreams, and there is imagery in my
serious thinking. And verbal, grammatical, rule-governed and

attended to behaviour in cognitive space may be as fanciful as
pleases, So long as one does not take it to be true.

To sum up,

believe Freud was fundamentally mistaken in

equating, as he in effect does, 'unconscious' processes With

unreasonable, 'maladaptive' ways of thinking, and 'conscious'

ones with the opposite. In effect, even his psychology, in which
desires appear to play so central a role, is infected by that
separation between 'rational beliefs' on the one hand and desires

. 19

on the other, which blighte views of cognition current today.'
The contents of cognitive space need not be cool, orderly and
reasonable, and the set of interests

as we have been seeing in

this thesis - is the reverse of 'maladaptive', seethingly active

and disorderly though it may be. One crucial respect in which
the network of interests is not 'irrational' is in having aS a

subpart the semantic system of the person's language. That is,

part of the network is in fact orderly and self-consistent on
large scale.

"The facts of linkage between words and morphemes,

which make the categories and patterns in which
linguistic meaning dwells . correspond to neural

processes of nonmotor type, silent, invisible, the
and individualLy unobservable.

matrix relations
penetrating study

The seructure,of

can only be determined by a
the language spoken by the

concerned
individua. whose thinking processes WE
.:
wilL
0
e
found
to
be
fundamentally
with, and

different for individuals whose Languages are o1
fundamentally different types.' (Whor?, '1956'
probably written In 1937 his emphases}.
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Whorf is not claiming here that all meaning is linguistic,
nor that the semantic 'matrix' ne describes exhausts the

individual's capacity to perceive patterns and make connections.
Rather, he is asserting that the connections and discriminations

which are automatically and unreﬂectingly made by individuals
who speak different languages will differ as much as the semantic

systems of those languages differ. Do the ﬁndings of this
thesis support that contention? Brieﬂy, No. Individuals may
take for granted any number of connections and discriminations

not laid down prearranged in their languages.

There can

therefore be no guarantee that two Speakers of 'fundamentally

different! languages?• may noc, a s it happens, make eil the same
connections and distinctions - ones laid down in A's language
which differ from those laid down in B's coinciding with ones 3
has made as a result of her own interests, and vice versa.

Although such a coincidence is highly unlikely,

it cannot be

ruled out a priori. Nevertheless, the ﬁndings of this thesis do
support a weaker version of 'the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis'.
Namely, that we "unconsciousLy project (our language's] implicit

expectations into the ﬁeid of experience" (Sapir, 1931).
Insofar as an interest system amounts 50 a world view, then
in being partly comprised of the semantic system of a language,
whet language that is will affect the individual's world view.
Is it legitimate, then, to speak - as Sapir does

of "the

tyrannical hold that Linguistic form has upon our orientation in
the worid" 109. cis.!? For several reasons, the answer once more

is, No. For one thing, the semantic system of a language is not

self-contained but is ¿us: a relatively ﬁxed, self-consistent,
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and readily available sub-system of the total network of
interests for any individual, and the points made in che last
paragraph apply. Everyone can and does make connections and draw

distinctions which are not language-given.
A further reason why linguistic form cannot be held to

exercise any 'tyranny' is that it is itself derived from common
interests in some community on communities of interest, and
encodes the shared assumptions which give those interests their
form (see Chapter 8 above).

Therefore what has a 'hold' over our

'orientation in the world' is not truly the linguistic form but

rather the community or communities of interest in which a given
language is used, i.e. it is 'society'.

So, although a semantic

system is not dependent on any individual's whim, its meanings
for any individual will depend on the communities of interest

within which that person plays a role. Precisely because speech,

i.e. expressions in a language, whether uttered, muttered or
written down, uses meanings which are independent of any

individual's interests, it can de used as a tool for manipulating
interest systems and therefore ultimately changing the available
meanings within

community of interest. Language does not

tyrannise thought.

Speech Trees my thoughts from the interests which give rise

to them, and enabies them to affect any other part of any
interest system within some language community, including my own.
By affecting interest systens, my thoughts have effects on how
energies are spent Ln che world. So speech gives my thoughts
power in the Nor.C. As a sei?-consistent, always reliable and

ava:iable system of well-.attested assumptions on which L need
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waste no thought, language frees my energies for tackling the
new. It gives me maximum information in return for minimum

effort. The price I pay is that of inescapably sharing many
aspects of my world view with my fellows

but that is surely

gain not loss; and of having part of me always on call, unable

not to respond at least with understanding to input in my

own

language. But that power which same-speakers have of playing on
my interests is a power I also enjoy over theirs, and we each

have over our own.
Understanding the relation between language and thought has
been one of

my mos: pressing concerns for very many years now,

and its fruit is this thesis. For myself I feel that appetite
satisﬁed at last, and E nope yours is too, dear reader.
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FOOTNOTES

Mis-Words

1.

I invented chis expression to cover a range of examples from

actual

slips of the tongue to covertly noted slips to the 'tip of

the tongue phenomenon'. This is a revised and greatly shortened

version of a paper given at L.S.E. in 1973. In almost exactly
this form it appeared as Murray (1979).
2.

Freud himself uses a narrower (though no easier to apply)

deﬁnition of the class of errors which interests him: 'The

disturbance could result from interference from outside this

word, sentence, or context. (191:, 56.).
3.

Here, and througho:: the thesis, I use 'expression' and

'express' to include the formulated but not necessarily uttered.
4.

Cp . Dell and Reich 11977).
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Chapter One: Introduction

1. I nad thought of preserving the ﬁrst crafts embedded in
expianatory

text, as an illustration of the natural messiness and

unpredictabiLity of thought. I have to thank A. Cormack for
persuading me that would have been more ego trip than reader's
aid.

2. 1 one this phrase to Mike Lesser.
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Chapter Two: Conversational Rules

1.

See Levinson (1983) and references therein.

2.

For discussion, see Kempson (1975, 1977).

3. Unfortunately, this antedates Sperber and Wilson's perceptive
analysis of irony (1981).
4.

See his comments on 'therefore' in the paper I am discussing.

5.

See Schegloff (1977) for a very perceptive discussion of

ambiguity.

6.

See Halliday (1978) and Gumperz (1968).

7. Re the orderly succession of turns, see Sacks, Schegloff and

Jefferson (1974) and Scheglo!! (1963).
8.

This issue is not as clear-cut as I thought when I wrote this

chapter. As a recipient, misinformation and sound information
are all the same to me, SO long as I assume they are true. It
15 ar. actor or creator that the difference between good
informacion and bad information comes into play and makes a

difference to my life.

is
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Chapter Three: Relevance

In Grice (1975) and see last chapter, above.
2.

Se e Sperber and Wilson (1984, 19851.

3.

See Minsky (1975), Neisser (1976), Anderson (1976), and

Bartlett

(1954) .

See Sperber and Wilson (1985).
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Chapter Four: Issues and Questions

Successive drafts of this chapter have been improved by the
comments of Deirdre Wilson, Dick Hudson, Ruth Kempson, Colin
McGinn and Gill Brown; to all of whom, my thanks, and the usual
exoneration from blame. In almost exactly this form, this
1.

chapter appeared as Murray (1983).

Keenan and Schieffelin (1976) and Reichman (1978) both make
issues central to the analysis of conversation. But the notion
of issue they work with differ, I think, both from each other a
2.

from mine.

Similarly, some of Schank's work in artiﬁcial

intelligence has given "interestingness" a central place (1977;

esp. :978). While his focus is on facts or events, and he uses
interestingness as a value marker, for me an interest is

something which is pursued by a person or persons, and has its
own. inherent

though not. ﬁxed

value.

3. Bosley (:975) has a very interesting discussion of "the art

ci forcing conclusions" (see especially chap. 1).

This was written down very soon after it occurred; it was
sufﬁciently striking to be easily memorable. Regrettably, che
-,

ias no recording equipment on the spot, so if there are errors
my reco-lection,

will never know I them. But I am morally

certain chat any inaccuracies there may be do not affect the
interes:-structure of the discourse, which is what chieﬂy
concerns me here.
5. Chis useful phrase was coined by Halliday (1975, 1978). S
aiso Chapter 8.
6

*: : 8 i3 part

cf a 90-minute conversation which I recorded

(with che parties' knowledgel and transcribed in full.
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7. Goodwin (1979) makes a detailed analysis of shifts of gaze in
the light of what is new co whom. He remarks that Sacks had

noted

preference for the new.

Labov and Fanshel ﬁnd that

assertions about events known to all parties tend to produce
minimal response (1977: 101). See also Shank on
"interestingness" (1978).
8.

That Reinhart ﬁnds "aboutness" and "old information" as

recurrent, apparently distinct uses of "tOpic" is not surprising.

It is a case of the context-deﬁning interest (aboutness) and its
taken-for-granted background displaying their inherent
reciprocity.
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Chapter Five: Interests, Obsessions, and Images
1. For a view which is in certain respects very close to mine,

see Schwarz and Schiller: "Below threshold excitations give rise
to

...

conscious experience when

they receive an energic supplement

from within the mental apparatus" ( p. 4 ;
2.

1970).

On 'imagery' see Stern (1932), Merleau-Ponty (1962), Borkovec

(1976) ed. Pope and Singer (1973), Goodman (1982), and see also

the discussion in Wingﬁeld and Byrnes (1981) and the references
therein.

3.

Since writing this, I have been struck by the frequent

cinematic use of this image.
4.

On the somatic effects of thought, see, e.g., James (1890),

Pribram (1976), Barthes (:979).
See Wingﬁeld and Byrnes (1981) for a very thorough
discussion of the issues involved, which in many respects
5.

supports the I position I am taking here.
6.

1 A thought limited to existing for itself, independently of

the constraints of speech and communication, would no sooner
we present
appear than it would sink into the unconscious
thought to ourselves through internal or external speech. It
does indeed move forward with the instant and, as 1 t were,

in

ﬂashes, but we are then left to lay hands on 16, and it is
through verbal expression that we make 4 t our own."

Merleau-Ponty, p. 177, 1962.
7.

For discussion see Sperber and Wilson (1985).

8. See footnote 5.

our
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Chapter Six: M-utterances

1. For discussion of the idea of a 'stream of consciousness' (or
'thought' ) see Chapter IX of James's Principles of Psychology
(1890), also Titchener (1909), and the collection o this topic

edited by Pope and Singer (1978). Joyce's Ulysses (1922) and
Canetti's Auto da Fe ( 1946) are two of the best among a host of
literary examples.

For some relevant discussion, see Goodman (1982) and Dennett

2.

(1982) ; Meichenbaun (1976) and the references therein provide

substantial empirical support for some of the contentions and
conclusions of this chapter. For the notion of 'Inner speech!

see Vygotsky (1962), and Sokolov (1972), though I think that
school tends to underestimate the importance of other people 'in
the head'.

Cp. Dennett, "we learned to milk each others' (and then our

3.

cwn) minds in certain ways" (1982).
4.

For an illuminating analysis of challenges, commands, etc.,

see Labov and Panshel(1975). And 2
See Sperber and Wilson (1985).

•7 0n 'irrational' belie?s see Sperber (1982).

b Fer some contemporary discussions of 'consciousness' see ed.
Underwood 11982), ed. Schwartz and Shapiro (1976), ed. Davidson,

Schwartz and Shapiro (:983), and ed. josephson and Ramachandran
(1930). Ramachandran describes "an imaginary world which we
construct in our minds. We then see ourselves as active agents
striving to do things in this imaginary world" (1980). On a more
general level, from their different perspectives, the papers oy

Underwood and by Shotter (:980) and that 0 y Pribram (1976), put
forward views very cicse to my own.
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Chapter Seven: Meaning I

1.

Grice (1957) also approaches questions of linguistic meaning

in the light of more general aspects of meaning. But our
conclusions differ considerably. In particular, in my

view,

successful linguistic communication is not a matter of getting

other people to 'recognise one's intentions'. Rather, it is

own

matter of creating with one's fellows interests as like one's/as

possible, by choosing the most effective ways of expressing them.
2. See Anscombe (1957) on mud pies.
3.

Ryle is quoted in Geach (1965) as expounding a view of

if-then which seems close to my own.
For an excellent general discussion of the issues of
ch. 7.
reference, etc., see Lyons 1:977), and for the question of
4.

pointing in particular, see Mittgenstein (1958).

5. For
some
Ch.
Te.tdifferent perspectives on speecn acts,

see Lyons

(1977)/, Levinson (1983) and Sperber and Wilson (1985).

6. For a very helpful

discussion ON BeNEfI& READINE esp 15

from a

Linguistic perspective, see Lyons (1977); see also Barwise and
Perry (1963).
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Chapter Fisht: Meaning I

To my ear, the crucial explanatory character of interests

1.

appears

to be a central and even dominating theme of Putnam's

Meaning and the Moral Sciences (1973).

2. For the notion of 'methodological solipsism', see Fodor
(1981).

3. Kripke's comparable views (1972) are not susceptible to the

criticisms I level against Putnam's arguments here

though they

not immune from other criticisms.

4.cp. "we take as given the idea uf distinction and the idea of
indication and that we cannot make an indication without drawing a
There can be no distinction without motive, and thece
distinction

can be no motive unless contents are seen to differ in value" p• 1.
G. S. Brown, 1969.

5. See Davidson (19671.
6.

For discussion of 'revisability' see Quine (1953).

7.

For discussion of 'family resemblances', and for views very

similar to

8.

those expounded here, see Mittgenstein (1953).

For a view of the psychological status 02 language. which is

in many respects similar

tc mine, and is accompanied by many

detailed linguistic arguments, 3 ee Givon (1982).
9

For the notion of 'meaning potential! see Halliday (1975!.
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Chapter Nine: Arousal

1. During periods of dreaming, one's interests from wishes.
nopes, fears, to issues and questions, are clearly active
sending material into cognitive space. The crucial difference

between dreaming and the waking material in cognitive space would
then be that dreams are aimed solely a t snese::, c;. Ayer a:t
(1979) .

2. For some of the differences between ind:::.41

cee

Brown (1952) and references sharein.

3. This 'demise' can perhaps de dated to Chamber's devastating
attack on Skinner in
4.

:950.

See Baars (1976) an: PaMin; ani Ace! son

0/ nand-in5 502- vien',?: 0320700

5. For schemas, etc. 32
see references in
6

•3'7:.

A. .0 Me. 3sec

: A : 101 Ac:/0:0

For the non-identity o f brain activity an: mann. events, 3 2 2

Davidson (1970).

See Kahnemann (:973) and Mingield and3--acti:n
Byrne:
discussions

of the phenomenon of divita:

Far

*n: c0 43, 20

some level, just another name for 'earadio. processin;'.
8.

1 00:1:'3
This typical tale of Incas: intoxibi.:ny 0;24
-am.:PPour
0-8000700

of bizarre facts, which

book

apologise to
9.

we seem ::

the reader for my inability : 3a2:./ a reference.

ac
I trust this phenomenon of being permanen:.; primed'
ChA 5

che's

own

evidence

name is sufﬁciantly universal.7
recognise
13 super:...5.

from experimentai

psyc.0-057
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10. See footnote 7.

11. See, e.g., Schwarz and Schiller (1970), Collins and Loftus

(1975) and Dell and Reich (1977).
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Chapter Ten: Conclusions

1. For a fairly extreme statement of this position, see Fodor,
1981.

2. Because interests are interconnected, and any part of the
interest network, from the very narrow to the very broad, may pe
aroused, there can be no general principle for discriminating and
counting them.
3.

' An ' interest is simply any subpart of the whole.

Shimon Tzabar's invaluable mycological expertise helped me

pick this example.
Any input/output node of the network has a form given cy LEs
place in the network. The forms of ItS interlocking connected
4.

schemas constitute the ::work, and those schemas are what
determine the form of aha energies which pass through them.
the

general idea of

For

ScRAmB for 'frame'; see Bartlett (1954),

Minsky (1975), Anderson (1976) and Neisser (1976).
5. For the notion of a dictionary as a 'disguised encyclopaedia'

see Eco (1984) and for further discussion and references see
Haiman(1930).

Because of the considerations outlined in Chapter 6 , the
nction of ta' language is an ana-ytic Fiction, essential for some
purposes (see Chomsky, 1955) but distorting for others (see,
6.

e.g.,

7.

Gumperz,

This is a

1968).

corollary of the facts of 'priming' touched on in

Mis-Words, acove,

thecry, see

and presupposed in alt 'spreading activation'

e.g., Deli and Reich (:977), Collins and Loftus

(1975), Schwarz and Schiller (1970!. For much helpful
discussion, and Further references, see wingﬁeld and Byrnes
(1981).
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For discussion of language and community see Gumperz (1968) ,
and Halliday's penetrating analysis in Language as a Social
8

Semiotic (1978).
9

For the notion of language as a self-consistent system, see

Quine (1953 and 1960) and see Givon (1982).

10. For the notion of a language as a generator of endlessly
many new expressions see Chomsky (1965).
For a brave empirical investigation of daydreaming
generally supports my ﬁndings here see Singer (1966) .
11.

which

12. See Sperber and Wilson (1985).
13.

For beliefs as 'se::led conjecture' see Grene (1974)

and

Polanyi (:960) .
14 .

See Dewey's The Quest for Certainty (1930), in which many

pertinent points are made.

15.

See footnote 13.

16. Cn restricting the context, see Sperber and Wilson (1985 and
19855).

For discussions of imagination and consciousness, see ed.
Underwood (1982), ed. Pope and Singer (1978), ed. Schwarz and
17.

Shapiro (1976), and ed. josephson and Ramachandran(1980).
13.

Psychoanalytic theory developed a rich and explicit network

theorv quite independently cf and partly prior to Quillian, etc.,

see e.g., Schwartz and Rouse (:961), Schwarz and Schiller (1970).
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19. Cf. Nietzsche, "The misunderstanding of passion and reason,
as if che latter were an independent entity and not rather a
system of relations between various passions and desires; and as
if every passion did not contain its quantum of reason" (ﬁrst
published 1901-6, this translation, 1967). From an admittedly
slight acquaintance with the work of Nietzsche, it strikes me as
likely that anything of value in this thesis was probably
anticipated oy him.
20.

The very idea of a 'fundamental difference' between two

languages is dubious, partly for

reasons

touched on in footnote

5, partly because so many similar interests occupy people the
Length and breadth of the world, and those interests will

typically be reﬂected in the languages they speak.
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